From the Army
Acquisition
Executive...

I am given this space each time Army RD&A is published to
use as a "buOy pulpit' from which to speak 10 the acquisition communiry and I truly appreCiate it. It allows me to highlighl areas
and activities that I personally believe are critical to the way we
do busine .
We bave just slarted Roadsbow IV. It will continue the highly successful series and will ensure that the acquisition workforce
lmdersrands and applies the techniques of Acquisition Reform that
have proven successful. I am personally kicking off dle event at
each Roadshow location and will give it my higbest priority. ThJs
Roadshow covers the need for Acquisition Refonn, actions by top
management and the role each of us has to play. TIle Roadshows
bave been so successful that the avy and Air Force are leveraging the idea into their own forums-and giving u credit. There
are two purposes to these Roadshows and they are of equal importance. First i communications. I go 10 these events to share
my views with you, but it is a two-way street. I expecI to learn
from you and incorporate wbat I learn into what I do as the
ASA(RDA). econ<lly, we are providing a training and education
opportunity for our workforce. This is critical to the success of
Acquisition Refonn and is something we owe all of you.
Roadshow IV is emphasizing our primary role as the acquirers
for the Army which will bring Force XXI to reality. This miS ion
is especially difficull in an era with no well-defined threaL It is
es entia! that the Army field a technolOgically superior force in
the next century no maner what the threat may be. We will have
to make this happen with fewer resour es. The trends of the recent past will continue and both manpower and funds will decline. To ucceed, we must cut overhead and leverage dJe savings into programs. To get to Force XXI we mUSl shoot for overhead
levels comparable to industry-12 to 15 percent. Therefore, we
must be aggressive about Acquisition Refonn. Streamlined programs will get needed equipment into the hands of oldiers SOOner and at lower cost A good exanJple is the PreCision Lightweight
GPS Receiver. With seven MlLSPECs, we reduced the cost 20 percent. Eliminating all MlLSPECs could reduce the cost another 17
percent. This is the type of procurement that will get us Force
XXI.
In Washington, a number of actions are on-going. TIle Feder-

al Acquisition Srreamlining Act 1994 (FASA 94) was igned into
law at a White House ceremony recently. It is a good start and
includes Ihree pamcularly important feamre . First is the $ lOOK
threshold on purchases. The ability to make thi level acqUisition
without burdensome oversight will affect over 90 percent of our
conrracts. These actions account for only 10 percent of Our total obligation autbority. Think about the effect this will have on
management oversight of the big conrr'<!cts. We will be able to
do a much bener jOb, where it counts the most, while anaining
a much higher efficiency on the small transactions. econ<lly, this
Act broadens the definition of commercial products allowing us
to get wbat we need from commercial vendors more quickly and
at lower cost. I want you to all be aware that a Priority Process
Action Team is codifying the requirement right now. ince DOD
has been at the forefront of this effOrt, I expect the new rules to

benefit the Acquisition Reform. process. TI1ir<lly, there are new
rules that delimit truth in negotiations. I expect this action to rationalize gready the way we do busine . This act is a great start.
The old way of doing business is dead in the Anuy.
A number of initiatives on very specific areas of treamlinJng
are underway at DOD. The most noted one is the directive signed
by Secretary Perry to eliminate military pecifications and standards and mandate the use of performance-based specifications.
With this bold action, the Secretary turned the present acquisition system upside down. Perfonnance based specifications and
be t value conrracting go hand-in-hand. Roadshow IV has great
case srudJes in these two areas that allow the anendees to work
problems and see how to inJplement these actions back on the
job.
DOD's next major initiative is to simplify 5000.1, the management oversight process. An in-depth Process Action Team is
underway to determine a new set ofsJmplJfications for doing business. There are other areas to be addressed as well.
The Acquisition Streamlining Act allows the de ignation of pilot programs and the Army's is the Fire Support Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer (FSCATT). It will get special relief from federal
rules and regulations even before implementing guidance is published. Additionally, JSTARS Ground lation Module, the Advan.ced
Fidd Artillery System and the Patriot PAC-3 mjssile are the Army
lead programs in DOD, receiving the same treatment at DOD that
dle federal pilot programs get at the federal level. Clearly, everyone at every level is looking to do our business bener.
In case l'oU don't get the opportuniry to pamcipate in a Roadsbow, I want each of you in the acquisition business to understand that you are a critical piece of our efforts. My challenge to
you is to analyze your area of work and change what you control to cut red rape and elimJnate low value items. There are some
sinlple rules to follow: Does it make good business sense? Is it
legal and ethical? Are you willing to be held accountable (or take
credit) for it' Is it consistent witb your mission? If you can answer yes 10 these questions-take action. We will back you up.
Mistakes made in pushing for streamlined perfonnance will be
rewarded, not punished. If you need more power 10 make it happen-push it up the line. Keep pushing until it gets to me. Nothing is locked in concrete; everything is achievable.
As I write this, the holidays and the New Year are approaching. There are new challenges and new opportunities on the horizon. There is a new Congress that will shape the way we do business. The FY 95 budget appears sel and the future looks better
now that the President has COmmitted an additional $25 billion
to the defense budget. All around us large defense firms restructure,
consolidate and merge. New technologies hold out great
promise but demand development. The structure of the force itself will change dramatically over the next two years. All of these
things are true bur what do they mean to the acquisition community? Primarily they are validation of the course we have set
for Acquisition Reform. I know that you are interested, as are we
all, in what dle mid-term dections may mean to this direction.
As far as Acquisition Reform is concerned, there will be no change!
Refonn has nothing to do with Democrats vs. Republicans. Refoml is mandated by our stewardship of resources. We will not
go back to an era of abundant resources just because the Republicans control Congress and, even if we dJd, we would still
require Acquisition Refonn to properly use any resources and to
remain competitive at home and abroad. Let's step back a moment and remind ourselves of the penultimate objective of AcqUiSition Reform. The objective is to make 11 easy for the government to acquire anything it needs freely from the commerCial
marketplace. Only then, can we take fuU advantage of what is
happening in the commercial market today. Acquisition Refonn
is the right answer and we will continue to implement it nO matter who is in charge.

Gilbert F. Decker
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Force XXI is a new U.S. Army initiative designed to make the military more efficient and effective during the next century. The Army
Materiel Command's focus on Force XXI is the theme of this issue of
Army RD&A.

SHAPING
THE
U.S. ARMY
MATERIEL COMMAND
FOR
FORCE XXI
By GEN Leon E. Salomon
Commanding General
U.S. Army Materiel Command
"America's Army, trained and ready,
a strategic force, serving the nation at
home and abroad, capable of decisive victory into the 21st Century.
All of us recognize that these words
constitute our Army's Vision. America's
Anny will continue to be the world's premier land force well into the 21st century. This concept of America's Army requires AMC to focus our strategic vision
toward equipping and sustaining America's Anny with superior technology and
responsive support. But our objectives
will not materialize without collective
creativity, careful planning, and persistent effort.
Force XXI, the Army's reshaping concept for the force of the 21st century,
is the heart of the Army's redesign effort.
As a related effort, AMC is already establishing the framework and objectives
for "AMC XXI. n We are restructuring in
order to face the challenges that lie
ahead-we are changing the way we do
business. Our AMC XXI strategic infrastructure is focused on three core competencies-logistics power projection,
technology generation and application,
and acquisition excellence.
Where we are today must necessarily provide the springboard for where we
n
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intend to be in the 21st century. However, we must be careful to balance
downsizing actions and other components of change with reshaping actions
within an atmosphere of continuous
process improvement. It is imperative
that, as we focus on the future, we keep
actively aware of issues generated by nationallevel commissions such as Base Realignment and Closure, Roles and Missions, and ational Performance Review.
Realistically, there are cwo primary elements to reshaping-the macro structure
(I.e., facilities, resources, and personnel)
and internal operations (Le., divestiture,

Where we are today
must necessarily
provide the
springboard
for where we
intend to be in the
21 st century.

consolidations, core technologies and out
sourcing).
Today, AMC is well on the way to
meeting our future objectives-We are
doing things better, cheaper, and
smarter. To illustrate:
Better: We have reduced the size of
RFP/Documentation 40-60 percent.
Cheaper: AMC logistics overhead for
secondary item management is the lowest in the Department of Defense.
Smarter: The ARL .Federated Laboratory concept promises to combine the
best of Army, industry, and academia in
pursuit of technology goals for the Force
XXI Army.
We are continuing to respond to future challenges with this same better,
cheaper, and smarter approach. We are
hard at work in response to the Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) guidance to reduce logistics cycle times 50
percent by the year 2000.
Here are highlights of what we are doing in our three core competencies to
help shape America's Army through
Force XXI.
• Logistics Power Projection. Advanced warfighting concepts demand
that we support deployed forces while
reducing in-theater burden. We are
January-February 1995
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exploring new distribution concepts
such as "velocity management'-an agile and flexible way to integrdte new
proce e and new information technologies (computers, information processing, and telecommunications) into
a unified sustai.nment prOcess. For example, we need better information systerns and smaller, more frequent materiel
and ammunitioll deliveries to keep pace
with Mobile Strike Forces. Velocity
management and other Force XXI COllcepts, ucb as the coexistence of llierarchical and non-hierarchical command
information structures, will be the driving factors in logistic management
philosophy. A tool to help us explore the
implications of such new sustainment
concepts-the "Logistic~ Anchor
Desk" -is taking shape in a collegial enterprise compti -ing AMC Headquarters,
Army Research Laboratory, Advanced Research Projects Agency,
.. Army
Tran portation Command, Defen~e Logistics Agency, and several other organizations.
• Technology Generation and Application. TIle Army chief of staff views
the Advanced Warfighting Experiments
(AWE) as a primary guide along the path
to new technologies. organizations. and
processes for Force XXI. AMC is a full
partner with the Battle Labs in achkving AWE success. Our research activities
identify new technology applications and
provide the engineering skills necessary
for conducting scientifi experiments.
Our role consists of examining experimental systems and testing llt:w materiel
essential to the suppOrt of Force XXI
fielding decisions. In tllis way, our
command adds value through applications tllat help avoid failure and com.erve
time, effort, and resources during tile
AWE development and experinlentation
process. A good example is the initiative
by tile Army ConlIlllulications-Ekctronics Command to create a Digitization Integr.ttion Laboratory. This labomtory provides a means to as e developmental
battlefield information system~ individually and interoperdtiVe!y with other sy~
tems through a simulated digitized network.
Current and future operdtions demand
that our combat systems operate in )'nchronization across a wide pectrwll at
te hnological >ophistiCdtioll We .Ire dp-

plying horizontal technology ill cruOI1,
from experience in the Armys 2d Genemtion Forward LooJ.ll1g Infrared Radd.r
( ensor)Progranl, as a m d Ito reduce
the dispariry in informauon technology
between combat sy~t ms_ But
hav
not limited iJU10 'ation stricti to hdfdware-we are abo reating a Sold,c,. ".
tem~ Command to imegl"t s)'~t m development and ~uppon for th mruV1dUdl
oldier. The'oC efforu. ar gro"\nng LO unportance in view ot the in reasmgly»ophisticated technology hem a qUJJ"Ld
by potential oppo ing forces
IC) nchronizes and manag n "t chuotogy insertion to b t rve tne Army's
needs.
To acllieve the be~t In stmenl~ tor
dwindling resedrdl and d
lopment re~ource~, we are esrabllshmg d hoture
Teclulologies InstJtute and support a rederated Laboratory Sy~t m to rnCwtdt l1'dneuver re~Ou[ce levemgmg among thL
government, acadel1ll . and mdU>lry re~earch commuruties
• Acquisition Excellence. AM<.. is
comnUtled to streanllJrun procc~:>c.
rule~. and guideline~ to lllitXlIlUZ the resources that we dppl) to nd produLt.'>
for tile Army and to sh n n th q lc
tinle. Our 'Virtudl R allry' llliUdU'-t:~ will
enhance tile way w de elop. ,Kquue.
and te ·t new ~ tem~, through ~uLh Loncept~ a, virtual laClOrle and a yu'lu,11
proving ground
Force XXI is neither a p cthe. org..IUzation nor a particular warnghung do<.trine. Rather. il is a pr L ~ of cxJXrimentdtion dlld exploration ot mcrgulg
t hnologie~. For e
pro 'Ide an opportunity for reM:arLh, de~e1opment. and
.. quisition profe~>IonaIs mallie eb ot
goven1Il1ent, industry, and adel1ll.l to
~hare in the pruce~~ ot Lre tI -ely tran~
lating new ideas UllO n11l'Iarr apabllIty
in order to overcome thL Lombined ctfeet that reduLed budget~ and ne
h.ll
lenges create for our Army A.\1C .. un
board ..s ..n aetive particIpant in lhl~
process and i Operdtll1g at th celller of
tilis con ept. Th r .Ire no 'CUt-01t datC'~'
for good jdea.--cd h ot us Cdn hlp·
~hdpe and LuntribUle to forLL X>..I
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INTERVIEW WITH GILBERT F: DECKER
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
(RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION)
Q. In what ways does your current management approach
differ from that used while you we.re employed In private In·
dustry?
A. In general, my current managemem approach does nOt dif·
fer at all from that used in private industry. I learned over the years,
starting with Bill Pe1'l1' [Secretary of DefenseJ-who was my menlOr and the founder of ESL Corporation which I later becanle president of-that you really do need tean, building and collaboration.
You have to keep people informed relative to what the goals are,
you have to solidt tlleir suppon, and you have to get them to want
to adopt the goal of the organization, without forcing them down
their tllfQat. 1 think this fundamental principle is true whether it's
a large government bure-ducracy or a Large industrial bure-ducracy.
Occasionally, there will be people in tI,e organization who, for some
reason, JUSt can't adopt the company's goals. This sometimes happens regariliess of how much you try to bring them on board and
how them the reasons why. It's iniliar to a football team where
someone tries to playa solo game and just won't fit into the team.
Fortunately, tI1is only happens rarely.
Effective management requires a tean, building approach, the ability to cOLlUuunicale goals, cnnsistent objectives, and getting people
signed up. If people are w,willing to ign up, they are not good team
players. I have never felt a person should abrogate their management
responsibility to "be in charge." So, in temlS of my management tyle,
I re-illy try to lise a team building approach.
4
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Q. What do you bring to tWs job as a result of your ex·
tensive experience In Industry and what do you hope to accomplish during your tenure?
A. 1 wouldn't ay I am unique because there are a number of
incredibly successful business leaders and managers in this country.
However, having served in the Defense ind",,1ry for a number of years,
I really do believe I have an understanding of how the government
does business. From a business perspective, I have a specific knowledge of how the government buy thing and knOWledge about its
procurement system, which is unwieldy and awkward. Before my
appointed term here ends, I-like Dr. Pe1'l1'-would like to make
enough changes in streamlining our bUying prnctices so that we can't
retum to our old system. pecifi ally, I want to incorpornte, into as
many progr.uns as possible, new streamJined and simplified modem management methods such as product and process team approaches.
Q. Skeptics of the Vice President'S National Performance
Review say that tWs effort, like those of the past, will probably produce few results. What is your response?
A. 1113t's a fair question. I think a key difference this lime is the
very fuct that the Vice President-with the honest and full backing
of the Pre ident-has dedded that One of his main charters, in adclition to his normal Constitutional duties, is to try to make government mare efficient. Successful companies constantly do the same
thing. The Vice President has entrusted the govemment's SecretatiesJanuary-February 1995

The Army people who are
in the acquisition business
need to look at
all the processes
that are being reformed
and get on board
and carry out
the resulting directives.
and particularly mose in me Defense Department-to be a big part
of this equation to make managerial refomls. This is me first effort
I am aware of where the Vice President and the President have personally weighed in on something like this. Yes, previous Presidents
and Vice Presidents llave chartered other commissions and have certainly been behind them. However, this Vice President is doing some
han~n sruff. When this rype of backing comes from the senior
leadership, then there is a good chance of accomplishing something.
I also want to emphasize the importance of having a 000 Secretary named BiU Perry who has me Vice President's full backing and
is personally devoted to treamlining our acquisition process. BiU
Perry has given his full support to his agents-Dr. Paul Kaminski,
who is me new Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology, to me, the Army Acquisition ExeCl,tive, and to my counteflJ'lflS
in the avy and Air Force. Dr. Perry has given us his full backing
and me authoriry, without breaking me law, to tear up all the 'old
molds" in order to develop more efficient ways to do things. I, in
tum, have told my own people not to break the law, but break everything else to get something done efficiently. All of this results in a
pretty powerful chain-of.command. 1 don't think I have seen that
before in other reform efforts. The Defense Secretary has also gone
to great lengths to work with the White House to get people with
my rype of experience. ( think all of these things wiU make a big
difference.
Q. Among DOD's new ways of doing business is the effort to eliminate the use of military specifications and standards in the acquisition of new systems. To what extent can
commerclaI items realistically meet military needs?
A. On the urface, that is a very straightforward question but
involves several considerations. For the sake of clarity, I will respond
to it in two pans. You used the term "military needs." Our military
needs, whic1l eventually turn into specific requirements, are sometime over specified. The Army uses TRAOOC as the entiry to define military needs according to doctrine. We then identify specific requirements to fill a need for an item such a a new armored
vehicle, a helicopter, or a new radio. During this process, the fundamental needs don't get traded off enough. So, in many cases, we
tend to over specify the requirement. Once the requirement is approved, it becomes a stovepipe because we can't re-examine it. Consequently, as we get into development, we realize tl13t in order to
meet the requirement, we have to use a lot of MILSPECS and spend
a lot of money. Unfortunately, we don't do well in being flexible
enough to moderately relax that requirement yet t.ilI have an effective
military sy tern using a readily available item. If we could do th.i ,
we would save a lot of money. So, the problem starts with over specification of requirements. If we could get a constant interaction, up
&ont, between the users (TRADOC and DesOI'S) and the develop-
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ers and technology people, we could solve the problem. TItis teamwork approach would allow the users and developers to ee me ongoing tradeoff and what's happening relative 10 costs versus original requirements. If we could solve tllis problem, I believe that 80
percent of our requirement could possibly be filled by purchasing
directly from the commetcial marketplace. This is partiCUlarly file
without u ing MJI..SPEC for such things as computers, electronics,
optical systems, and many other item that are clitical to the mod·
em battlefield. Thi wouLd Ihen leave only aboul 20 percent of our
items, such as armor and heavy artillery cannons, that would need
to have MILSPEC .
Q. What other suggestions do you have for improving the
Army's acquisition process?
A. There are several process actions under; ay as we speak. These
are being coordinated by Colleen Pre ton, the Depury nder ecretary of Defense for Acquisition Reform. he is aggressive and is
devoted to streamlining the acquisition process. She is al a the individual who engineered the efforts and maintained the pressure that
resulted in ti,e new procurement reform law. We didn't get everytiling we thought we needed relative to legal reform, but what we
did get is a major step forward. TIlis law was recently signed by President Clinton.
Colleen Preston now has a process action team to insure that we
write good regulations to implement the new acquisition reform legislation. In everal are"s, these regulations will simplify the process
and the amOtmt of data we have to collect. We, in turn, wa.nt the
Army people-especially those involved in contracting and procurement, to adopt these standards. Another process action team,
which has some very sharp Army people on it, is looking at streamlining our intemal1ll31lagement processes. We have a lot ofoppre. ive
reviews and huge amounts of data collected that really don't contribute to decisions.
The Army peopLe who are in me acqui ition business need to look
at all the processes that are being teformed and get on board and
carry out ti,e resulting directives. I should add that it' nece sary to
trust the people who work for you. Problems can't be solved by people who can't do the job.
Al! of these actions will hopefUlly result in a streamlined procurement process and a less oppressive teview pro ess. I am behind
this one hundred percent.
Q" In view of the ongoing DOD downsizing effort, what
needs to be done to maintain a strong Defense industrial base?

Army RD&A
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· A. just prior to this interview, 1 had a discu~sion with some other people r garding this same iss"e. I don't have a pat answer to
this question. hut I can look at ittheoretia.lIy. If we are succes ful
in acqui'ittioll refonll. where requirements are not over specified and
we can bUl' commercially, then we won't have an industrial hase
prohlem The result will be a huge industrial hase which i~ mainnuned by the tOtal ec nomy of the country. This should allow us to
focus our R&D dollars on those unique technolo/(ies that only the
, militarv n eds 11lli LOclud items such as armor systems, heavy ca~
ihe.. ca~nnons. and fiOmart guided mi"si!f".... Definin~ these unique techllol, l!lcal capabilities is a very hard thin!l' to do. josh Gotthaum, the
As"stant wcretary of Defense for F onomic securiry, and his Depury
A "st'lIlt Drrector'for Industrial Aff.lirs. Dr. Kenneth flamm, are work;nl! \'ery 11:Ird to define some of the unique technologies that don't
have a commerC'JaI base
~n. what we need to do is buy as much as we can from the comm.-rnal t>1se and 'pend our R&D dollars on those thing~ that have
uniqu cchnoJogical capahUitie'
Q. Could you comment on the importance of battlefield
dillit1.7ati n as a force multiplier?
A. 11,nc IS no douht in my mind. when we look at analy,e~ and
warf1r(, .-xer i'es. thill il " a hU!l'e comhat mUltiplier. We hope to
l!e, more definitl\,(, prrlOf of thar in the Rri!l'ade 96 Exerci~e. 11,is is
where the Arm will equip an ('ntir(' l11ech'lIlized hrigade with devices Ihal allow 'pe ifk di!!ital infnmlation to he pa. sed around the
battlefirld amon!l- lI1chvidnal comhat platform, and command and con[rnl ("Iernc'ntc;:

IX'Cific inrorm:ttion will indude unit location !ii, how

fast Ihe urnl I~ mO\'inl! and Ihe local ion of the platforms. A banal·
ion ('omnl1[1der will have a di~play in front of him and will be able
rn view. in 'L1mo~1 re",llimf". the po~irions and activities of a platoon

l""rI"r JO a t:mk WIth Ihrt'e other tank, or a platoon leader of a Rradley
Fip,hrinp, erude "r "pal'll(' Heli<'npr..,- Thus, th.. hattalion commander
will h::t (' wh'lt ,Vt" r~f("f to 3" '·"ifllational itwart>nf''''S .. He '\vill know,
at any level of dewil. wll('r.. all Ih.. hlue forces are If.. will he ahle
to ('ontrollhf' 6f(" ml~liiion ~lOd thf" tf"mpo of the haltle thfOll~h comImlnd 'lOll conlrol I-r.. will also know where the enemy i~. Tme sit,
u:1flon<l1 3\.v1f{"ne...'" will allow a numrn-r of thin~s to he accompli!iihed.

R.-.I !lmt' chanl!'" (':on h.. made in rhe maneuver pattern or the fire
mi.. ~if)n" hr[tlrr thif" rnemy can ~CI Thi~ will celiainly reduce frnrriC'ldl~. \.vhJch ,.. a hi~ pmhlem

l1",re 's sOI1'('thtn!l' to Ihe fOl! of war and l!round hattles-II, ..re
is fir.- anillf'ry. it', m.."y, and il', smokey. Even a tank sometimes
end.. up "ho tin~ anolhf"f friendly tank. So, we- helieve fh31 sinl3lion.1I ~Iwart'nf"~~ io;; goinR 10 he ~ hll,:te combat multiplier.

Q. What individual pr0W"'m casualties do you foresee as
a result ofth.. noD budget c"lnch?

A. The budg.. t situation is depressing. We have properly drawn
down the Defense budget since the wall came down and we have
restructured our forces. The Army is coming down to an end trength
of 10 di\~sions, less than 500,000 soldiers. Big cuts in civilian personnel strenglh are ongoing as we speak. So, at beSt, there will be
fun her modest cuts and, at worst, SOme big cuts ill the research,
development and acquisition budget.
Bill Perry and john Deutch are ahsolutely devoted to making sure
that our current forces are trained and ready and can be ustained,
and that quality of life issues ar.. adequate. So, to make sure these
things happen and we stay ready until the budget improves, a lot
of bills will have to be paid out of procurement accounts. Everyone
is aware ofJohn Deutch's Iener oflast August related to which large
programs should be cut.
I think the Army is already down to the bare bones. We have taken our share of hits. It's not a question of f.tirness, but the ill proportionate hare of hit.. Our two major development programs that
are critic:ol to the Army's needs are Comanche and the Advanced
Field Artillerv System (AFAS). Comanche is the only vehicle I could
find thai can' t~ly do ~hort- and long-range reconnaissance and target acqui, ition in cL~y, night, all weather and c1ose-tn-the-ground environments. othing else can dn this. We do need these capabili·
tie~ in order to see deep and strike deep. Comanche and MAS could
he vulnerable to rhe budget knife becau the money just i n't there.
1am optimistic though, that th('se programs may be spared the knife,
We will go to the mat to try to preserve them.
Q. 00 you believe that adequate funding will continue to
be avallable for the Army ACquisition Corps?
A. Yes T do. The Acquisition Corps is a body of skilled military
and civilian acquisition professionals, We may see some reduction
in the number of people in the Acquisition Corp . However, education and training of the current force will remain a high priority.
We must maintain the high skill levels of those aJready in the corps.
Q. Is there anything else you would like to comment on?
A. Although I have never worked for the government before,
except for my earlier service a~ a young miJit.ary officer and in an
advisory capacity as chairman of the Army cience Board, I have aJ,
way had a high propen ity toward maintaining our national Defense.
If 1 didn't believe in a trong Defense, I wouldn't be in this job. T do
believe th.. govemment is big, bureaucratic and inefficient-that's
JUSt the namre of the beast. We have to streamline it as per Vice President Gore's initiative. However, having said that, I have found since
my arrival that the Army has a lor of great dedicated people, both
military and civilian, and I am pleased to he here.
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THE
SOLDIER-INFORMATION
INTERFACE
By MG Wallace C. Arnold
and Dr. Thomas H. Killion
Introduction
The confluence of the information technology revolution and the changes in Defense
force structure associated with the end of the
Cold War have led the Army to adopt a force
modernization trategy that depends heavilyon advances in computers conununicaJ

tion, and intelligence technology. The
chief of staff of the Army has established five
trategic objective to guide this modem-

ization. Table 1 presents these objectives and
some contributions of information technologies toward achieving them.
1bis modernization is critical to maintaining
the U.S. Army's technological edge in information age warfare. 10 this new age, the outcome of warfare increasingly depends on the
acquisition, control, and effective use of
knowledge. 1bis includes gaining knowledge
about the enemy and their dispo ition, main-

Table 1.
Strategic Objectives and Information Technology.

Stratenc Objective
Win the Information War

Dominate Maneuver

Executll Precision Strike

Protect the Force

Project & Sustain Combat
Power
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Information TechnolollY Contributions
Collection & processing of data
• Distribution of information
• Analysis and assimilation to support
decision malci.ne and action
• Synchronized maneuver and fires
• Simultaneity of action throughout
breadth and depth of battlefield
• Command and control on the move
• Real-time, accurate targeting
• Precision weapons guidance
• Accurate battIe damal!:e assessment
• Real-time threat data
• Alerts and warnings
• Combat status information
• Shared situational awareness to
minimize fratricide ootential
Asset managemenUtracking
Real·time status information
Support for solit-based ooerations

taining knowledge concerning friendly forces
and their status, using this knOWledge to effectively target critical enemy nodes (e.g.,
willl precision weapons) Or to mas fire on
selected targets, and controlling the information that the enemy has regarding friendly forees. Such knowledge is essential to ma.....
imize the impact of massed firepower,
troops, and support resources, when required.
Moving the Army into the age of infor·
mation warfare presents a number of cllallenges. A key part of llus process is the reo
cently established initiative for digitization of
the battlefield.

Definition of Digitization
Digitization of the battlefield involves the
insertion of digital technologies across the
battlefield among combat, combat support,
and combat service suPPOrt systems and
units. The intent is to support the acquiSition,
exchange, and use of information to allow
the creation of a common, relevant picture
of the battlefield. This will allow commanders, staffs, and soldiers at variou ecl1elons
to maintain a clear, accurate, and appropriate picture of the battlespace, using a common data base, and to operate with a shortened decision cycle. It will also proVide
warfighters and supporters wi.th relevant, realtime information which allows them to more
effectively conduct operations.
In terms of teclmology, digitization de·
pends upon the effective integration of computer processing, advanced software, displays,
man·machine interfaces, sensors, communi·
cations, combat identification, and po i·
tion/navigation components. It will involve
the movement of streams of digital data
among force elements and across tactical, theater, and national grids. It will take advantage
of the continuing evolution of state-of·the·art
information technology (0 aid the Army in
Army RD&A
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Figure 1.
The Soldier Information Interface (SII).
maintaining a strategic and tactical advantage
over potential adversarie .
Much of the emphasis to date in the digitization initiative has focused on the hardware and software requir.ed to suppOrt it.
However, of equal if not more importance
i the effective integration of the digital subsystem(s) with the soldiers who will operate and maintain it. A key part of this integration is the design of the internce between
th.e soldier and the information assets that digitization provides.

Soldier-Information
Interface
Many terms have been adopted to refer to
the interface between the human operator
and a system: man-machine interface, humansystem internce, human-computer interface,
and user interface are some of the more common ones. In considering the issue of designing interfaces in the context of the digitization initiative, it may be fruitful to think
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in terms of the oldier-information interface
(Sm. The purpose of using this terminology

i to focus attention on the cognitive aspects
of the Sll, as opposed to other characteristics of the interface (e.g., the physical layout
of a computer workstation). Figure 1 illustrates some of the aspects of the SU.
The SU provides a 'window on the battlefield" for multiple osers. It can be d.esctibed
in terms of three general components: (I) the
external interface to (other) battlefield systems; (2) the embedded processing and display capabilities, including data bases and information processing tools; and (3) the
internal interface to the operator or user.
On the external intelface ide, digitization
has the potential for providing acce to a
wide variety of information. Some of the types
of data of interest include friendly and ene·
my force as ets and poSitions, the battlefield
area of operations (including terrain and environmental data), targeting data, and friendly asset status (e.g., weapons loads, maintenance status, crew Starus). The utility of

specific information will obviously be a function of the echelon of command being considered and the function(s) being performed.
In terms of embedded processing, the Sll
will incorporate a variety of tools and data
bases to support the generation and management of information. E.-..:amples include
digital maps of the battlefield area, planning
routines, tactical decision aids, communications protocols, and data base management
algorithms. These tools will assist the soldier
in analyzing and assimilating the battl.efield
situation, examining optional cenarios, and
managing available as ets. What is presented to the user must also consider factors such
as national military strategy and policy, guidance from higher headquarters, and other elements that may influence the tactical options
and decision making.
With regard to the internal interface, the
Sll must be adaptable to a wide variety of
users. The demands that they make on the
Sll will depend upon tbe current task, the
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function(s) being performed, the echelon of
operations, and so on. Advances in computing, display, and audio technology enable
the generation of a wide vari.ety of visual fotmats or audio outputs. This has led to the increased use of graphical or pictorial interfaces
that are more "natural" to the non-specialist.
It is crucial that, for any given echelon, the
Sil must provide an appropriate representatiOn of the battlefield, which ensures that high
priority information is conveyed while minimizing extraneou or unnecessary information. There are also individual differences
between individuals with regard to the formates) they prefer. The Sil must be adaptable
to these individual preferences as well as to
mskdemands.

MANPRINT Considerations
The Manpower and Personnel lntegration
(MANPRINT) process focuses on integrating

the system with the soldier, based on analyses and tJ:"dde-offs within and across seven domains. TIlese domains are manpower, personnel, training, human engineering, system
safety, health hazards, and oldier survivability. Effective design of the Sil will require
careful analyses across these domains to maximize benefits and minimize any negative impact on individual operators, maintainers, supporters, the fighting unit, and the force as a
whole. MANPRINf provides a disciplined,
systematic proces whose goal is to balance
trade-offs within and across the domains to
achieve optimal overall system performance
and effectiveness and minimize life cycle
costs.
The design and implementation of the Sil
has implications in multiple domains. The
most obvious area of concern is of human
engineering. As mentiooed earlier, the adoption of the term soldier-information interface
was specifically designed to focu attention
on the cognitive aspects of the interface. Although there is a large literature extant about
human sensory, perceprual and psychomotor performance, design guidelines based on
the cognitive characteristics of users are less
prevalent. TIlls includes sum considerations
as mental workload, the level of expertise of
the user, memory limitations, the use of mental models, and decision-making strategies.
The emerging field of cognitive engineering
is attempting to remedy this problem
through the development of principles derived from cognitive science. The goal is to
guide effective designs that exploit the unique
capabilities of the human infomtation processor while compensating for known limita·
tions.

Mental Models
A useful general approach to dlinking about
the Sil is in temlS of the "mental model(s)"
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of the battlefield sitnation that it fosters. Mental models are internalized representations of
the external world, which can be used by individuals to generate and te t hypotheses
about alternate courses of action. Such models enable individuals to project conse·
quences, handle novel siruations, and generally incorporate causal relationships among
objects in the world in their decision making. A major purpose of the Sil should be to
ensure that commanders and soldiers develop
accurate, useful mental models of the bilttJespace in order to make effective decisions.
This process has been referred to as battlespace visualization.
An e sential element of this process is ensuring that the soldier has all of the relevant
information in a usable forotar. The U.S. Army
Research Uiboratory (ARL) is currentJy investigating the capabilities essential for an integrated battlefield intelligence system. Five
essential features have been identified, including the commander's intent, the bilttlefield area of operations (terrain, weather, erc.),
the current siruation, battle analysis tools, and
mission-critical support data. ARL is using a
rapid protoryping tool, called the Commander (and Staff) Visualization Research
Tool (CoVRn, to investigate content and format issues to support integrated visualization
of the batttlespace. ARL is also investigating
the development of smndilrd symbology to
filcilitate communications, reduce confusion,
and ease the transition ilcross systems.
One of the critical iSSUes here is the amount
of information that the operator must
process. This affects cognitive workload as
well as the peed and ilCCuracy of response.
TItis can be moderated to some extent by operator experience or training. It can also be
manipulated by the degree to which information is preprocessed, integrated, or fused
by the system as opposed to being presented in ilS "raw" form. To the extent that the
system can perform such functions as detection, classification, targeting, communications fonnatting (applying appropriate protocols), and so forth, the load on the
operator can be reduced. However, there are
cases when the operator or commander will
need or wiSh to have access to unfiltered data,
such as for verification.

Functions Allocation

A major
purpose
of
the
soldier-information
interface
should
be
to ensure
that
commanders
and
soldiers
develop
accurate,
useful
mental
models
of the
battlespace

in
order
to make
effective
decisions.

Another factor in the design of the Sil will
be the way that functions are allocated between the system and the soldier. The incorporation of intelligent aids or advanced
data proce sing and management tools can
reduce the workload of the operator but may
increase dependence on the system. Issues
such ilS bilck-up modes of operation and redundancy in the battlefield network in case
key nodes are 10 t are relevant here.
Army RD&A
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Beyond consideration of the individual soldier or commander, the design of the SO must
also consider the distributed nature of modem warfare (decentralized staff, dispersed
planning, command and control on the move,
etc.). The nJlture of dispersed operntions increases the need for a common picture of the
battlefield. Research about group or team
problem solving has demonstrated the criticality of shared perceptions of the simation
and of mutual understanding of appropriate
strategies for response. To operate effectively
as a learn, commanders and soldiers must
have a common understanding of the battlefield situation, a clear perception of objectives, and a shared understanding of how
resources can be used to achieve them. This
common understanding is essential to successful decentralized planning and execution.
The n can facilitate this understanding
through a common picture of the battlefield
and clear indication of the commander's
intenl.

Training
Closely related to the issues inherent in h<>
man engineering are those related to the training domain. There are clearly trade-offs be·
tween design compleXity and training
requirements. The use of "natuml" display formals (e.g., graphics, plain te..-.:t), menu·
based architectures, and other such tech·
niques can reduce the level of sophistication
required by !:he user. However, what is appropriate for !:he experienced operator may
be quite different from whar is useful for the
novice. Knowledge that has been gleaned reo
garding the development and nature of ex·
pertise can aid in the design of appropriate
training programs. The SIT also offers the p0tential for enhanced training. Through the use
of embedded training and use of the SO as
a window into the distributed interactive simulation (DIS) environment, the SO can be an
effective tool for training and maintaining critieal skills. Leadership training must also evolve
to incorporate the increased variety of information and battle management tools, the
various formats available, and the Use of the
n. The development of battlespace visualization skills will need to be emphasized. The
Army Research Institue (ARI) is currently ex·
ploring innovative methods and tools for tTaining these skills.
In addition to individual training, team train·
ing will be critical to successful use of the
capabilities provided through the SIT. The nature of dispersed planning and operations will
require the people involved to have the necessary team skills to prepare them to contribute effectively. Experience has shown tl,e
importance of specific training for team deCision-making skills. The importance of
such skill will increase as the fluid nature
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of battlefield organizations increases (Le., as
units are "mixed and matched" to meet the
greater variety of missions, individuals will
be required to be better prepared to rapitlIy become effective players in emerging
teams).

Soldier Survivability
In the soldier survivability domain, the de·
sign of the SO has several major implications.
The first is the contributions that can be made
to fratricide reduction through enhanced sit·
uational awareness and special alerts or warnings that may be used to signal potential incidents (e.g., targeting of friendly entities).
The second relates to the issue of operator
workload and fatigue. Effective design of the
SO should minimize the cognitive load on the
operator, reducing mental and physical fatigue and thereby enhancing overall performance. Finally, the use of effective alerts and
warnings can enhance crew urvivability
thrnugh increased awareness of enemy senor and targeting activities.
Finally, the design of the SO generates tradeoffs in the manpower and personnel domains.
The notion of the decentr.ilized staff becomes
more feasible and mOre likely in the digitization ern. The structure and manning of that
staff will obviously be directly affected by the
design and capabilities of the SO. Increasing
the automated analysis and assimilation ca·
pabilities of the sn may reduce manning requirements and/or the skill requirements of
individual staff personnel. Any reallocation
of functions may also affect the military occupational specialty (M OS) requirements for
specific positions or change the training requirements for those MOSs (e.g., to include
basic computer skills). In addition, the p0tential need for redundant capabilities across
systems to adapt to the loss of key nodes has
definite implications for the variey of skills
that the individual operator must develop and
sustain. The use of in.creasingly complex software tools also has implications for maintenance personnel requirements, in terms of
the sophistication of software suppol1 per'
sonnel. These are the types of trade-offs that
must be considered in implementing an ef·
fective SIT. There are clearly force structure
implications involved here in terms of the
structure of MOSs and the relative demand
for specific rypes of individuals. Operating
and maintaining digital systems will demand
quality personnel with the intelligence and
skills to handle these advanced technologies.

dier-information interface. In the design of
the SIT, the MANPRINf process is critical to
ensure that the maximum benefit is achieved.
Domain analyses will be required to identi·
fy and address the kinds of critical issues that
were discussed previously. Research will also
be required in specific areas to support recommendations for solutions to key chalJenges
such as effective information formatting,
avoidance of soldier overload, and development of effective training strategies. The optimal use of!:hese emerging capabilities will
depend upon the availability of quality sol·
diers who are prepared to employ these advanced technologies. The design of the SO
will need to consider the force structure im·
plications inherent in this key component of
the Army's modernization strategy.
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Human Research and Engineering
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to the MANPRINT Directorate ofthe
Department of the Army Deputy
ChiefofStafffor Personnel. He holds
a Ph.D. in experimental psychology
from the University of Oregon.

Conclusions
Digitization of the battlefield offers significant promise and challenges for the soldier. A key component in the digitization
process is the interface between the opern'
tor and the digitization subsystem-the solJanuary-February 1995

Force XXI

AMERICA'S ARMY.
INTO THE
21 ST CENTURY

•

•

Explaining the
Army Chief of Staff's Message
By Thomas G. Conway
The Vision
A significant cbaJlenge facing the U.S.1umy

today is ensuring that the Anny story is heard
and understood. The U.S. Anny is doing something that no other Anny has done before:
While reducing its size, it is increasing its ability to fight Total obligation authority is down,
dollars are down, and the size of the Army
is comparable to that of the late 1930s. Yet,
missions are up significantly. Bosnia, Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti, Kuwait, and Korea are premier examples. Civil operations other than
war, such as floods, hurricanes and earthquakes, have also been significant. Simultaneously, the Army is leading the way to unprecedented wartighting capabilities and
readiness. Everyone, from capitol Hill, to the
taxpayer, to the soldier, and to the grade
school child who is tomorrow's commander, must understand that the Anny is smaller, but more powerful than any army in history, and improving. We are on the brink of
implementing technologies with astounding
potential It must be made dear that our Army
is on a deliberate course to bring warfare into
the infonnation age and change forever the
very essence of what conducting war is.
This is not "pie-in-the-sky.· This is happening as you read these words. The Army
is transforming itself from an industrial-age
force to an infonnation-age force. The commitment and initiatives to change from withJanuary-February 1995

in are inspmog The plans being made are
awesome, and the vision, when fully understood, is breatlttaking. The vision is
Force XXI.

Unveiling the Vision
In a message to all Army commanders, dated March 8, 1994, Anny Chief of taft GEN

Gordon R. Sullivan unveiled tlte vision and
metltodology for building the force for the
21st century-Force XXI. By March 1994, the
Army had already invested four years in reengineering many of tlte major commands
(MACOMs), maintained training and readiness
rates, and successfully shifted the intellectual
and physical posture from the Cold War to
looking beyond the industrial age. What lies
beyond is shaped in tlte March 8 message.
Important aspects of Force XXI are crafted
in terms of what could be and how the Army
will build a bridge into the future, based upon
capabilities provided by modern and emerging technology. This article explains the Army
chief of staff's message, his vision, and his
direction to the Anny. The message makes
it clear that it is time to redesign the force
to better leverage the power of the people
that make up the U.S. Anny and to better
leverage the power of technology. Redesigning the force will impact, above all, the
force structure.

It must be
made clear
that our Army
is on a
deliberate course
to bring
warfare
into the
information age
and change
forever
the very
essence
of what
conducting
war IS.
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Paths to Force XXI
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Structure
Right now, no one knows what Force XXI
will look like. However, Force XXI will be
OrganiZed around the acquisition, processing
and dissemination of information in order to
dominate, control and win in the battle space.
Units will rely on electronic connectivity, vs.
geographic or physical connectivity.
Initial design of the fighting force will be
centered around the division, then expanded. We must be prepared, however, for the
concept of the division to be altered significantly. Force XXI requires reconceptualization and redesign of the force at aU echelons including reserves, civilians and the
industrial base. A holistic perspective is required in order to make real cbanges.
Force structure will be based upon capa·
bilities, not specific threat scenario . Force
XXI will be flexible, aUowing modularity and
agility-versatility in purpose and mission
with higher leader-to-led ratio. Adaptive planning and innovative force packaging from
readiness pools will aUow versatility and agility in mission execution. Harne sing technology for Force XXI will not only influence
force strucrure, technology will also influence
how the force will operate.
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Operations
Focus is on enhanced capabilities for the
force to be more lethal, more deployable and
more sustainable. This is predicated upon
rescoping the modernization vision to assimiliue post industrial-age technology. Foremost, Force XXI will be digitiZed. Heavy retiance is placed on electronic connectivity
in order to have a truly infonnation-based
edge. Information·based battle command is
key. Responsibility will remain hierarchical
and cannot be distributed. However, orga·
nizations will probably not remain hierarchical in a traditional sense. We must thirtk
about its capabitities in terms of battIe command and battIe space, with controUing battlefield tempo being the objective. FOtce XXI
will be able to execute, mount and recover
from operations simultaneously. BattIe com·
mand and battIe pace are evolving concepts
and, in order to fully prescribe operational
doctrine, we must develop these concepts
as we go. We must be prepared to adjust as
necessary. Operations Other Than War will
be critical, as will be the Army's ability to ex·
ploit non-lethal weapons technology.

Role of Louisiana Maneuvers

(LAM)

LAM is the Army's institutionalized way of
changing itself. The process is panerned af·
ter the methodology that was used to get the
U.. Army ready for World Warn. In the late
J930s, the General Headquarters Exercises,
dubbed • Louisiana Maneuvers,' proved to be
succes fuI in applying a cogent methodology during a significant buildup ill a relatively short time. Modem LAM is similar. It is a
process tllat appties a cogent methodology
dUring a ignificant drawdown in a relatively short time. lAM will synchronize three axes
forming the path to Force XXI.

Path to Force XXI
"Digitization," "Joint Venture," and "Table
of Distribution and Allowances (fDA)/Inslitutional Army" are the three axes of the path
to Force XXl. Efforts along these axes will
be both sequential and imultaneous.
Digitizatlon. Creation of the Army Digi·
tization Office by GE Sullivan initiated the
Army's concened effort to ~tegrate digital
technology across the force incrementaUy:
Brigade 96; Division 97; and Corps 99. With
digitization, the fuU power of modern tech·
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nology can be exploited through:
• ynchronization of direct and indirect fire
to unleash unparallded lethality;
• On-derruutd logi tics/ ustainmem, contingency planning and automated reconstitution of forces;
o GreaUy improved combat ID; and
o Berter control of the batUefield operational tempo.
Joint Venture. Design of operating forces
will be performed under the Joint Venture
axis with the commanding general, U.S. Anny
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC),
as lead. The U.S. Army Materiel Command,
U.S. Army Forces Command, U.. Army In·
telligence and Security Command, U.S.
Army Information Systems Command, U.S.
Army Medical Command and the Army staff
are partners under theJoint Venture axis. 0ther MACOMS will partiopate, depending upon
particular issues. What wiU the fighting force
look like in the year 2010? This is the question that Joint Venture must answer.
TDAlInstitutional Army. Refocusing of
the Army is placed under the lead of the Anny
deputy chiefof stafffor operations and plans.
This is a total Army plan, including the civilian and reserve sectors. Force XXI structure
will be predicated on experiment. Getting
to Force XXI will be an iterative process of
hypothesis, experiment and decision for doctrinal, materiel and organizational changes.
As a means to explore concepts evolVing under these axes, five center of Gravity Advanced Warfighting Experiments are currently
approved: Mobile Strike Force; Focus Dispatch; Theater Missile Defense; Joint Readiness Training Center (%-02); and Synthetic
Theater of War - Europe.
Cose inregration of live, constructive and
virtual simulations will be used to continually lead us to improved units capable of assimilating technology as the units evolve. Use
will be made ofinfonnation-age processes to
create the information-age fighting force. Deci ions will influence resourcing initiatives
for the program objective memorandum. The
goal is to make fielding decisions for implementation before the turn of the centuty.

Supporting Documents
The foUowing documents are used to bring
togelher the warfighter requirements and the
necessary technology to achieve Force XXI.
o The TRADOC PampWet (P) 525-5
FORCE XXi OPERATIONS: A Conceptfor the
Evolution ofFull-Dimensio1lal Operations
for the Strategic Army of the Eclrly Twenty-First Century (Aug. I, 1994) is the cornerstone of Force XXI operations. [t articulates the future capabilities and general
requirements for information-based warfare. Although conceptual and a living, evolving document, TRADOC·p ;25-5 puts the
"mark on the wall" to initiate Force XXI devdopment. D~scribing the conceptual foundations for the conduct of future operations
in war and operations other than war.
TRADOC-P 525·5 proVides a vision of future
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Close integration
of live, constructive
and virtual
simulations will be
used to continually
lead us to improved
units capable of
assimilating
technology as the
units evolve.
conlI.ict for the development of supporting
concepts, programs, experiments and initiatives. Aspects of Force XXI are couched
in the following terms: doctrine, rr-.lini.ng,
leader development, organizations, materiel
and soldiers (DUOMS). The DnOMS are the
building blocks of Force XXI.
• Force XXI Division Organizational and
OperatiollaIConcept(Oct. I, 1994). This organization.J and operational plan is
TRADOC's vision for the design of Force XXI
divisions.
• Defense Science and Technology Strategy (Department of Defense director, Defense
research and engineering, September 1994)
and STAR 21 Strategic Technoiogies for the
Anny ofthe Twenty-First Century (Board of
Army Science and Technology Commission
on Engineering and Technical Systems National Research Council, 1992): Relevant technologies for the future are captured in these
documents.
• The AmI)' Science and Technology Master Plan (assistant secretary of the Army (research, development and acquisition)): Revised annually, it serve as a more near-term
strategy for technology investment.

allow rapid achievement of Force XXI capabilities.
An early success that brings together all
three competencies is the Logistics Anchor
Desk (LAD) shown at the October 1994
AUSA. State-of-Ule-art technology has been
harnessed to provide the future logistician,
at all levels of command, a common logistics
picture. Total asset visibiliry, contingency
planning and simultaneous reconstitution are
three main features that LAD will provide
through electronJc connectiviry, between and
among echelons.

Turning Point and Risk
one of the changes that have occurred

are by .codent. A turning point has been
reached and we cannot go back. The Army
is not shy about reshaping the force strucUlre to respond to the need for change. Redesigning the total force is the most critical
stage. TI,ere is risk associated with reducing
the size and redundancy from the Cold War
bias of attrition. Risks associated with a Lean·
er force must be understood, accommodat·
ed and managed.
Evolving toward Force XXI is about controlling our destiny-the destiny of the Anny.
Knowledge-based warfare is not a new concept. In his book, Infinite in All Directions,
Freeman Dy on predicted in 1985, • As a result of the development of technology, war·
fare become more and more. batUe of information rather than a batUe of firepower."
However, it has never been attempted at the
levd we are pursuing.
It is becoming a reality, and as we move
forward we must be cautious. There is a risk
with changing the very essence of the Amer·
ican Army. There is however, a greater risk
in not taking the initiative-in not controlling our own destiny. GEN ullivan made a
commitment: "No more Task Force Smith ,"
which means that as the Anny gets smaller,
readiness rdtes will not fall. The plain truth
is that soldiers die when readiness rates are
low. Force XXI will ensure that as the Army
reduces in size, it will, in fact, increase in
lethallty, survivabiliry and deployability.
America's Army is moving into the 21st Centuty... today.

Vision Evolving
Every element in the Army chain of command is developing a vision for what Force
XXI means to their command. The vision of
what Force XXI means to AMC is clear. The
U.S. Army Materiel Command has been reengineered around its three core competencies:
• Technology Generation and Application-Modernization i no longer characterized by weapon systems, but by capabilities afforded through inserting technologies.
• Logistics Power Projection-Power projection logistics requires a higher level of agility in planning and execution than in the past.
o Acquisition Excellence-Streamlined
acquisition and assimilation of technology will

THOMAS G. COMVAY is a slaffaction officer in Headquarters, u.s.
Army Materiel Command, Louisiana
Maneuvers Task Force. He is a registeredprofeSSional engineer with a
B.S. degree in mechanical engineering and an M.S. degree in biomedical engineering. He also holds
patents in the area ofradiation heat
transfer.
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RESEARCH EFFORTS
FOR FORCE XXI
Introduction
The Force XXI concept lays the foundation
for the 21st cenwry Army-an Army digitized
and redesigned to achieve land force dominance in the information age.
The goals established for Force XXI by
Army Chief of taff GEN Gordon R. Sullivan
include the creation of a digitized brigade by
1996, a digitized division by 1997, and a digitized corps by 1999. These goals will be accomplished utilizing current "off-the·shelf"
technology and systems. One common rule
of thumb for basic research is that it generally rakes from 10 to 20 years to realize results and the first practical applications. In
this sense, ARO, since the late 19705, has been
sponsoring research in support of the technologie to be vertically and horizontally integrated intO the formative stages of Force
XXI. The ARO has also been assigned the lead
for fucilitaling horr-range, quick-fuc programs,
such a dle Advanced Concepts and Technology (ACI) n Program and the Small Busi-

By David Seitz
and Dr. Gerald Iafrate

ness Innovation Research/Small Busine s
Technology Transfer (SBIRISTTR) Program,
which develop and demonstrate innovative
technologies for accelerated insertion intO
Force XXI applications.
An excellent example of the difference that
technology can make is the advent of the
Global Positioning System (GPS) and its use
by coalition troops in Operation Desert Stoml.
The sinlple fact of being able to locate and
accurately pre-position units On the move and
in real-tinle on the essentially featureless
desert terrain gave coalition forces a tremendous advantage in concentrating forces and
synchroniZing attacks. Realization of Force

Table 1.
ARO Research Efforts In Support of Force XXI.
MATHEMATICS 4< COMPUTER SCIENCES

PHYSICS 4< ELECTRONICS

High Performance Computing
Data Compression and Fusion
Information Fusion and Processing
Artiticiallntelligence/Declsion Aids
Distributed Dota Bose Management
Stochastic Models for Uncertainty
Algebraic &. Geometric Methods for
Terrain Analysis
Algebraic &. Geometric Methods for
Information Manogement
Automated, low Cost. Software
Production
Non-Unear Dynamic Modeling
Advanced Algorithms and Graphics
Technology
Virtual Reality

High Frequency Microelectronics
Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits
Nanometer-Scale Optics and Electronics
Nanoscale Fabrication and Defect
Engineering
Photonics and Opto-Electronic Imaging
Phased Array and Adoptive Antennas
Opflcal Communications
Digital and Acousto-optic Signal Processing
Multi-sensor Fusion
Automated Image Recognition and
Compression
Ughtweight, Affordable Power SOurces
and Displays
Millimeter WGlle Imaging Technology
Directed Energy and EMP SUrvivable
Opffcs and Electronics
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XXI technology initiatives will result in greater
advantages for Army forces in effectively resolving conflicts weU into the next century.
This envisions connecting all force elements:
maneuver Force XXI, combat support, and
combat service support forces, at or near the
forward edge of the bamefield through the
use of advanced computers connected in a
wireless, mobile communications network.
Control and synchronization will be affected through a. seamless, digital, teclmical information a.rchitecrure designed to exchange
voice, text, data, graphic information and
video input in near real-lime environment.
This network would result in hared situational awareness at all levels of command and
control, while affording commanders the opponunity to conduct operations at an unprecedented and unmatchable battle tempo.
The underlying basic scientific researCh
sponsored by ARO today will influence the
course our Army pursues in the evolutionary development of Force XXI. Basic research,
primarily in e1.eetronics, physics, mathematics
and computer sdence, will result in the inlproved and upgraded "second generation·
assets required to assure continued battlefield
preeminence in the early decades of the 21st
century. Table 1 is a list of re earch efforts
currently sponsored by ARO that directly support known Force XXI goals. "Ibis article will
address three areas of great inlportance to
the future of Force XXI.

Communication Networks
The first of these areas, communication networks, lies at the very heart of the Force XXI
requirements concept and is absolutely essential to the inlplementation of the digital
battlefield. Research challenges include the
deSign of network architectures and ada.ptive
protocols with distributed control for a highly dynamic, mobile Army network prOViding
cellular-like service in the field. Another example is network protocol which maintain
message routing and rransmission scheduling
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Figure 1.
when nodes are interdicted or communication links drop out. Control must be distributed, not centra1ized, to avoid tbe catastrophic network fallure that would occur if
the enemy could target a central control node.
A final example is adaptive antenna technology which promises to provide lower
probability of intercept transmissions, power conservation, wider bandwidth channels,
and frequency reuse allowing increased voLume and quality of data trAnsmitted.

21st Century Land Warrior
The second of these areas is tbe 21 st Century Land Warrior concept. While the initial
goals for implementing Force XXI will involve
the netting of command and control assetS
witb air and ground vehicles, the ultimate
goals will involve the inclusion of the indi·
vidual land warrior as a component of the
battlefield network. The weight, size, processing power density, and electrical pow·
er requirements for the individual soldier's
equipment will be mOre difficult to achieve
than those that can be sustained on vehicles.
These power sources must be lightweight,
compact manporrable units. Figure 1 illustrates the total impact that current ARO work
is expected to have on the 21st Century Land
•Warnor, but no areas are more important than
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those aimed at integrating the individual soldier into the Force XXI concept, including
advanced sensors, nanoscale, electronics,

opto-electronics, advanced software, light·
weight displays and mobile power sources.
All these will be key factors in enhancing tbe
individual soldier's capability and achieVing
unit land force dominance.

Advanced Distributed
Simulation
The third area relates to Advanced Distributed Simulation (ADS). 1111' ADS provides
for simultaneously linking synthetic operational networks to maintain the warfighter
and soldier "in tbe loop" from conceptual development through fielding. By using ADS,
tbe Army will train exactly as it intends to
fight, by bringing the Services together to train
and execute joint warfighting. Such increased
attention to interoperability and joint force
integration over the full speerrum ofwarfight·
ing will result in an increased roLe for simulation in terms of developing and sustaining
readiness while reducing acquisition cycle
tin1e. ill addition to its importance in the joint
operations and training arenas, ADS will be
the key technology in determining and ana·
lyzing alternatives for digitizing tbe battlefield.
Advances in modeling and sJn1ulation tech·

niques are needed to assess changes in doctrine and tactics and to determine tbe cost
effectiveness of new systems for the battlefield.

Conclusion
ARO research in tbe areas of synthetic en·
vironments, computational modeling, virtu·
aI reality and hybrid systems will result in Jn1'
proved ADS systems, in which leaders and
decision makers can place their trust and confidence. TI,ese issues of trust and confidence
are the keystone of Force XXI-THEY WILL

CHANGE THE \\7AY THE ARMY CHANGES.

DAVID SEITZ is a member of the
Technology Integration Office at the
Army Research Office. He holds a
bachelor's degree in chemistryfrom
the University of Georgia.
DR. GERALD IAFRATE is director
ofthe Army Research Office. He holds
a Ph.D. in physics from the PolytechniC Institute of Brooklyn.
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ARMY RESEARCH
LABORATORY
CONTRIBUTION
TO FORCE XXI
By James R. Predham
The u.s. Army Research Laboratoty (ARL)
is "reinventing" itself as a result of changes
in the external environment, and the challenges posed by the Army chief of stall's Force
XXI initiative. This reorganization and reo
stnlctllring will allow ARL to remain the Army
Materiel Command's (AMC) preeminent research organization during chi period of
change and turbulence, while providing the
technologies that underpin Force XXI.

Background
The post-Cold War environment is strikingly different from that of the 70 and 80s.
While the Army's basic missions have not
changed, the downsizing of Defense has
forced a rethinking of the means to support
those missions in a power projection Army.
Downsizing has also led to a work overload
in government, industry and university research and development organizations. This,
in tum, exacerbates the competition between
government (in-house) and private sector
(contract) research to meet future Army
needs. Finally, the explosion in information
technology has provided many new opportunities for basic and applied research. It was
obvious that ARL had to change to meet these
challenges and opportunities, but how
could we best preserve the capabilities o~ our
talented workforce, while gaining greater access to the best of the nation's technology
resources?

The Federated ARL
The federated ARL will have a unique structure. ARL will rely on industry and academia
where the technological center-of-gravity and
dual-use potential of the technologies give
the private sector the lead. ARL will forge direct associations with these external organizations. Rather than the arms-Iength transactions normal in government contracting,
these organizations will be partners in a "federated" ARL, in effect, branches or even full
divisions of our larger organization. At the
same time, ARt will maintain a strong inhouse capability for construction authorized
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as part of the Base Realignment And Closure
consolidation. The intent is to create world·
class facilities that will be the cornerstnne of
an 'open laboratoty," where our federated
partners can perform state-Qf·the-art reo
search alongside our own employees, while
other ARt researchers are working at the facilities of our industry and academic associates. Overall, this concept wili expand the
routes of technology transfer, both into the
Army's weapon system development and
from our lahs to the private sector.
This concept of operation foUows the rec·
ommendations of a National Research Council study sponsored by the commander of
AMC. Comments on the Federated Lab proposal from Headquarters, Department of the
Army, the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
and members of Congress have been universally favorable.

ARLFocus
The Army chief of staff has identilied the
key parameters for Force XXI. These include
information·based battle command, and
forces that are more lethal, deployable, sustainable, versatile and effective. At ARL, we
have focused our efforts on the technolOgies
that will provid.e these characteristics to the
Army of the 21st century. These technology areas are; digitization and communications
science; armor and armaments; the soldier
system; air and ground vehicle technology;
and survivability and lethality analysis. In addition, ARt's new organization will include
a Physical Sciences Directorate, to execute
research of the basic sciences that provide
a foundation for leaIXiliead technologies. The
following is an outline of the program ARL
will pursue to aUow Force XXI to be aU that
the chief nf staff expects.

Digitization and
Communications Science
This technical area supports the Army chief
of staff's first objective-winning the information war. ARL will provide the fundamental
science necessary to exploit the information

technology explosi n, close the opportuni·
ty gap that exists between military and commercial information systems, and digitize the
battlefield for Force XXl. ARL will take cutting-edge private-sector technologies and ap'
ply them to the unique military environment
in four areas;
Sensing. To have an automated, near-perfect view of the battlefield during the day or
night and in adverse weather conditions, ARL
will integrate advanced sensor concepts with
new ignaJ/data processors and communications hardware in low<ost, low-power,
miniaturized packages. Technical challenges
include effective automatic target recognition
and real-time fusion of data from multiple
sensors.
Distribution. The secure movement of information in a hostile environment requires
information distribution systems to use vety
high bandwidth, state-of-the-art commercial
products, as well as computationally inten·
sive approaches that require less communications in exchange for access to more
proce sing power. ARL will combine communications issues Witll dat"base issues in an
approach where the process of data abstraction replaces common message formats
as the key factor in the integration of ntilitary application programs as used in transaction-based distribution schemes.
Analysis. To turn combat information into
knowledge in real-time, ARL will investigate
processes that provide reasoning at multiple
levels of abstraction and which cooperatively
process information from sensor through key
tactical event levels to aid the tactical decision process.
Assimilation. To convert knowledge into
action by providing a proper human-computer interface, ARL will mea ure the ability of the soldier to assimilate information in
a sttessful environment, and provide concepts
and technologies to present and transfer battlefield knowledge to the wartighter.

Armor and Armaments
The key focus of the armor and armaments
technical area is enhan ement of technologies for increased lethality and survivability
of Army weapons systems. Operation Desert
Storm and otller conflicts have demonstrated the effectiveness of tlle precision weapon
ystem and high performance armor protection currently in the Army inventoty. The
goal of ARL's re earcb is to allow the Army
to maintain the qualitative edge in these
uniquely military technologies. Areas of emphasis include;
Computational Mechcmics. ntis includes
modeling of launch, flight and target interaction. These algorithms are designed to provide a greater fundamental understanding of
projectile/target interaction phenomena.
1bis better understanding will translate into
guidance for improving the performance of
future armor and anti-armor systems. In addition, it will supply critical basic information on vulnerability and lethality predictive
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methodologies.
AnnoI' Malen'als find Systems. The intent
here is to improve Ihe performance of ultralight, light and heavy armor. ARt is developing
and evaluating new, improved and )ow-<:OSI
metal and ceramics, as well as composite armor materials. [n addition, ARt will develop
the teclmologies (sensors and defeat mechanisms) Ihal provide active protection.

Soldier System
The individual soldier has always been the
focus of the Army's research etl'otts. ARt must
assure that ti,e soldier can operate effectively
on the high-tech battlefield and survive in ils
lethal environmenl wllile reducing equipment
weight and workload. ARt efforts in this area
focus 011 modeling and lm\.lation of d,e soldler and the soldier's environment and on developing ligh!Weight power sources for the
many electronic systems that the soldier will
carry. Focus area include:
Simulation. TIlls capability will support tl,e
individual soldier as a fighting ,)'stem. The
effort will include virtual reality devices, protocols and software to penni! the individual
soldier to interact with me electronic battlefield environment, and realislic comput-

er-generated individual combatants with
software to aggregate and disaggregate small
fighting units using human figure models.
Soldier Perfonnance. This relates to quantification of individual soldier mobility, susrainability and performance. The extent and
inlpact of individual soldier enhancements,
a related to lethality, mobility, and susta.inability, elude aCCl1fllte quantification. This effort will establish human factors design guidelines, measures of individual performance and
measures of effectiveness.
Power Sources. The emphasis is on lightweight, portable power sources. ARt will develop primary and rechargeable battety cell
teclmology comprising high-energy electrode
materials and compatible liquid or solid electrolytes. ARt will also develop fuel cell technology using improved high-conductivity so~
id electrolytes and electrocatalysts that
enable the use of liquid fuels.

Air and Ground Vehicle
Technology
ARt develops dJe technologies needed to
extend the life of current combat vehicles,
and to shonen the design and development
cycle and enable flexible, affordable manu-

facture ofdle next generation of equipment.
This will improve the deployability, sustainability and versatility of all Anny platforms.
Technologies being considered indude:
Manufacturing Technology. Prototype environments for manufacturing processes
are vety important. ARt will use high-perfomlance computers and distributed interactive sinmlation to address materiel development and acquiSition issues such as
flexibility of manufacture, dual-use technologies, military vs. commercial specifica·
tions, rapid prototyping and the virtual fac·
tory. Expert system and neural net ted1nology
will facilitate the economical production of
high quality pans/components the first time
every time.
PropUlsion Technology. Emphasis is on
component-level ted1nology and validated advanced concepls. As part of a tri·Service ef·
fort, ARt will develop improved gas turbine
aerodynamic components to enable doubling
of propulsion capability and 40 percent reduction in fuel consumption.
Structures Technology. Efforts are geared
to quantifying the trade-offs among weight,
strength and cost of advanced composite
structures. ARt will assess structural issues
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The Federated Lab
The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is
pioneering a bold new approach in the way
the Departmem of Defense does business,
called the "Federated Laboratory' concept.
lIS strategy is to focus in-house laboratory
research on Army-specific business areas
while exploiting and leveraging commercial information technology and expertise
in digitization and communications science
to meet Army technology needs through cooperative agreemenlS_
To support thi strategy, ARL issued a
draft Broad Agency Announcement (BAA)
in November 1994. This Federated laboralOry BAA had three primary goals. First,
to proVide affordable state-of-the-art digitization and communications technology that
can be rapidly used to support our soldiers;
second, to promote industriallacademic
partnering in the five technical elemcolS outlined in the BAA; and finaJJy, to forge a new
cooperative business relationship between
the private sector and government scientists and engineers to fully exploit the joint
development of emerging dual-u e technologies.
To achieve the e goals, ARL will establish federated extramural centers in five
technical elements relevant to digitization
and communications sciences. They are advanced sensors; advanced displays and interactive displays; software and intelligent
systems; telecommunications/information
distribution; and advanced distributed sim-

in composite structures. ARt will assess structural issues in composites manufacturing and
processing, and develop formal design optirrtization tools for multi-<lisciplinary analysis for lighter, safer and more survivable
structures.

Survivability and Lethality
ARl is responsible for the development of
vulnerability, lethality and survivability assessmenlS of all fielded and deVelopmental
Army weapon systems. Efforts include physical, electronic and nuclear, biological and
chemical vulnerability assessmenlS ofU.S. and
adversary systems, which are provided to
Army decision makers to support acquisition
decisions_ In support of this task, ARL must
develop tools that allow these assessments
to be performed efficiently, and the results
to be authorita.tive. This effort will insure the
continued superiority of Army weapon
systems.

Physical Sciences Directorate
Underlying all of the core technology areas are the basic sciences that provide a foundation for leap-ahead technolOgies. Basic research efforts are spread throughout ARL's
directorates, but there was a need to focus
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ulation. Each center must, as a minimum,
consist of an industrial partner and two academic institutions. One academic institution
must qualify as an Historically Black College
or University or Minority Institution.
ARl will seek proposals under a single,
competitive BAA which will require respondents to collaborate and form industriaJ/academic consortia. The consortill must
describe methods for exchanging ideas and
personnel with counterparts atARL and oeber consortia within the Federated laboratory. A significant outcome will be creation
of a critical·mass core of private and government sciemists and engineers focused
on solving Army digitization challenges as
well as supporting and stimulating dual·use
through applications of research and technology for commercial use.
To facilitate this effort, ARl conducted
two pre-solicitation conferences in November 1994, one in Newuk, NJ, and the
other in San]ose, CA.
The final Broad Agency Announcement
was released in December. It is available on
the ARL Mosiac Server and Anonymous FTP
at the follOWing addresses: By mail: Department of the Army, U.S. Army Research
Labor-dtory, A1TN: AMSRL-oP-PR-AC (Cuolyo S. Gonser), ARL-95 FedLab BAA, 2800
Powder Mill Road, Adelphi, 1'010 2078~ 1197.
The ARl Mosaic Server: http://info.arl.mil:
SOl- The Anonymous FTP - ftp.arl.mil infiIe/arVfedJab_baa.arl.

more acutely on certain pervasive technology areas. For this reason, A.RL is creating a
Physical Sciences Directorate tllat will concentrate resources on the follOWing key research areas:
• Solid State Physics-Solid state materiaJs research for terahertz information transmission, surveillance and electronic warfare
applications; Multi-wavelength lasers as
sources for optical countenneasures; Non-linear optics to provide laser protection for eyes
and optical sensors; and Phosphors and dielectrics for flat panel micro-displays for
ground and airborne applications_
• Nanotechnology-Nanoscale elec·
tronics and optoelectronics for teraflop
processors, steerable radiators and infrared
image processing; and Discovery and exploitation of quantum phenomena and atomic level designer materials for high sensitiv·
ity, low-cost, low-power sensors,
• Chemical SCience and TechnologyElectrochemistry, polymers and electrolytes
for high energy density batteries; and Fuel
cells and alternative power sources for lightweight, low-cost power supplies.
• Behavioral and Bio SCiences-Human
bionics and biomechanics to enhance individual soldier performance; Microfabrication

of solid state neural and chentical toxin de·
tectors; Neuro-receptors in molecule-sized
loIS in electronic chips for chem/bio detectors; and Biomimetics.
• Manufacturing Science-Design optimization, modeling and virtual prototyping
tools for system development and upgrades;
Test and verification of "best commerdal practice" parts.

Conclusion
Finally, we realize that technology is useful only if the Army doctrine is ready to embrace it. In parallel wi.th research on the technical solutions to those critical battlefield
problems that have already been identified,
ARt has initiated a partnership with TRADOC,
the Army's combat developer, to analyze the
implications of these technologies in the combat environment. We call this effort "Futures
Concepting_"This partnership is designed to
bring physical and military scientists together
to Simultaneously develop future technology and doctrine in tandem. In this way, when
a technology is ready for battlefield application, so is the doctrine. An initial effort will
be to support the AMC/TRADOC Future
Technology Conferences.
ARl's re-engineering will permit us to be
an effective partner in the]oint Venture that
will define Force XXI. We have positioned
ARl to meet the challenges of the 90s and
provide the Army with the technologies that
Force XXI will require.

JAMES R. PREDHAM is a strategic
planner on the staff of the director,
ARL. Previous assignments have included technology planning and
management positions on the DA
Staff, at AMC Headquarters and the
Army Laboratory Command.
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Introduction
Our current Army is evolving into a more
modern, more powerful force for the 21st
century. The seven .S. Army Research, Development and Engineering Centers (RDECs)
support the Anny's acquisition process by ensuring that critical and leading edge technologies are developed to modernize our
Army-to evolve a new force for a new cenru1")'-Force XXI.
Each RDEC has a specific core competency
and mission which support the overall
modernization process. The RDEC missiOns
and locations are provided in the accompa·
nying figure.

Force XXI Planning
A major function of the RDECs, in support
of Force XXI, is to generate an appropriate
development strategy. Many factors shape Or
impact the RDEC's planning efforts. For ex·
ample, reduced funding levels, technology
and information proliferation, force structure
or doctrine changes, and a changing international environment are all relevant concerns.
Two documents, the Army Modernization
Plan (AMP) and the Army Science and Technology Master Plan (ASTMP) , help guide
RDEC technology development efforts. The
AMP provides the Army's strategy for force
modernization and sets objectives which address operational capabilities that are crucial
to the Army's mission success in the 21st cenwry. The ASTMP charts the Army's strategic
plan for the S&T Program based on Army leadership's objectives, priorities, investment strategy and the vision of the future. The ASTMP
also documents the planning of Advanced
Technology Demonstrations (AIDs) and approved Science and Technology Objectives
(SfOs). ATDs address technology barriers and
desired capabilities and focus on integrating
technology into development programs in a
timely manner. Sfa planning spells out a specific, measurable, major technology advancement to be achieved in a given timeframe, within budgeted fiscal guidelines. AID
and sro planning and execution are imporullt aspects of the RDEC mission.
Together, the AMP and the AS'fMp provide
a foundation for the RDEC development strategy and assist in prioritizing programs, obtaining necessary resources and maintaining
a strong technology base (expertise and facilities) required to transition essential tech·
nologies through development into production.

Process Management
Meeting the challenges of modernization
requires more than sound planning. Fundamental process rna113gement by the RDECs
is also a must, The RDECs strive for process
improvements and efficiencies through effective and inllovative management initiatives.
These initiatives deal with uch issues as best
value, reduced cycle time and better prod·
uct quality. The goal is to either streamline
the process or optimize its outputs/products
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FORCE XXI
By Janice Dickerson-Kindred
by breaking down existing stove pipe methods, out-dated paradigms and serial approaches to fielding new technology. Key
Army management initiatives include:
• Louisiana Maneuvers (lAM). lAM is an
Army chief of staff initiative (integrated organization and process components) to
focus and synchronize effons to transform
today's forward-based Army into a CONUSbased, force projection Army for the 21s1 century. The RDECs offer new technolOgy products (for study, demonstration, analysis,
simulation, etc.) to the LAM process, in response ro warfighter requirements.
• Battle Lab Partnerships. The RDECs
team with the Battle Labs, tester and industry to explore new ideas and refine user requirements and battlefield capabilities. Each
of the five Battle Labs is assigned a "lead"
RDEe. The RDEGBattle Lab partnerships heip
focus resources and develop sman, affordable, technology projections, thus strength·
ening both the requirements and the integration processes.

• Horizontal Technology Integration
(H11). In HTI, the RDECs attempt to identi-

fy and apply common enabling technologies
across multiple systems to improve the
warfighting capabiliry, while reducing R&D
cost and time and lowering unit production
costs through quantity procurements.

• Distributed Interactive Simulation
(DIS). DIS uses simulations in conjunction
with real equipment and soldiers on instrumented ranges and integrates reaJJty and simulation in war games. DIS concepts support
RDEC development, testing, training and production planning. State-of·the-art simulators
and simulator-enhanced testing and trainillg
help RDECs and the Battle Labs project how
current ideas will work on future battlefields.
• Integrated Decision Teams. RDECs aggressively seek strategic alliances with the
warfighter, technologists (government, industry and academia) and the producer and
manufacturer. Multi-<lisciplinary teams are
formed from functional experts to capitalize
on synergism and technical expertise. These
teams broaden the concurrent engineering
concept by addressing integrated management
of products, services and sub-processes.

• Commercial Spectjicattons and Standards. The RDECs simplify contracting, reduce costs and increase competition and
product availability by eliminating non-essential military specifications and standards.
This initiative emphasizes the application of
commercial specifications.

• Joint and International Partnerships.
The RDECs support pooling of joint Services
and multi-national projects to leverage manpower and fiscal resources. Consolidation of
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•
ARDEC - U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.
• Develops munitions and armaments.
AVRDEC· U.S. Army Aviation Research, Development and Engineering CenterSt. Louis, MO.
• Develops rotorcraft and related equipment.
CERDEC - U.S. Army Communications and Electronics Research, Development
and Engineering Center - Fort Monmouth, NJ.
• Develops communications and electronic equipment.
ERDEC· U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development and Engineering Center Aberdeen, MD.
• Develops chemical and biological defense related equipment.
MRDEC - U.S. Army Missile Research, Development and Engineering Center Huntsville, AL.
• Develops systems with focus on rockets, missiles, unmanned vehicles
and lasers.
NRDEC· U.S. Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center·
Natick, MA.
• Develops survivability, sustainability, individual mobility and quality of
life equipment for the soldier.
TARDEC - U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center - Warren, MI.
• Develops combat vehicles and other military ground transportation equipment.
RDEC Missions.
programs help ensure advanced technologies
will be available and compatible for joint and
allied and coalition users,

Technology Development

:

In addltion to sound planning and process
management roles, the ROEes must develop
weapon system technology superior to that
of any potential enemy. 1ocorporating the latest technology into Army materiel will be a
major factor in winning future military operations. Technology must leverage the
power of the soldler through the use of stateof-the<Ut, strategicaUy flexible and more lethal
war:fighting systems. It is incumbent upon the
ROECs to develop and field the high payoff
technologies that support these Army Modernization Objectives: Project and sustaln the
force; Protect the force; Win the information
war; Conduct Precision Strikes throughout
the battlefield; and Dominate the maneuver
battle.
A:; the modernization objectives are translated into more definitive wadighting goals
and capabilities the ROECs' job becomes better defined. Some examples:
• Reduce time con traints through battlefield dlgitiZation.
• Continuou Iy and accurately update information and maintain situational awareness
in four-dimensional battlespace. "Win the in-
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formation war."
• Expand the battlespace to avoid dose
combat by ourranging tile enemy. Deliver
high precision munitions and reduce casualties.
• See throughout the battlefield and operate under all condltions. "Own the night/environment. :II

• Enhance active vehide protection and
urvivability. Operate in defilade and den)' defiIade to enemy.
• When appropriate, use non-destructive/non-lethal methods to limit collateral
damage.
• Promote simulation technologies to
maintain "a trained/ready· Army.
Today's "information age" dictates tI1at a
high priority be given to digitizing the battlefield and winning the information warwhere more accurate and timely data becomes critical. Many of tile ROEC emerging
technology efforts will undoubtedly address system digitiZation and rapid infonnation dissemination.

RDEC Contributions
The ROEC development efforts, based on
requirements developed by U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRAD0q, will
ensure crucial technologies to suppon Force
XXI. The following refieets a sampling of on-

going and projected ROEC contributions and
accomplishments.

ARDEC
• mart Mines and Intelligent Mine Fieldscommunicating and interfacing as an intelligent unit,
• Low Collateral Damage Munitions-incorporating light-emitting optical munitions,
high power microwave projectiles, acou tic
beam weapons, pulsed chemical lasers and
ballistic sting nets.
• Seidler Weapons-firing compact, kinetic energy projectiles and air-bursting, fragmenting munitions.
• Smart Munitions and Identification
Friend or Foe-providing advanced sensor
suites and warhead integration to interrogate
targets with encrypted signal.
• Advanced Warhead-incorporating lethal
mechanisms to increase penetration of advanced annor.
• Electromagnetic and E1ectrothernlalChemical Gun Propulsion-using e1ectricjty
to lire higher performance prOjectiles.

AVRDEC
• Aviation Modernization Programs (RAH-

66 Comand1e, AH-64 Apache, 00-60 Black
Hawk, CH-47 Chinook and OH-;8D Kiowa
Warrior)-improving intelligence gathering, battle command, situation awarene ,
letl1ality, and survivability.
• Combined digital flight control data system with fuel and tire control systems-increasing accuracy and extending night operations,
• AH-64D Longbow Apache-with its adverse weather targer acqUisition c.lpabilily,
fire-and-forget missile, rapid target servicing,
and improved cockpit; insuring attack helicopter uperiOrity.
• Integrated hjgh·performance turbi.ne
engine technology-extending air vehicle
range_
• Airborne (manned and unmanned) vehides-working as a ystem and providing
improved reconnajssance.

CERDEC
• urvi\lllble Adaptive System Aill-using
multimedia network, tiber di tributed data interface and wireless network technologies;
affording increased throughput, continuou
access, increased snrvivability and 'eamless
communications.
• Combined Arms Command and Control
ATD-providing real time force synchronization, automated target handover, shared
situation awaren , and automatic se1fIfriendly posi.tion to reduce fmtricide.
• 10 addition to the above ATDs, three other.; (managed or executed by CERDEC) are
considered critical to the success of Force
XXI. They are: Digital battlefield communications, Common Ground Station and
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Bartlefield Combat ID.
• Special Project Office for Battlefield Digitization-established to manage and execute
CECOM's digitization efforts for Brigade '96,
Division '97, and Force XXI.
• CECOM Integrated Labffest Bed-providing a dynamic, first dass integrated facility linked to several key ROEC lab facilities,
selected industry, government and battle labs.
The facility can be rapidly reconfigured to
replicate diverse, existing and evolving
tactical capabilities in communications,
command and control, electronics and night
vision sensors.

ERDEC
• Advanced ystems/Equipment-providing advanced detection, protection, decontamination and smoke/target defeat:
-Biological warfare agent point and
standoff detectors.
-Lightweight chemical sensors for
ground or unmanned aerial vehicles.
-Sensor interfaces to digital communication network.

-Lightweight gas mask.
-Air purification systems for vehicles,
vans and shelters.
-Smoke/obscurants for vehicles and
warfighters.
• Joint Directors of Labordtories (JDL)
Technology Panel for Chemical Biological
(CB) Defen e-assuring all CB technology
base efforts are coordinated among the
services.
• Joint Service Consortium (ERDEC lead)developing accurate, reau tic chemical, biological and smoke battlefield environments
using DJS, where soldiers train in simulated
environments without acmal hazards, allowing evaluation of tactics, doctrine and
equipment.

MRDEC
• The Anny's Combined Arms Weapon System (fACAWS)-affording air-to-air, air-toground, ground-to-air and groLUld-to-ground
attack of multiple targets and ensuring compatibility wim me rube-launched, opticallytracked, wire-guided (TOW) missile and Hellfire launcher.
• Adaptive Missile-providing multi-payload capability and containerized for launch
from me M270 vehicle. Missile body of composite structures, reducing radar CrOSs-section Signature and me ability to adapt, in flight,
to changing battle cooditions.
• Multi-Platform Launcher-Low-COst GuidanCe for Artillery Rockets (MPL-LCGAR)-providing advanced perform.ance, enhancedllow
cost guidance, inlproved accuracy, and increased lemality.
• Product improvements-increasing performance/effectivenes., Unking fire control
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and condition status into me digitized battlefield for more effective use of valuable missile assets.
• Expanding me Battlespace-providing
extended range, reliable communication of
missile status to fire control and command
and control networks, use of in-flight missile
sensor data for surveillance and increased accuracy and lethality.

NRDEC
• Enhanced Land Warrior (ELW) Program-umbrella program encompassing:
Land Warrior for dismounted soldiers (available technology), Air Warrior for aviation
community, Moonted Warrior for tracked
community and 21st Century Land Warrior
(next generaion technology). Five basic ELW
subsystems include; lntegrated Headgear,
Individual Soldier Computer!Radio, Weapon
lnterface, Protective, and Microclimate
Cooling.
• Technology Advancements-providing
microelectronics and signal processing, improved and lightweight sensors, advanced materials, individual power sources, high resolution Oat panel display and modeling and
simulation.
• Capability Enhancements-providing
sitoation awareness, target hand-off, real-time
intelligence, digital maps/overlay, secure
voice/data radio, personnel status monitoring, mine avoidance, body armor, signature
suppression/control and mission pl2nning.

TARDEC
• Advanced Vehicle Technologies (AVT)
Top Level Demonstration-integrates a se.ries
of intra-vehicle digitization ATDs through a
new Army Standard Commercially-based
Combat Vehicle Open Architecture. AIDs
include:
-Hit Avoidance-providing battlefield
reconfigurable architecture, capable of tailoring to counter/protect against specific anticipated treats.
-Crewman's Associare-providing advanced crew station controls and displays for
simplified operations.
-Combined Arms Command and Conrrol-fuUllling inter-vehicular digitization
needs of me maneuver force by maximizing
me use of on-vehicle digitization streanlS.
• Helicopter-HMMWV-integrates a Central tire inflation system, active suspension
system and hybrid electric drive and decreases
width by six inches, permitting easy roll-onoff and transport in the CH-47.
• Electric canoon-vehicle-(advancements
by ARDECrrARDEC), enabling plans for an
all-electric tank by 2015.
• National Automotive Center-facilitating
automotive technology transfer between
DOD and the transportation community.

Summary
Force XXI is me focus of the Army's modernization vision. As we have seen, the ·ROECs
playa key role in acl1ieving tl1is vision. FOrce
XXI systems will project Anny power deeper and provide better survivability, improved accuracy and increased effectiveness.
Tomorrow's soldier will go into battle wim
tlle most sophisticated tools and weapons me
world has ever known. In the current sociopolitical environment, me ROECs face me
challenge of fewer resources, a smaller force
and world-wide tedlOology proliferation.
Only mose new systems wim significantly increased capability and value-added upgrades
can be pursued. lonovative approaches by
me ROECs (m planning, process management
and technology development) will be me key
to success. The accelerating pace of technological change will continue to offer significant challenges and opportunities to enhance operational capabilitie . The ROECs
stand in me forefront to meet these challenges. The warfighting implements for me
21st century are being researched and developed by today's forward looking scientists
and engineers at me U.S. Army Research, Development and Engineering Centers.

JANICE L. DICKERSON-KINDRED
a general engineer and staff action officer for R&D strategic planning andpolicy in the Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
(RD7E) Integration Division, Office
of the Deputy Chief of Stafffor Research Development and Engineering at Headquarters, u.s. Army Materiel Command. She holds a BA.
degree in mathematics and an M.S.
degree in applied sciencefrom Augustana College, Rock Island, IL.
Dickerson-Kindred has also completed M.S_ course requirements in
technology management at the University ofMaryland, and is a graduate ofthe Army Management Staff
College.
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ACQUISITION
STREAMLINING
IN SUPPORT
OF FORCE XXI
Introduction
The Army of the 21st century is being
shaped today. Tactics, doctrine, materiel capabilities, manpower strengths, and support
requirements are all being clo ely examined
to ensure that our forces can respond effectively to any situation demanded by a
changing, volatile world. A key element in
this haping of Force XXI is the need to
streamline the Army's acquisition process.
Shortened acquisition cycle times are required
to maximize the effectiveness of reduced resources and to take full advantage of rapid
technological advances occurring in commercial mar:kets.

Fortunately, the envitonment has never
been better for changing the acquisition
process. One of Presid nt Clinton's first actions was to establish the Office of the Deputy
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
Reform, with the sole purpose oflncreaslng
the efficiency of tbe DOD acquisition
process.
Vice President Gore's "Reinventing Government" review provided an opportunity to
examine and change the way government
does business at all levels and acro s all activities. Congress also has acknowledged the
need for change and demonstrated a willingness to act by recently passing the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994
which legislates sweeplng changes to the government procurement process.
OSD has implemented the recommendations of two process action teams (PATs), one
on the use of military specifications and standards, and the other on the use of electronic data interchange (ED!), and bas established
four additional PATs to further streamline and
enhance the efficiency of the acquisition
process. These PATs are examinlng the Defen e Acquisition Board (DAB) process, the
contract administration services (CAS)
process, the procurement process and the
requirements process.
Clearly, management at all levels is receptive to change. Within this fertile environment, considerable streamlining of the acquisition process has already occurred and
more changes are being developed. This article attempts to describe the major components of the Army's acquisition stream-
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By Lawrence C. Williams
lining program and shows what streamlining
options/tools are available to the program
manager during the various phases of the acquisition cycle.

Two-Axis Approach
The Army leadership bas endorsed a twoaxis approach towards shortenlng the aCquisition cycle through the use of streamlining
and re-enginccring initiatives. Streamlining initiatives are process improvements that allow
us to move through the acquisition "gates"
faster, while re-engineering initiatives are
process changes that allow us to combine or
eliminate some of the gates. The goal is to
establish a process that has the agility to accommodate the requirements and timelines
of any acquisition need. Examples of process
improvements include use of commercial
items and practices, electronic commerce,
and cooperative research and development
agreements (CRDAs). Exampl of process
changes include combat and performance
modeling, vittual prototyping, vittuaJ manufacturing, and virtual testing.
Clearly, significant benefits can be realized
by improving the way technology tinds its
way into weapon systems or battlefield support applications. The Army Battle Labs were
created to monitor and experiment with existing and emerglng technologies in order to
continually assess warfighting enhancement
potential through the application of these
technologies. The Advance Concept and
Technology D(ACT D) Program provides one
such mechanism for the Battle Labs to identify mature technologies or lndustry developed prototypes that could potentially increase our warfighting capability. Once
identified, Advanced Warfighting Experiments
(AWEs) are performed by the Battle Lab to
demonstrate the battlefield effectiveness of
these technologies, and, if successful, the
technology and materiel is rransitioned to a
program manager or materiel developer for
acquisition and fieLding.

Cooperative Efforts
Another tool that hastens the application
of technology to battlefield systems is the use
of CRDAs. CRDAs are cooperative efforts between two or more parties who agree to share
personnel, facilities and equipment in the development of a particular technology, process
or materiel. CRDAs can be an itn portant tool
for reducing cYcle time by a.ccelerating the
maturity of a technology, thereby speeding
both commercial and military applications.
Industry familiarization with the technology
allows the development of economical production methods and widens the scope of
applications that may ultimately be exploited for military use. The Army is making significant use of CRDAs across the full range
of emerging technologies. Currently, there
are over 400 active CRDAs with industry and
academia, examining such items as pultruded
composite tubing, high density capadtators,
oxynitride glass fibers and fortified confectionery products.

Non-Developmental Items
Once a mission need statement (MNS) is
generated and phase 0, concept exploration
and definition, is entered, several im.portant
streamlining tools are available. Probably the
single, most effective factor in dccreaslng acquisition time is the ability to satisfy the user
requirement with a non-developmental item
(NO!). This is not a "luck of the draw" event,
but can be significantly influenced by the CODduct of a thorough market investigation and
an aggressive requirements trade-off analysis.
A pure NOI, where the item can be used
"as is" with no required modifications, permits a combined milestone I and ill which
effectively enters the program lnto production at the time of operational requirement
document (ORD) approval. Phases I and II
(concept exploration and definition phase,
and demonstI3tion and validation phase), and
milestone II are eliminated_ An NOI item that
requires some limited research and developmen.t effort to ruggedize or .to add some
Army-unique capability permits a combined
milestone I and II, an abbreviated phase II,
and eIimlnation of phase I.
The Army has an aggressive program designed to increase the reliance on NOI and
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commercial items through the establishment
of a Service NDI advocate and local, site·spe·
cific, associate advocates. These advocates are
responsible for challenging barriers to the use
of OJ and commerCial items and ensuring
that all NDI and commercial options are iden·
tified and fully considered in program acquisition trategy deliberations. There are cur·
rently 11 Army NOI associate advocates
located at each acquisition site within the

to experiment with different design concept

plication of "functional support templates,'

u ing performance irnulations prior to any
pbysical fabrication. Various concept alter·
nati"e can be examined quickly and inex·
pensively, thereby reducing technical risk by
elinlinating poor Or inadequate solutions.
Trade-off analysis can also be conducted to
ensure that only scntial requirements are
included in the ORO; thereby, increasing
the likelihood of an NDI and commercial

significant reductions in contractor

AmlY·

solution.

Modeling
mbat perfom13nce modeling and sinlu1ation d virtual prototyping techniques can
also be applied during Phase 0 of the ac·
quisition process to refine tbe requirements
and examine potential solutions. These
modeling techniques provide the capability
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If an NDI acquisition strategy is not feasible and a Pbase I is required, virtual prototyping can again be used to further define the
critical design cbaracteristics and system ca·
pabilities. During tills phase, a solidtation will
need to be prepared for award and execution in pl13Se n, system engineering and man·
ufacturing development. Through the ap-

require~

ments and the attendant matrix support ef·
fort can be realized. These "templates" were
developed to provide program managers with
a disciplined approach to determining the
minimum essential functional requiremeots
necessary for conduct of a development or
production effort commensurate with a prudent level of risk. TIley essentially provide a
structured framework for perfonning co.'!. and
benefit analysis of requirements tbat are
placed in solicitations. The template concept
was described and demon trated to all program executive officers (PEOs) and AMC mao
jor subordinate commands (MSCs) during the
Roadshow ill series of the Acquisition lmprovement Seminar .
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Non-Government Standards
Another key element in structuring the solicitation to minimize cost and horren the
design and manufacturing timelines is the usc
of non-government standards (NGS). By
enabling contr:'ctors to use commercially
accepted components and processes, the
development of unique parts and the establishment of separate production lines can be
eliminated. Capabilities lost as Defense fu:ms
are downsized, converted, or eliminated can
be replaced by tapping the commercial manufacturing base, allowing commercial firms to
apply their expertise and capabilities to Defense needs. Additionally, use of NG eu,
courages Defense contraclOfS to adopt prevalent manufacturing techniques that reduce
costs or enhance their commercial capability.
The_result is decreased development and production times, reduced COSlS, and higher quality products. TIlese benefits have long been
recognized; however, it is just recently that
seriou action has been taken 10 maximize
use ofNGS.
The Army plan to implement the secretary
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of Defense-endOl,;ed recommendations of tlle
DOD proce s action team on mmtary specifications and standards requires a waiver from
the Army acqui ition executive (ME) or the
m.i1eslOne decision authority (MOA) for
e:tch usc of a military-unique specification or
st311dard. The uuent is to provide a power-

ful disincentive for specifying a military spec-

ilication or smndard except in cases where
nO altemative exists.
Electronic data interchange (EOI) , or the

comment :md updated rapidly. Finalized RFPs
and solicitations can be generated, transm.itted
and rerurned electonically, virtually eliminating paper copie and delivery inef.ficiendes, thereby greatly reducing cycle time. Fn~
ly inlplemellted, thi proce en ure early
industry involvement, quick and effective twoway communication, and a sen e of partnership between government and industry
engendered through full participation of all
parties in eacll step of the process.

broader electronic commerce, can con-

tribute ignificantly to shorter acquisition
times in ph.1se I by accelerating the flow of
information. EOI is the computer-to-computer
exchange of routine busines data in a t'U1dard format, and includes electronic bulletin
board systems and otller cUent and server architecture systems. Near real-time exchange
of acqnisition-related documents between the
Army and industry can dramatically reduce
document preparation time and result in a
higher quality product. Draft pecilications,
tatement of work, and requests for proposals (RFPs) can be relayed to industry for

Phase II
In phase II -engineering and manufacturing development-several acquisition
stemnlining options are available. Virtual. prototyping can again be used, this time to pass
engineering level information and data
among dle various offices that evaluate and
refine the system development. This improves
dle probabUity that tlle design is "right" the
first time the system is built in hardware; thus,
avoiding the tinle-consuming and co rly
"build-test-build" loops tbat historically occur in new systems. Three-dimensionaI
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velopment before the)' become firmly established in tlle acquisition process. Bll! ignificant progress is being made 011 these important technologies.
The .. Army Tank-Automotive Research,
Oe\'elopment and Engineering Center
(fARDEC) has demonstrated dramatiC accomplishments in the "rea of virtual prototyping, and has modeled the 30,000- quarefoot TARDEC production fucility for virtual
manufacturing application. The U.S. Army
Communications-Electronics Command
(CE OM) has e tabli hed an electronic bulletin board that allows Army and industr)' to
exchange information quickly, and tlle U.S.
Arm)' Test and Evaluation Command (fECOM)
has developed testing models that generate
dllta acceptable to program managers, CODtmctors, and independent ev"luators.

1DoIKIt
for Change

Conclusion
Dyaamlc
Interaetlye
Simulation

PI'Oc:e1iS Control

VIrtual ManuraclUr\ng
Best Value

Par1Dering

Distributed InleJ1lClhe

EleclroDk Commeru

solid models can be generated to allow assessment of operational perfonmmce, maintainability issues, producibility, human engineering concerns, component placement,
and system integration compatibility. Significant reductions in botb time and cost are
possible using this powerful design tooL
Closely aligned with virtual prototyping,
virtual testing UppOrlS the de ign effort in
phase Il through assessment of system or
component performance in a synthetic environment prior to an actual prototype or production model being built. Terrain scenarios,
environmental factors, and real-world obstacles can be imuJated and their effect on
the subject system can be evaluated. Design
changes can be made based on these test results and the system retested. Testing can be
conducted without endangering personnel,
test equipment or the system under tcst,
thereby eliminating the need for safety planning and testing methodology precautions
that c1imini h test reali m. Once testing models have been vaJ.idated and confidence established that the data repre ents actual results, real-world testing can be significantly
reduced. 'nle result is less time spent in test
or retest, mOre performance data available
earlier in the process, and significantly reduced testing costs.

Virtual Manufacturing
Completing tbe trio of modeling and simulation tools available in phase Il of the acquisition cycle is the concept of vinual manufacturing. By accurately modeling e.xisting
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VIr1ual Prolotyplng

Simulation

or planned production facilities or operations
in tbe virutal world, producibiJity and man·
ufacturing issues can be rapidly and accurately
examined at relatively low costs. 111e impact
of design solutions on production time, manufacturing costs, production efficiency, and
product quality can be assessed prior to tooling and initial hardware manufacture. Based
on vinual manufacturing trial , accurate, e.fficient productioo can occur beginning
with the first unit.
Once milestone ill is passed and production begins, tlle virtual manufacturing effort
begins to pay dividends through manufacturing process stabUity :md efficient production. Reduced requirements made possible by careful application of the templates
decrease the production effort. Use of NGS
allows contractors to employ the same, familiar processes used for commercial cu
tomers, and ,~nuaJ prototyping has optinl.ized
the design [0 economically meet user requirements. Virtual testing has quickly, inexpensively, and accurMley identified and
eliminated design £laws to ensure performance objective are met, and the production contract bas benefited from the efficient
two-way communication allowed b)' EOl. Ali
of this adds up to reduced production time,
furtller slreamJin.iog an acquisition proces
that has already been significantly shortened.
It is acknowledged that many of tlle streamlining tools described here are not currentI)' available for widespread usc. Virtual
prototyping, virtual te ting, virtual manufacturing, and EO! all require additional de-

As a final note, a DA-chaired Tiger Team
has identified four acquisition progmm to
serve as pilots for a Battle Lab Rapid Acquisition Process. Each of these programs have
accelerated acquisition schedules based on
inno ative u e of the existing process and a
willingness to accept and ma.nage a higher
degree of program risk. Although it is too earl)' to report success, results look promising.
There i no silver bullet. Altbough some
of the initiatives c1iscussed here have the potential to SignificanJy reduce fielding time and
costs, more often than not a combined approach will be necess;uy. It is not enough
to look through the laundry list of acquisition streamlio.ing initiatives and select one for
use in your program. A concened effort mllSt
be made to use all appropriate tools, discarcling only those tbat are impractical due
to real world constraints. With continued development and un ompromising application
of these tools, we will be able to meet the
acquisition needs of the next century and enure that the soldiers of Force XXI continue
to be the best-equipped in the world.

LAWRENCEC. WlLllAM isanacquisition policy specialist in the Of./ice of the Deputy Chief of Stafffor
Acquisition at Headquarters, U. ,
Army Materiel Command. He holds
a bacbelor's degree in psychology
from Pennsylvania Slate University
and is current~y studying electrical
engineering a/ Geor-ge Ma on University. Williams is serving on a detail with tbe AMC Louisiana Maneuvers Task Force.
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THE
ACQUISITION
INTERN
AND
MENTOR
PROGRAMS
By Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley
and James M. Welsh

Acquisition educational
programs such as
mandatory training,
tuition assistance,
long-term training,
executive seminars and
developmental
assignments
have all become
a reality as the AAC
plans for the future
by investing heavily
in its most important
asset, the existing
acquisition workforce.
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Introduction
One of the most prominent provisions of
the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWlA) is its strong focus
on education and training. The Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) leadership responded
to this challenge by estabUshing the Acquisition, Education and Training Office, under
the director for acquisition career management (DACM) , Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (RDA).
Acquisition educational programs such as
mandatory training, tuition assistance, longterm training, executive seminars and developmental assignments have all become a
reality as the AAC plans fnr the future by investing heavily in its most important a et,
the existing acqui ition workforce. Tbe
Army's latest addition to training and career
development is the Acquisition Program Man·
agement Intern and Mentor Programs.

AAe Intern Program
Will, roots embedded in the DOD Acquisition Scbolarship Program, the intern program takes master's-Ievel graduating cllOlars into the next step of learning-an
internship in the a.cquisition conullunity. Following successful completion of tbe threeyear intern program, ll,e interns will. embark
on their first competitive assignment and set
their goals on future membership in the Army

Acquisition Corps.
In 1992, the DOD announced its first competition for the Defense Acquisition Scholar hip Program (DASP). Sanctioned by sec·
tion 1744, Title 10, United States Code, the
scllolarship program was established to
qualify personnel for civilian acquisition positions in DOD. Individuals must meet the following criteria to be eligible to participate:
• Be accepted for admis iOn, Or current·
Iy enrolled as a full-time student at an accredited educational institution autholized to
grant the master's degree;
• Be pursuing or have completed an undergraduate or graduate degree in one of ti,e
acquisition career fields and have received
a baccalaureate degree with a cumulative
grade point aVe,.dge of at least 3.0 out of4.0;
• Sign an agreement to serve as a full-tirne
civilian employee in a DOD acquisition position for one calendar year for each school
year, Or part of a school year, for which ti,e
tudent received scbol.arship support; and
• Be a U.S. citizen.
TIlfough the Defense Acquisition Univer·
sity, the DASP pay a stipend of $15,000 for
a full-year (l2-month) period of study and
$13,000 for a full academic year of study. Additional terms of the agreement are specified
in the scholarship program brochure, which
is published each winter, and is available
through the scilOOl a.cademic placement office.
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TI,e average DASP schedule is for two consecutive years. Second-year awards are dependenr upon the availability of funds; successful completion of the fIrst year course of
srudy, as evidenced by acceptable academic progress and good standing within the intitution; and the likelihood of receiVing ti,e
master's degree at the conclusion of the second year of study.
Acquisition career fields include: program
management, communication/compmer systems; contracting and purchasing; industrial properry management; systems planning,
research development and engineering; test
and evaluation engineering; manufacturing
and production; quality assurance; acquisition logistics; husiness, cost estimating, and
financial management; and auditing.
The intern progranl hegins as the DASP
scholars complete graduate school. Upon receiving a master's degree, scholars are
brought into the Army acquisition workforce
at gmde G5-09 in the Program Management
Career Field, series 30 I. At this jWlCture, they
are officially designated as program management interns. During the subsequent
three-year period of training, based on perfornJance evaluations and mentor reCOrnnlendations interns are considered for noncompetitive promotion through gt:lde GS-12.
TIliee Army participants graduated from
the DAS Program in mid-1994 and are currently serving internships at separate Army
facilities. The AAC has six additional DOD
schoLmhip sllldents who are in varying stages
of completion. One graduated in December
1994 and within 30 days of graduation, was
assigned and placed as a progr-J1ll management intern within the acquiSition community. Two more students are scheduled to
graduate in the spring of 1995. The three remaining students are expected to complete
their studies in the spring of 1996. It is anticipated that each ye-dr, the Department of
the Army will receive three Or four scholarWI' tudents under the DASP.
According to the senior acquiSition leadership, the initial three years of illlernship
is critically important to the Army. The success ofthe intern program depends to a great
extent on how weU the AAe provides challenging and responsible training to meet the
personal and professional career needs of
the e intern . In the long term, these interns
should eventually be found at numerous 10C'dtiOns occupying senior leadership positions
throughout the AAe.
The Acquisition Program Management Intern Program complie with Section 1742 of
the DA\VIA, which requires each DOD acquisition component to implement an acqui ilion intern program to prOVide exceptionally qualified individuals an opportunity
for accelerated promotions, career broadening assignments, and specified training, to
1
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With roots embedded
in the DOD Acquisition
Scholarship Program,
the intern program
takes master's-Ievel
graduating scholars
into the next step
of learning-an
internship
in the acquisition
community.
prepare them for entry into the Me. AIthougil intents are presently brought into the
acquisition workforce following successfui
completion of tIle DASP, tl,e AAC will expand
the intern program to include exceptionalI)' qualified employees who are already in the
workforce and who have been nominated for
the program by a supervisor Or mentor.

During FY 95, an announcement should
be puhlished by the DDACM Office outlining the criteria for selecting volunteer mentors, together with procedures for nomination. lli:e the intent program discussed earlier
in this article, the mentor progr:un will be
greatly expanded.

Conclusion
Although it is too early to evaluate these
programs for potential impact on tl,e AAC,
the high rate of applications received thus
far suggests that it is achieving what it is designed for. In addition, senior acquisition leaders, while serving in their menlor role, have
a tremendous opportunity to become directly
involved in tl,e overall intern training program. This involvement, in addition to its positive impact on intern careers, will do much
in assisting AAC managers at all levels, in developing near- and long-term strategies for
both training and organizational goals and will
improve the mentors significantly_
Readers who have comments or questions
regarding tJ:tis article are encouraged to contact]ame.s Welsh, (703)805-4161, DSN 6554161, or Fax (703)805-4163. Those wishing
to know more about tile Acquisition Progr.un
Management Intern Progr:un should contact
Dale Fradley at the Army Acquisition Executive Support Agency, (703)805-4205, or DSN
655-4205.

AAC Mentor Program
The key to the success of the intern program depends largely on the mentor program.
Mentoring is not new to the Army. Most organizations have their own mentoring programs as do many functional area career fields.
Acqui ition mentors are volunteer senior Acquisition Corps leaders who were selected
by the deputy director for acqUisition career
management (DDACM). They were selected
based upon background, training, career success, and a genuine desire to help others.
A major benefit of the mentor program is
that the outstanding interns can learn from
the wealth of education and experience of
successful mentors who are currently top contenders for advancement to various senior acquisition leadership posistions. An important
role for the acquisition mentors is to draw
upon their knowledge and experiences in designing an educational and career development ro"d m"p by which interns can plan
and set their goals toward a successfui career
in the AAe.
TI,e menror/mentee (intent) association begins shortly after applicants win their candidacy to the DOD Acquisition ScholarsWp
Program. The relationship between mentor
and rnentee (intern) will be particularly close
and active dUring the first several years of the
program. In some cases, tllis relationship may
likely become a career-long association.

DR BENNIE H. PINCKLEY is

deputy director for acqUiSition career management in the Office ofthe
AssiStant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and AcqUisition. He holds a bachelor's degree
in electrical engineering and a
doctorate in public adminiStration.
JAMES WELSH is an acqUiSition
training specialiSt in the Army AcquiSition Education and Tmining
Office, Office of the Assistant Secretary ofthe Army (RDA). He has a B.S_
degree in management, and is currentlypU1"!>-uing a master's degree in
human resource management and
development.
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Hitting the Road. . .

ACQUISITION INTERNS,
MENTORS VISIT
SELECT ARMY FACILITIES
Late last year, four Department of the
Army a quisition interns and their mentors
participated in a five-<lay series of briefings,
demonstrations and tours at several Army facilities. The purpo e was to introduce the
new Acquisition Program Management Intern
and Mentor programs, and to proVide an orientation for the participants. Accomp'tnied
by Or. Bennie H. Pinckley, deput)· dir ctor
for acquisition career management, Office of
the Assistant ecretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition
(OASARDA) and Dale Feadley. chief of program management, Army Acquisition Executive Support Agency, the interns and mentors visited the U.S. Army Simulation,
Training and Instrumemation Command
(STRlCOM) in Orlando, FL; the .S. Army Mis-

By Debbie Fischer
Staff Writer
sUe Command (MlCOM) at Redstone Arsenal,
AL; and PicatirulY Arsenal in Dover, NJ. The
visits cul.rninated in a meeting at the Penmgon with Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) Gilbert
F. Decker.
The interns and their mentors are, respectively, Charloue C. Cates and Linda M.
Gentle, MUltiple Launch Rocket System
Project Office, Program Executive Office
(PEO), Tactical M' Ues, Redstone Arsenal, AI.;

Monique Anneker and Marlene D. Seaton,
STRlCOM (a major subordinate command of
the Army Materiel Command); Doreen
DeBenedictis (who at the time was completing her master's studies) and pencer
Hudson of the PEO, Standard Army Management Information Systems (STAMIS) Fort
Belvoir, VA; and Ross Rosengren and
Charlie Marringly, Office, Project Manager
(PM) for Advanced Field Artillery System, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.

SlRICOM
The orientations began lit STRICOM, with
tile mentors and interns 'participating in a
workshop presented by Dr. John A. Daly, a
professor in the College of Communication
and Business at tile University of Texas. Daly

Ross Rosengren and Linda Gentle participate in a demonstration of GUARD FIST I.
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\DPs wllich say, "here's my career field, here's
where 1 want to go, and here is a reasonable
path to get tllere ... It is a career-enhancing
move."

Before departing Nabanla, the group visited the U.S. Space and Rocket Center io
Huntsville.

Pica tinny Arsenal

The trip concluded at the Pentagon with a brief visit with ASA(RDA) Gilbert F.
Decker. Front row, left to right, are Marlene D. Seaton, Monique Anneker,
Doreen DeBenedictis, Charlotte Cates, and Linda M. Gentle. Back row, left to
right, are Dale Fradley, Spencer Hudson, Ross Rosengren, Charlie Mattingly,
Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, and Gilbert F. Decker.
said tbat organizational support i key to a
successful mentorship program. He also emphasized the importance of teamwork between the mentor and me intern's boss when
the mentor is someOne orner than me intern's
boss. He recommended mat mentors set
achiev-dble goals on a daily basis and that
interns be direct and up-from with their

opment Divi ion, Re ource Management DirectorJ.te. presented a comuland Qvervie\v.
A major subordinate command of the Army

TIle following day, BG John Michitsch,
commander, STRICOM, welcomed the group
and provided an overview of the command.
The mentors and inrerns visited the Institute for Simulation and Training (lS1) at the
University of Central Florida, where Rooald
W. TaIT, PM for the instirute, presented a briefing and video on the 1ST as well as a tour of
irs labs.
MAJ Ted Koufas, project director, Guard
Unit Armory Device Full Crew Interactive Simulation Tr.uner (Guardfist D, Orlando, and
Don Chase, project director for lndustlial Data
Link, Guatdfistl's prime contractor, described

Materiel Conmmnd, MICOM develops superior nlissile apabilities and oUler technological advances. Another key mission of
MICOM is to support PMs in the PEa structure.
A welcoming speech from Earnest A.
Young, depury to the commanding general,
MICOM, followed York's presenrarion. He
noted tilat MJCOM, like the rest of the Army,
is affected by downsizing, but he believes til:1I
reductions can be addressed mostly tllrough
volunt:lry me:ms. Young also noted that as
restructuring OCC1U"S, new thought processes on how to do business are necessary. Teaming approaches are one example, where
groups of personnel witll differenr functional
interests work togetller in support of the project manager. Young recommends that individuals entering dle acquisition field become
generalists, broadly tmined earl)' in their

the trainer. They dlen gave a demonstration,

careers.

with hands-on participation by unda Gentle
and Ross Rosengren.
At Loral Federal Systems Company, Orlando, COL James E. ShilJelt, PM, combined
arms tactical trainer (CAIT), spoke on the
CAIT project. 11lis project uses synthetic environments-electronic representations of the
real world.
John A. Sorokow b.-y, progrdlll m:U1ager,
close combat tactical tminer (CCT1), Loral
Federal Systems, Manassas, VA, briefly di .
cussed the cerr, which is a part of tile CAll'.

COL Roy Millar, depury PEa, tactical nli 'siles, emphasized to the interns and mentors
the importance of diversification in selecting
career assigntnents in order to gain a broad
background. He cited the experieoce nf
George Williams, PEa-tactical missiles, one
of the first civilian PEas, whose background indud s engineering, progmm management, testing :U1d logistics.
Dr. Berulie H. Pinckley also spoke at
MICOM. with a briefing on the Arm}' Acquisition Corps (AAC). He stressed tilat education and lnlLniJlg are the keys to success
and advancement in the AAe. Pinckley believes that civilians need independent individual development plans sinlilar to miliLlry

concerns.

MICOM
The group then travelled to MICOM, where
Judy York, chief of Branch B, Force DevelJanuary-February 1995

The mentors and interns were welcomed
to Picatinny Arsenal by Patrick A. Serao, acting depury PEa, field artillery systems (FAS),
who discussed materiel acquisition management. He said that the PM shop is
"parocllial ," mat is, PMs focus primarily 00
their own system , while the PEa mu t focus 00 how the systems in tlleir domain fit
into the Army as a whole. Scrao also described
nmny of the systems within PEa-FA .
Renata Price, associate technical director
for systems, concepts and technology, U,S.
Army Research, Development and Eogineering Center (ARDEC), PicatirUly, provided an overview of ARDEC.
The travelers then viewed numerous displays on subjects SUdl as precision munitions,
warhead technology, the ammunition surveill:U1ce information sy tem, packaging, and
environment:~ technology.
The Picatinny Arsenal vi it also included
a series of tours to several facilities, with
demonstrations and displays on battle labs,
decision aids, robotics, Paladin, enhanced
mortar fire control, rapid fire force projectiOll, the lightweight howitzer, the electromagnetic gun, stereolithographl' (rapid
protoryping), and explosively formed penetrators.

Pentagon
The trip concluded at the Pentagon, with
a hrief visit with Assistant Secretary of tile
Army (RDA) Gilbert F. Decker, who is also
the Arm}' Acqui ition Executive. Decker listened intenUy to some very positive feedback
on the program from tile intern , as well a
from tile mentOrs. Decker emphasized the
inlporrance of [raining and education so that
individll3Js aren't put into positions that are

over their heads. Said he: "Everyone needs
training and experieoce ladders, and I believe
these programs are a great tart.' Decker con·
veyed his thanks to tbe mentors for their outstanding contributions to the prognun,
adding that "mentoring is wlquestionably
tile be t way to broaden people's perspectives while enhancing their professional
development. "

EdttOl'lal Note: Some velY candid comm.ent-s/rom tbe acqUisition mentor and intern pl'ogram PClt-ticiptmt-s appear on pages
30-33 0/ this issue of Anny RD&A.
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WHAT
MENTORS SAY
ABOUT
MENTORING .. •
Editorial Note: 1be foaowing comments
from four Department of tbe Army
mentors regal-ding Ibetr pal-lictpalion in
tbe mentoring program were gatbered
lale lastyear dUring a series ofvisits wi/b
tbem at various A,-my facilities. An article on tbose visits appeal's on pages 2829 of tbls issue.
linda M. Gentle
Chief, Program Management
Division
Multiple Launch Rocket System
(MIRS) Project Office
Succes .ful people do not reach top positions in an organization alone. How do
high achievers acquire the position they
desire? First, they know where they want
to be in five, 10, and 20 years. Goals vary
among individuals-some have no aspirations to reach the top, but are dedicated, loyal, outstanding employees, happy
where they are. I have everal in my organization and treasure their dependability, loyalty, and expenise. These I refer to as the "sati .tied. n
Others aspire to be at the top, but don't
extend the necessary effort. Their attitude
is, "I deserve the position(s) because I've
been here for a long time. n They fail to understand qualities they lack. Some accept
a wake-up call and improve attendance,
work ethics, etc., and accept gUidance and
encouragement to apply effort in pursuing
goals. They become "eagles. n Others do
not. They are the "deservers. n
The high achievers r call eagles. They
combine intelligence with positive work
ethics and realistic goals. They are honest,
hard-working employees who give 110 percent every day. Eagles reach out for new
tasks, assignments and opportunities.
They grow by excelling in their field; they
learn by stretching their wings.
A manager must objectively evaluate employees to detertnine which category
each.tits into, or may grow into-satisfied,
deserver or eagle. A manager should
guide the career growth of all employees.
30
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However, the largest payoff probably
come in mentoring eagle .
The mentor-mentee relationship requires open, two-way communication.
Memees must feel free to seek out mentors. The relationship also requires honesty-mentees must share U,eir real goals,
;U1d mentors should not push them to
stretch more than is comfOltable.
Although mentoring is time-consuming,
mentors can serve more than one mentee
imultaneously. A mentor may have several
men tees in various stages of growth, each
requiring time and attention. TI,e me.ntees
mayor may not be competing in the same
career field.
My re ponsibiliry to the MC workforce
is to grow future leaders; to instill and promote good work ethics, honesty, and
loyalty.
) ust as everyone is not an eagle, everyone cannot be a successful mentor. All eagles won't be mentors; however ali mentors should be eagle . Mentors should
remain apprised of eagles' activities, provide suggestions, encouragement for training opportunJties, such as shadow assigrrment , on-the-job training in other
areas, and educational requirement and
opportunities. Mentees should value the
mentor's opinion and seek their advice.
Professional, career mentoring is an area
of growth available and under-used by
women. TIlere haven't been many women
mentors because there haven't been many
women in leadership managerial positions.
Today the number is grOwing. Women
have powerful, rewarding opportunitie .
They can help eagles grow, mature and fly
to the top of the ladder of success. If each
mentor could grow just one eagle, the rewards would be suffiCient.
Spencer Hudson
Director, Resource Management
Program Executive Office
Standard Army Management
Information Systems
Mentoring has taken on a new look un-

der the creative program established by Dr.
Pinckley. In the past, most of US who have
advanced in our government jobs have
been informally mentored hy several individuals at different times in our careers.
This assistance has been offered 10 help
at a specific time in our development without consideration for long term goals or
the .future needs of the Army. Even
though there are some shortcomings, infornul mentors play a significant part
in civilian advancement in government
·ervice.
As discussed by Or. Pinckley, the active
Army has successfully utilized a formal mentoring system for many years. Under his
new program for civilian mentoring, he applies many of the lessons learned from the
memoring system used by the active Army.
Great care has been taken to select young
individuals who are weU-educated and have
high potential as future leaders in the goverrunent. Care was also taken in deciding
who should mentor each of Ulese individuals, taking into consideration their
needs and desires. Because of the amount
of effort and planning put into this program, I have a high degree of confidence
in it success.
The first phase is more defined than the
foUow-on. Initially, we must provide each
individual a strong background in program
managemenl while assuring exposure to
several of the other disciplines in the
Acquisition Corp . This will be accomplished through on-the-job training outside
Uleir home office, orne classroom training, and a core job. Hopefully, the interns
wiJl achieve the grade of GS-12 at the end
of their tour.
FollOWing the internship, the mentor's
job will change but the need to assist and
advise will still be part of their responsibility. As the intern progresses toward their
chosen field, there wiJl be many areas
where a mentor will be able to help by
providing knowledge gained from experience and an understanding of the lotal
organization. This information should
January-February 1995

save valuable time in the intern's progre'sion and aid dIem in working toward
achieving their goals while providing the
Anny widl the best informed and best
trained individual. If aliI perceive in this
program materializes, I will have been part
of a win/win/win program where a
promising yOll1lg person has been helped,
where the Anny has the services of a very
intelligent and highly trained individual, and
where 1, as the mentor, will have received
great self satisfaction. TIJi progrant has all
the ingredients to be one of the most successful programs of its kind and one that
will give much back to dIe Army and all
involved.
Charles Mattingly
Chief, Business Management
Division
Project Management Office
Advanced Field Artillery System!
Future Armored Resupply Vehicle
[ view the Army Acquisition ProgranI
Management Internship Program as a
unique opportunity for bodl the interns and
mentors selected for this program. The interns will have the opportunity to participate in, and help shape, the.fir t program
for civilians whidI is focused on developing
managers, not just professional specialists.
For the mentors, this progr'd1I1 offers
them the opportuuity to develop and refine their coaching and teaching skills, lUld
to give somedting back to the AmIy.
I began my career as an intern in the
comptroller career field. Throughout my
early career, r was fortunate to work for
a supervisor and a comptroller who believed very strongly in bringing young talem into the profession and developing their
skills in comptrollership. Although the
Comptroller Intern Program did not indude
memoring in me formal program, me people I worked for in my early career bee-olDIe
my mentors. We never discussed our relationship in dIOse terms, but duuugh meir
interest in me intern program and our eventual friendship, mel' provided invaluable
guidance and advice and a positive role
model for me. I dlink many successful managers in government and industry have benefited from similar experiences, even
though dIe relationships were also probably informal and Ullstructured
These infonDaI mentoring relationships
have often worked well, but because dley
are random mel' are often hit-or-miss. Also,
many interns are not fortunate enough to
work for a supervisor with an interest in
developing young talent, or me ability to
teach or coach well. The formal mentoring program established in me AmI)' Acquisition Program Management Internship
Program should ensure a positive, reliable
mentoring relationship for each intern. SeJanuary-February 1995

kction of mF:ntors through a formal evaluation process will help en ure dlat the
mentors are eager and capable of providing the guidance and encouragement an
intern needs. The investment dIat me AmIy
will make in training and developing these
interns is significant and the selenion of
mentors should not be left to chance.
A formal memoring program also adds
discipline to dIe intern/mentor relationship
by requiring a formal individual development plan. It helps ensure that training opportunities and developmental assignments are planned and scheduled so mat
dIe intern is taught all the necessary lessons
envisioned for me program. If properly
done, it also focuses attention on results,
the Ie son to be learned, not just putting
in time.

I'm excited about the opportwlity to
mentor a young intern. The success I've
achieved in my career has been due in large
part to the guidance I've received from supervisors and others wbo lOok an interest
in my future early in my career. Tllis mentoring program gives me dIe chance to return the favor and help guide an eager
young profes ional through the hard
lessons all of us have faced some time in
our careers. r also expect to learn much
about myself as my relationship develops
witb my intern. We've been togedler only
a short tinle, but mentoring has already
caused me to take a fresh look at many
things I have taken for granted for a long
time. Being a mentor is a challenging reponsibility, but I believe it will also be rewarding and fun for both of us.
Marlene Seaton
Program Analyst
PM-Instrumentation, Targets and
Threat Sinlulators
Mentor i a character in Homer's nJe
Odyssey. It was the name of a loyal advisor of Odysseus entIllsted widI the care and
education of his son, Telemachus. TIle current dictionary defines mentor as a wise
and tIlISted counselor. Mentors are just one
part of the mentoring relationships dlllt we
fornl allow' lives. In dIe early years we are
on the receiving end of this relationship,
but in our later years, we become me mentors ourselves. [n our early years, this wise
counsel is usually provided by aur parents,
but as we mature our relationships are
fOfllled outside of our families, in school
and later in our work organizations.
A mentoring relation hip in tIle federal
government is the same as any odler organization. Some people refer to mis relationship as networking. Usually, for an
individual tllis relationship has two focuses:
mentoring at the journeyman level, and
mentoring at me executive level.
At dIe journeyman levels, the focus for

the individual is one of finding mentors.
You can attract dIe notice of people Ul the
executive ranks by: completing assignments on time and in an exceptional manner, volunteering for difficult tasks or tasks
dlat will expand your CA1>Cfience level, and
being dependable. In addition, at the journeyman level the focus for the individual
is also on developing relationsllips wim
your peers. These relationship could be
the source of future mentorships, and also
proVide the joumeyman with insight into
the value of ream work and human relationships. [t teaches you bow to motivate
people, and focuses them to work with you
and later for you as a unit. These relationsllip also prOVide the ource for individuals who you can mentor to in the furure, as you rise in dIe organization or other
organi7.ations.
Mentoring at the executive levels, although stU] focu ing on the slune areaS as
journeyman, adds the focu of mentoring
to people who work below you. Wim each
promotion, you should begin examining
your relationships to begin this counsel for
the people who work for you i.n the organization, or anywhere within the organization, where tbey have noticed personnel who are wOrdIy of advancement.
Women, due to their relatively new emergence in dIe executive ranks, are forging
new ground in mentori.ng other women,
and men, as they advance dlrough me executive ranks. As a WOJlL111 myself, ,titer my
initial promotion to the executive level, I
qUickly realized that my responsibilities in
this area had gready increased. First, I had
become a role model, and someone to look
up to. Then, although J had given career
advice in the past, I was now looked upon
as someone \Vim the power to provide opportunities.
I have noticed dlat people who make
it to the executive levels, in addition to
shOWing drive and lu'U"d work, have the follOWing shared characteristics: they dress
professionally, are mobile, keep tbeir educational development current, alway
have their resumes up to date and are registered in all career daL1 banks (i.e. ACCESS,
Acquisition Corps). It is easy to decide to
mentor individuals who <Lre interested in
new opportunities, and who are ready for
new challenges.
TIle inlponant dling to remember about
tbe mentoriJlg proces , regardless of what
phase you are in, is that it is usually a voluntary relationship. If nurtured, it Can result in career-long advancement.
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Editorial Note: The fOllowing comments from four Department of tbe
Army interns regarding tbeir participation in tbe intern program were gatbered tate lastyear dU1ing a series ofvisits with them at various Armyfacilities.
An artide on tbose visits appears on
pages 2829 oftbis issue ofArmy RD&A
Monique Anaeker
Two years ago Deputy Secremry of Defense Donald]. Atwood administered the
oath of office to me, introducing me to
the world of Army acquisition. The
proces to receive one of the first 10 Defense Acquisition Scbolarship -which
enabled me to pursue an M.B.A. from
Crummer Graduate School of Bu iness
at Rollins College in Winter Park, FLwas competitive and required geographic and functional mobility in excllange for educational and experience
opportunities.
The objective of the M.B.A. program
at Crummer is to develop well-rounded
professionals with comperence in key
functional areas of business, interpersonal
and group relationship skills, and an understanding of the economic, social and
political responsibilities of management.
32
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Especially interesting was my course
work related to public policy and specifiGL1Iy the budgeting process; as the defense budget is dra tically reduced,
each dollar becomes relatively more inlportant to readiness. One highlight of the
program was the way tudents could apply what they learned in class by working on group projects, often involving
local business. TIle prograD1 required extensive use of computer applications; tuition included a laptop computer, which
forced each student to become familiar
with standard computer applications.
Also beoeficial was interaction with fellow tudents who worked in the local
area, induding several with Defense contractors. Through thi interaction, I
learned that the corporate world is faced
with many of the same issues confronting
the Army, such as downsizing, TQM,
technology management, and a rapidly
ch,1l1ging environment. During these two
M.B.A. years, my horizon broadened significantly, and it becanle clear tI1at a commitment to excellence and continuous
self-improvement is pertinent.
On completing my M.B.A. I was assigned to STRICOM, bUl before I started there, I took the eight-week Materiel

Acquisition Management (MAM) Course
at the U.S. Army Logistics Management
College. The course provided an
overview of DOD sy tern acquisition life
cycle management and technical and
business processes. It prepared me
well for life as an acquisition intern.
My training period is supervised by my
mentor, Marlene Seaton. Being an intern
is an excellent way to get an overview
of the command and of different acquisition career paths, while being guided
to accept more challenges and to display
competence, ethics judgment, teamwork and leadership.
At TRICOM I will learn about program management and systems acquisition. My knowledge of the contrachlal
and fund management processes will also
increase. Rotating within dIe different areas of STRlCOM will inlprove my ability to plan, organize, direct and control
work using multiple disciplines, while
meeting the academic requlrements of
DAWIA.
Educational opportunities and challenging assignments make Army acquisition a very attractive career field. The
possibilities for job ati faction are endless and I look forward to taking evety
possible opportunity to be part of a professional career field and broaden my perpective through tr.tining and education.
Charlotte Cates
In 1992, when I was selected by the
Army for tile DOD Acqui ition Scholarship Program, J entered the M.B.A. program at the University of Texas at Austin.
I completed my M.B.A., with a concentration in management information systems, in May 1994.
In]une 1994, I began the Materiel Acquisition Management Course at tile ..
Army Logistics Management CoUege, Fort
Lee, VA. There I received an overview
of Army materiel acquisition with specific instruction in the activities required
during each phase of the process.
On completing the MAM Course in August 1994, I came on board at MICOM,
to begin an internship under Linda M.
Gentle. I was assigned to the MlRS Improved Launcher 1echanical System
(ll.M ) Tiger Team. This crosS-functional
team was formed to develop a program
to link fieldings of the MLRS Improved
Fire Control System (IFCS) and the IlMS.
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To meet the requirement for concurrent ILMS/IFCS fielding, we must carefully manage the ILMS chedule. So, we
have prepared a network indicating milestone dedsion and acquisition activities,
with early start and finish dates and action officers for each. To maintain our
network, I work closely with action officers to understand their activities' requirements and the interdependencies
between activities. In doing so, I gain a
better understanding of how these activities support the acquisition process.
Already, I have had experience with
many of the things I was exposed to during the MAM Course. For instance, our
team recently finished preparing an acquisition strategy and acquisition plan.
As we prepared these documents, I
gained a better understanding of their
content and purpose. In addition, as we
muted them for review and approval, I
learned more about the relationships between the parties involved.
We have also completed the preparation of a zero-based performance
specification. OSD guidance did not aI·
low the use of military specifications or
standards. We worked closely with
PEO, Tactical Missiles, and other MICOM
project offices which had prepared
contract packages under similar guid·
ance. With input from them, division
chiefs and odler experts within the MLRS
Pmject Office, we have created a doc·
ument we feel is in full compliance With
the latest streamlining initiative guidance.
Wben dle Tiger Team submits the
ILMS contract requirements package to
the Procurement Activity, I will accompany it. I will work With the contracting officer to leam about preparing
the request for proposal. Wben it is released, I will rejoin the Tiger Team as we
prepare for proposal evaluation. During
down-time widl the team, I will float
through the Cost, BudgetlReview and
Analysis, and Acquisition Management
Branches of the Program Management
Division of the MLRS Project Office. I will
attend several fomul training courses, including "Evaluating Contractor Proposals." Through mese assignments and
courses, I will gain extensive acquisition
experience. I am fortunate to have this
opportunity. I look forward to the year
ahead and to learning more about Army
acquisition!
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Doreen DeBenedictis
As an undergraduate, I attended Villanov-.1 University, Villanova, PA, as a Presidential Scholarship reCipient. In 1990,
I graduated magna ctunlaude, receiving
a bachelor of science in business administration, with a concentration in marketing, and a bachelor of arts in English.
In 1991, hired under the Outstanding
Scholar Authority, I began working for
the Department of Navy at the Aviation
Supply Office (ASO), Philadelphia, PA.
As an inventory management specialist
at ASO, I prOVided logistical upport for
the AV-8B, or Harrier, marine aircraft.
During this same period, I returned to
college to pursue a graduate education,
enrolling in the M.B.A. program at L1.
Salle University, also in Philadelphia.
In 1994 I applied and competed for
a Defense Acquisition Scholarship. That
sunlliler the Department of the Anny selected me as an acquisition intern. As a
result, I was able to attend gmduate
school full-time during the fall semester
and received an M.B.A. degree with a
management information system specialization in December.
The scholarship program affords a
worthwhile opportunity, combining an
education with a DOD career. In addition to identifying career pams in dIe ac·
quisition field, the Anny has also provided its intern with another valuable
service by pairing each individual with
a mentor. I feel fortunate to be involved
in the mentor/intern program.
My first assiglUuent is with the Program Executive Office, Standard Army
Management Information Systems
(STAi\1lS), at Fort Belvoir, VA. 1 look forward to the challenge ahead and to becoming a productive member of dle
PEO·STAMIS team.
Ross Rosengren
My experience with the Department
of Defense Scholarship Progranl overall
has been posi.tive. I originally applied for
the scholarship to be able to finance my
final year of graduate schooL This
turned out to he just what I needed be·
cause funding problems at Washington
State University after my first year of
course work resulted in my teaching a~
sistantship being Cllt. The living stipend
allowed me to fully devote myself to my
studies without having to worry about

finding a new job to support myself and
my family.
In meeting and working with the people who administer me scholarship program, my only complaint is that we
didn't have enough contact. It would
have been nice to have more infonnation about what me government aCUIally
expected of us and what they had
planned for us. The idea was that we
would generally be left alone while we
were in school so that we could concentrate on our studies. In a number of
M.B.A. programs, including mine, students have some control over the electives they take. It would have been nice
to have some input about what classes
would have been most beneficial to ourselves and the government as we moved
into our future careers.
Beyond the lack of information, this
program has been wonderful. It has been
exciting to enter dle world of government work. I have begun learning the
language of govemment-ese with all of
its acronyms and abbreviations. I have
enjoyed the chance to sit in on staff meetings wim the PEO and PMs and see how
they manage their programs. [ have
learned that money comes in different
colors, and only lives for one year, and
can be taken away if it is not obligated
and dispersed in a timely rrmnner. I have
had a chance to see the process that division chiefs and team leaders go
dlfough when they sit down. and decide
how to allocate a multimillion dollar bud·
get. I have also had me opportunity to
see how a large bureaucracy works and
that a good strong leader can keep things
running smoothly, while a poor leader
will either intentionally or inadvertently let problems creep into the system.
I anl100king forward to using the skills
and abilities I have acquired to make a real
contribution to the acquisition process.
[ am grateful for the chance to be learning and [ look forward to the opportunity
to be responsibile for some projects and
to improve my leadership skills.
TIle DOD Scholarship Program has put
my fellow scholars and me in a position
to quickly move into leadership positions
in the Acquisition Corps and make a po~
itive inlpact on the way the DOD acquires new systems. I look forward to
this opportunity with enthtlsiasm and
excitement.
Army RD&A
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ARMY NAMES
R&D ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD WINNERS
Forty-nine Army scientist and engineers
have been selected to receive Department of
the Army R&D Adlievement Awards for 1994.
This award is given in recognition of OUIstanding achievements or leadership in research and development tbat bave resulted
in inlproved U.S. Army capabilities and contributed to tlle nation's welfare during calendar year 1994. The winners and their
achievement , listed by major command, are
as follows:

u.s. ARMY MATERIEL
COMMAND

u.s. Army Anflamellt Research,
Development alld Eflgilleerillg
Cellter

Dr. Paul Cote and 0,·. Laummce Meisel,
both physicists, will be cited for their development of new magnetic methods used
for tlle characterization and analysis of material transformation behavior. These tech·
niques have been applied to determine the
thermalilistories of steel components and the
suitability of material heat treatment· in the
understanding and prevention of heat fatigue
failures of U.S. Army equipment.
Dr. eugene Cburch, a research physicist,
will be recognized for his research in the field
of ignal proces ing and Optical design tbal
has led to the development of the Long Trace
Profiler, a surface measuring device of un·
precedented accuracy. The Long Trace Pr()filer and the a sociated analysis techniques
provided tlle quantitative basis for the development of a new class of optical in13ging
sy tern using X-ray radi.ati n.

u.s. Army Research Labo.-atory
Dr. Fred Gmce, a research physicist, and
Nevin Rupert, a mechanical engineer, will

be cited for the development of analytic-ill and
experimental approaches resulting in a new
understanding of penetration mecbanisms.
This rese-.trch has resulted in penetrdtion descriptions that are far more accurate than existing approaches and has for the first time
enabled efficient modeling of the complexities acting in annor arrays. Their work has
significantly impacled U.S. Annyadvanced
gun.fired penetrator design efforts and vehide
amlor systems.
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Lama Harrison and William laWler, electrical engineers, and Dr. john Pellegrino, a
physicist, will be cited for improving the performance of one- and (W<>-dimensional ph()todeteetor arrays. Light handling capability
of linear detector array was increased by almost four orders of magnitude and the (W()dimensional imager work resulled in a performance improvement of two orders of
magnitude. This technology will enable
high speed X-ray and photogr-aphic imaging
for both the nulilary and civili:ll1 sectors.
Dr. Law"ence Kingsley, Dr. Terence
Burke, and JJardev Singh, all electronics en-

gineers, will be honored for the development
of a new class of optically triggered power
emiconduClor switcbes made from silicon
carbide. The new devices pronlise to far sur·
pass the perfonnance of silicon devices in
terms of efficiency, power hanclling capability,
speed, and operating temperature. This will
result in mobile Army battlefield systems
which are tighter, more compact and tugged.
Dr. Mitra Out/a, Dr. Hangen Shen, and
Dr, Michael Wraback, all research physicists,
will be recognized for the invention of a normal-incidence optical modulator with e..xceedingly high contrast, an order of magnitude better than current tate-Qf-tbe-art.
Optically modulated processors will provide
unprecedented terabertz computing rates for
battlefield communications and data integration. This device pronlises a igni/icam increase in computing capabilities on ilie battlefield through massively parallel processing
techniques.

u.s. An/ry Research Office
Dr, james Mink, a senior research scientist, and Dr. Felix Schwerill& a SCluor research
selentisl at the Communications-Electronics
Command, will be honored for the development of quasi-Qptical tedUlology for the
millimeter wave and sub-millimeter wave regions. Their hybrid waveguide offers a s0lution to ilie difficult cballenge of proViding
a well-designed, low-co t transmission medium for planar integrated circuits and components for the sub-miIIin1eter wave region.
Th,eif pioneering research has timuJated subsequent high-level work in this area in academia and indu try.

u.s. AnlZY Aviation arid Troop
C01ll1llatld
Keith Stein and Richard Benney, both aerospace engineers, will be dted for analyzing
and predicting the opening behavior of parachutes. They produced a mOlion and pressure di tribution describing the air sur·
rounding an opening parachute and a
deSCription of the motion and stresses of the
parachute fabric. This aduevement provides
a cost-effective method of parachute design.
Phillip Gibson, a materials re earch engineer, will be recognized for research on the
interdction of air shock waves with soldiers'
body armor. His research has defined important material properties and design features which can reduce alr blast injuries to
the chest-lung system. This will increase combat effectiveness by reducing the vulnerability
of soldiers to air blast injuries without compromising ballistic protection.
Dr. irwin Taub, a senior research cienlist, andjohn Halliday and Dr. Youllg-Kyung
Kim, both research chemists, will be cited
for determining the org3.1lizations of bread
component and elucidating the influences
of bread composition on the textural properties and pby iochemical stability of bread.
Their research proVides a fundanlentaJ basis
for developing bread products with superior texture and extended stablility for boili
militaty and civilian u e.

•

u.s. Arnry AviatiQ11 Research,
Develop11letlt alld Ellgineerillg
Genter
WiUiam Bousman, an aerospace engineer,
will be honored for leadership and research
in the analysis and experimental investigations
of rotor airloads. He has shown exemplary
management and leadership during the creation of a comprehensive airload and acoustical database by inspiring and guiding his team
mCl11bers. The database serve as a landmark
set of data for use in rororcraft design, analysis, and systems improvements.
Dr. Robert Ormiston, Dr. Michael
Ruthowski, and Dr. Gene Ruzicka, all aef()-

pace engineers, will be dted for the design,
development and testing of the Second Generation Comprel1ensive Helicopter Analy is
System. This interdisciplinary rolorcraft
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aeromechanics prediction code will enable
improved design :Lnd development of future
Army and civil rotorcraft with Significantly
reduced development time, cost and ri k.

U.S. Army Chemical and Biological
Defense Commarul
Bnlcejezek and Patrick Beny, both tech·
nical managers, will be honored for ti,e advancement and deployment of biological
agent detection technology. Their work resulted in the design, fabrication, and testing
of a biological integration and detection system protOtype that, for the first time, provides
the Army With the ability to detect biologi·
cal attacks. TItis project has been accepted
for further development and deployment.

u.s. Army Communications .
Efectrorlics Command
james DiUon, a supervisory general engineer, and Gilbert Bubnnatlnjr., a supervisory physical scientist, will be recognized for
ti,e development of mine blast and baiUstic
protection kits for five·ton cargo trucks and
the high mobility mldti-wheeled veltides. This
umovation increases the survivability of soldiers perfornting peacekeeping missions.
Russell Lange"" an electronics engineer,
will be cited for the development of an ultra·high frequency voice and data communications link between a stationary facility and
a moving vehicle. This work will insure tI,at
military forces do not on!run their communications and that forces can seamlessly access needed information.
Ricbal'd Antbony, a cornpUler cientist,
will be honored for the development of a unified data fusion automation theory and the
design of a next-generation database sy tern
that supportS a wide range of data fusion a(r
plications. His work will provide an improved
command awareness of battlefield siruations.

u.s. AniI)' Edgewood Research,

Sbawn Petbel, a physicist, will be recognized for researdl in nenral network theory
and application resulting in a leaming algorithm which is faster and more accurdte than
conventional approaches. TItis algorithm reI'
resents a break"through in making neural networks practical solutions to challenging pro!>
lems uch as rarget recognition and adaptive
signal control.
Dr. Paul Ruffin, a research phy icist, and
Cassie Lofts and janet Sawyer, both electronic enginee.rs, will be cited for the development of ultra-miniarure fiber optic group
technologies u ed to de ign, develop and
demonstrate advanced fiber and integrated
optic components. These components contribute to reliable and low cost inenial systems for weapons systems, aviation and communications,

u.s. ARMY CORPS
OF ENGINEERS

u.s. AnllY COl1str"ctio1l Ellgilleeri1lg
Research Laboratories

Dr. Asbok Kutl1m; a supervisory metallurgist, will he honored for inventing a
process to vitrify lead-based paUll by using
molten alkali silicate glass. This teclmology
results in ti,e prevention of lead release from
slag waste, thereby reducing the costs associated with lead-based paint abatement.

u.s. Army Cold Regi011s Research
alld Ellgilleerillg Laboratory
Dr. 7bomas jellkim, a research chemist,
and MaI'ianne Walsb, a chemical englJleer,
will be recognized for their development of
rapid field screenlJlg medlods to detect TNT,
DNT and RDX explosive compounds in soU.
TIlis technology greatly enhances ti,e Army's
capability and efficiency in cleaning up soils
contantinated with residues of explosives and
propellents at sites where these were manufactured, stored or disposed.

Development alld Engineering
Cet.ter

u.s. AnllY Topographic
Engineering Center

Artbur Carrlert. a research physiCist, will
be cited for the development of new
methodologie in detection of contaminants on surfaces. Chemical and biological
warfare agent simulants are detected using
laser or microwave simulation tecJutiques that
produce illfrared thermoluminescence. Re·
mote thennoluminescence flux detectors will
give soldiers advance warning of biological
or chemical attack.

Cbarles Carleton, an electrical engineer,
will be cited for rhe creation of a software
tool kit that has improved Army terraiJl visualization capabilities. TIlis tool kit has enabled terraiJl visualization techniques porll"llying complex battlefield illformation.
Army operations, including Operations Provide Promise and U.S. Army corps-level exercises, have been supported by rhis software.

u.s. Anny Missile Commalld

Waterways Experimellt Station

Dr. Mark Bloemer, a re earch physicist,

will be recognized for the development of
a fabrication process for photonic integrated circuits. By combining the unique pro(r
etties of semiconductor quantum wells and
light emitting diodes, the number of fabrication processes used to develop compact
fiber optic gyroscopes have been reduced
fourfold.
January-February 1995

col is used ill the de ign of confinement and
treatolent facilities by engineering and regulatory communitie tllroughollt the United
States.
Stevrm Ragan, a supervisory Civil engineer,
will be cired for the development of rollercompacted concrete using commercially available air-entraining admixtures. Air-emrained
roller<ompacted concrete is resistant to deterioration caused by weatller cycling and will
be used to construct cost-effective, durable
structures and pavement .
W jeff Llilycrop, a research hydraulic engineer, and Lany Parson, a research physi·
cal scientist, will be honored for their work
in the development and field testing of the
canning Hydrogmphic Operational Airbome udar Survey (SHOAlS) system. This helicopter-mounted system enables high-speed,
accurate measurements of water depth. The
SHOAlS sy tern is a product of a cooperative
effort with the Canadian government and will
he used to provide improved cost-effective
hydrographic surveys.

u.s. ARMY MEDICAL

RESEARCH AND MATERIEL
COMMAND

u.s. Army Armed Forces Research
/llstitute of Medical Sciellces

MAj Dennis Kyle, a parasitologi t, wiJj be
honored for his efforts to combat malaria. He
developed neW assays to improve antimalarial drug treatment, deterntined the extent of drug resistant malaria in Southeast Asia,
and initiated a L'lrge field trial of a new malaria vacciJle. His efforts will further m,l!aria treat·
ment techniques and provide increased
protection for civilians and the U. _Army in
Asia.

u.s. Anny Anlled Medical
Research Unit-E"rope
MAj Mark Valtklls, a research psydlOlogist, will be cited for research resulting in an
Army regulation on family support in Europe.
He conducted a series of investigations following the Gulf War on the social and organizational aspeers of AmlY family health and
adaption to war-related stressors. His research
provides a number of cost-effective solutions
for enhanced family suppon to increase soldier psychological health and readine s.

u.s. AnllY Corps of Ellgineers
Dr. james Bra IlIlOn, a research chemist,
and Tommy My"'-s, an environmental engineer, will be recogltized for the development
and application of a leaellate protocol for sediments and soils. Applications of rhe leachate
protocol will insnre that confined disposal
facilities and treatment processes are optintized to provide adequate protection of
groundwater and surface water. Thi protoArmy RD&A
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TACTICAL
ENDURANCE
SYNTHETIC
APERTURE
RADAR
An Example
of Acquisition Streamlining
Through Team Work
By LTC Stephen C. Horner,
Arnold A. Rappaport, and
Kenneth J. Entwistle

Background
TIle urgency and high visibility of ti,e Congressionally mandated Medium Altitude Endurance (MAE) Unmanned Aerial Verncle
(UAV) Program mandated a paradigm bitt
in me Army's approach to me acquisition of
me rngh resolution imaging radar payload.
The institutional ways of doing husiness were
not adequate to meet the required time lines
especially in light of me teclUlology involved
and the need to leverage into the industrial
base.
Recent cultural and poliq' changes that promote best business practices presented an opportunity for me product manager (PM) to
take the lead in building an integrated product teanl (IP'I) inclusive of all necessary functional disciplines. At Fort Monmouth, a tota! teanl concept approach was inlplemented
mat is seamless and totally focused on time-
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liness and best value contracting.
The [I'T eliminated org,mizational boundaries in aggressively implementing a streamlined acquisition schedule necessary to attain
ti,e Army's program objectives. The Acqui·
sition Center at Fort Monmoum processed
d1is acquisition as one ofmeirPACERactions
wrnch places it on a fast track for award with·
in 100 days. During fiscal year 1994, ti,e Tac·
tical Endurance Synmetic Aperture Radar
(fESAR) team successfully demonstrated that
d1is IPT approach could result in the award
of a sophisticated technical procurement in
the streanllined time of 96 days from synop is
to contract award.
In 1993, the tUlder secretary of Defense for
acquisition (USD(A») e tablished a senior·lev·
eI jOint steering committee to review requirements for immediate, near·term and
long·term endurance unmanned aerial vern·

cle (UAV). Acting upon ti,e recommendations of the steering comminee, the USD(A)
issued a letter specifying the urgent need for
an MAE UAV Advanced Concept Technolog)' Demonstration (ACTO) mat would provide intelligence gathering assets capable of
coUecting rngh quallty fine resolution inlages,
in all weather conditions, from altitudes of
2;,000 feet for a continuous period of 24
hours or more. By the use of a satellite data
link, this system will proVide near real·time
inlagery from electro-optic/infrared (EO/IR)
and syntiletic aperture radar (SAR) sensors,
at extended ranges, widlOut the potential for
10 of air crews over hostile territory.

Program Responsibility
The Navy program executive office for
cruise missiles and AVs (pEo-cu) was assigned overaU program responsibility widl th.e
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AV jOint project office (UAV JPO) responible for program execution. TI,e Army Acquisition Executive (ME), chartered the PM
TESAR (located at Fort Monmouth, NJ) under the project manager for night vision/reconnaissance surveillance and target acquisition (pM NY/RSTA). A formal agreement
between the program executive office for intelUgence and electronic warf.lre (pEO-lEW)
and I'EQ.CU asSigned re ponsibility for the
MAE UAV SAR sensor payload development
to the Army.
The PM TESAR is responsible for the design, development, fabrication and integration of ten ynthetic Apenure Ibdar (SAR)
payloads OntO MAE UAV platforms and three
sets of SAR AV ground control station elements. The first SAR payload will be integrated onto an MAE UAV platform and ready
for llight tests in the third quarter of fiscal
year 199;.

The Program
This program is an approved OSD ACfD.
The basic intent of the ACfD initiative is to
provide ti,e warfighter in the field with a system for operation and evaluation in significantly less time than the conventional fielding proce would permit. The objective of
thisACfD is to quickly satisfy an existing military need by providi.ng a deployment capability within 30 months. In addi.tion, this
ACfD will develop concepts of operation for
endurance VA Vs in general.
As early as August 1993, PM TESAR proceeded to form a highly qualified, dedicated team to formulate the acquisition strategy and soUcitation package. Senior technical
personnel, who were experienced in source
selection process and mdar technoIOf,'Y, were
brought on to the team. A dedicated contracting officer and legal advisor were selected
to advise tile team in all relevant procurement
and legal matters_ In-depth meetings witb me
UAV ]PO, Army and other support personnel were immediately initiated to form a consoUdated approach. The early team involvement in requirements formulation \Va

critical to the ucce

of this program. Clo e

coordination between the user and materi-

al developer was invaluable.
Several meetings were conducted between
the u er representatives, the UAV JPO, PM
TESAR and other Army technical personnel
to review ti,e requirements documentation.
Page by page review of me statement of
work and specifications were performed to
ensure iliat ti,e minimum requirements of me
u er were met_ Perfoffilance pecitications
were used in Ueu of milirary specifications
in order to allow industry me opportunity to
propose the mo t direct approach to solving
the technical and schedule challenges of this
progmm. In other words, contr.lctors were
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The Medium Altitude Endurance Unmanned Aerial Vehicle synthetic aperture
radar payload consists of a receiver/transmitter, a mechanical and electronic
scanning antenna, and a signal/image formation processor.
informed of what we needed the sy tern to
do and not how 10 design or build it.

Ongoing Army technology base programs
within the Army Research Laboratory and at
andia National LaboralOry were critical in
formulating the requirements for this ACfD
program. The lise of commerciaJ-oJf-the-shelf,
non-developmental items and maturing tedlnologies were encouraged to the maximum
extent practicable to mininlize risk and compress the acquisition cyde time. Repeated
rewrites and discussions finally resulted in a
technical requirement that placed few constraints on industry.
Classifying this program as an urgent ACfD
reduced the documentation. eitller an operational requirement document nor a mission need statement were required. 11,e purpose of these documents was e sentially
satisfied by the lener provided by the
USD(A). Also, a blanket delegation of aumority
to waive non-sUltutory acquisition poUc)' and
procedures was gmnted to PM TESAR by tile
Army acquisition executive. A formal specification and data review board, test 'lIld evaluation master plan, a senior board of oUci·
tation review and a business clearance
review were all waived.

data link programs had to be synchronized.
For this reason, a contmct award on or before March 9, 1994, was critical. Once program authorization was provided on Dec. 3,
1993, an arlI10uncement was released immediately to the COlllI1U!1'ce Business Daily, a dr.l.ft soHcitation was issued on Dec. 10,
and ti,e fomutl solicitation was issued on Dec.
17. In lieu of me more time-consuming presolicitation COtuerence, a pre-proposal conference was beld on Dec. 22. Some ;0 industry representativ attended this meeting
on shon notice and were briefed on the technical and contractual objectives of the program. Industry questions at me meeting were
answered the next day via the electronic bulletin board (EBB).
The EBB was used throughout me proc
for the draft soUcitation, fomtal soUcitation,
clarifications, soUcitation amendments, items
for negotiation and contract award documentation. Cost data was provided in a standard spreadsheet format for easy analysis on
a desk top computer. Nearly all documen·
tation and communication between the
AmlY and contractors was done eJectroniailly
over the EBB_ 11,ere were no face-to-face ne·
gotiations, however. more d1an 300 questions
were sent to the offerors during the source
selection.

The Schedule

Source Selection Board

To en ure the OSD mandated schedule
would be met, the <:.xchange of essential design information berween tbe SAR, UAVand

The Source Selection Evaluation Board
(SSEB) was comprised of representati"es from
the Arm)', aVY, Air Force and fedemll)'

Requirements
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tbe system can be redesigned by participants
to meet dle needs of me Army and DOD in
gene~. Industry understands and appreci·
ares the need for a treamlined procurement
system. For dle TESAR acquisition, company representatives srated dut dIe qUi.ck evalnation cycle made it possible for them to save
valuable proposal dollars and reallocate
proposal personnel sooner tban a conven·
tional source election. The conventional acquisition approach would bave been significantly more expensive for tbe government
and would have delayed u from meeting
schedule requirements. The bottom line
sbows lh.1t bodl the government and industry
benefit gready from the efficiencie of a
treamlined acquisitioo.

Medium Altitude Endurance "Predator" Unmanned Aerial Vehicle.
funded researcb and development centers
(FFRDC). TIle SEB recognized and ad·
dre sed the need for day-to-day involvement
from all contributing functional areas. All
members of the SEll, which included engineers, contl"dcting officer, contract specialist, attorney advisor, and priciHg personnel,

were located at the proposal evaluation site.
The S EB and factor chairmen were ex peri·

evaluation process. Also part of the proposal in tructions was a weU-defined limitation
on the oumber of pages permitted in the technical proposal. As a re tilt of the elimination
of non<ritical proposal informarion and a
compressed proposal prepa~ltion period,
both proposal preparation and evaluation
costs were Ininimized.

enced in [heir roles. The key player were

Form.a1 Meetings

involved with the writing of the source se·
lection plan and provided detailed training
to all of dle SSEB members in their respec·
tive areas prior to tile receipt of propo also
El\'tensive automation was utilized at tile evaluation sire to expedite and tandardize rhe
evaluation process.
The evaluation process wa not bogged
down with the consideration of detailed proposal irLfonnation that was not critiad to the
identification and selection of the be t over·
aU proposal. The proposal prepar:ltion in·
stnlctions and evaluation criteria focuscd nn
critical discriminating areas of interest. The
proce s of identifying dle discriminators required considerable effort on the part of the
senior members of the team and they
worked through several versions of the plan
to arrive at tbe critical discriminators. Proposal preparation instructinns requested
specific information consistent with the eval·
uation criteria. TIle uI>-from effort in writing
the plan saved considemble time during the

Fonnal meetings with tile Source Selection
Advi ory Council (SSAC) and Source election AUtilOriry (SSA) were kept to a minimum.
Updates of the source selection progress and
issues were provided in real time. Only one
formal meeting with the SSAC and SSA was
necessary. All evaluation que tions were
resolved prior to best and final offers and
item for negotiations were kept to e ential
matters.
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LTC STEPHE C. HORNER is the
Army product manager for the
TESAR Progm1n. He is a 1976graduate of the u.s. Military Academy
and holds a B.S. degree with emphasis in engineering and an M.S.
degree in systems technologyfrom the
Naval Post Graduate School 1987.
ARNOLD A. RAPPAPORT is a contracting officer at the C3I Acquisition Center at Fol1 Monmouth. He
holds a BA. degree in political science and an M.B.A. from Fairleigh
Dickinson UniverSity.
KENNETHj. ENTWISTLE is a procurement analyst for PM NV/RSTA.
He holds a BA. degree from Saint
Lou'is University.

Contract Award
In coorclination wid] the UAV development/deployment sched.de, the contract
award was igned as cheduled on Mar. 9.
1994, within 96 days from OSD audlOrization.
The total team concept approach caused
members to cbaUenge not orlly the procurement system but also themselves to perform better. faster and more efficiently.

Conclusion
The TESAR procnrement demonstrates that
January-February 1995

RETURNS

ON
INVESTMENT
IN
AMC-FAST
By Richard E. Franseen

Introduction
The Army Materiel Command (AMC) annually invests about $6,000,000 in the AMC
Field Assistance in Science and Technology
(FAST) Activity. AMC's returns on this investment come from five distinct sources.
• Direct dollar savings resuJ.ting from insertion of new technology and equipment;
• Training of AMC scientists and engineers;
• Providing a ready and mutual access between AMC and field operational units;
• Increased AMC knOWledge of field
needs and operational environments; and
• Provision of a visible reminder to field
units that AMC is always ready to provide
support.

salaries of quick reaction coordinators. The
word "estimated" is used advisedly and conservatively. The line item allocation for FAST
varies annually and has changed within a given fiscal year. The salaries and expen es of
all FAST persolmel, other than headquarters
personnel, are paid by AMC major subordinate commands. 111ese costs vary with station, travel, grade, and percentage of time devoted to FAST. For all of dlese reasons
$6,000,000 is an estimate, however, it is an
estimate based on the higher end of costs;
it is a conservative estimate.

FAST Returns on Projects
FAST has conducted over 500 projects and
is currendy working on over 100. These proj-

Investm.ent
The estimated annual investment of
$6,000,000 pays for the operations of the
PASf Headquarters (including funding of selected projects); the payment of science advisers' salaries and expenses, FAST junior
salaries and expenses while working on FAST
projects, and the FAST portion of the

AMC-FAST ANNUAL COSTS'
Line Item in Budget
S 3,000,000"
Science Adviser Salaries,
Travel, Expenses
S 2,090,000
Quick Reaction OX}fdinalors S 135,000
TOTAL
S 5,625,000
• 1llese cos&s repracnl esllm.ales oa best dall avail.ble
•• Tbilfiaure baa varied on • yurly blsis dcpcodillg OQ tblogcs in

bud'"
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ects proVide benefits in quantifiable cost
savings, improved or new operational capabilities, im:reased safety and improved training. The following examples have been chosen to illustrate projects which have provided
the quantifiable as well as non-quantifiable
benefits.

FAST has
conducted
over 500 projects,
trained over 50
science advisers,
provided field
experience for
over 100 junior
scientists and
engineers, and
provides a unique
network between
the field and the
R&D community.

RETURNS ON INVESTMENT
Projects
Save Dollars
Improve Operational Capabilities
Improve Training
Professional Development
Communications
Knowledge
Good Will
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Figure 1.
The Auxiliary Power Unit for the Abrams Tank.
Cost Savi"gs: Estimales of finandal benelilS have only been delennined for a few of
the over 500 PAST projects. Estimales for the
following six projects were provided by the
Department of Army, Cost and Economic
Analysis Genter; ill U.S. Army Corps; 7th Army
Training Center; Communications and Electronics Command; and U.S. Army Europe.
• The Auxiliary Power Unit for the
Abrams lank (initially developed by lhe Anny
Re carch Laboratory, then transferred to
TACOM and PM Abrams) pennilS stand-by operations to be conducted for long periods of
time without using the main tank: engine_ In
addition lO providing greal operational benefits, the power unit permits savings in fuel
and engine wear. The Cost and Economic
Analysis Center estimated a savings of
$30,000 per year per t:1Ok. 'The Anny is equipping 1,500 tanks ,vitil tbe lInil which provides an annual savings of $45,000,000.

Figure 2.
The
Gun
Tube
Exerciser.
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• The Recycled Anti-Freeze project of
the m Corps science adviser addresses lhe
high cost of anti-freeze and tbe eovi.ronmenLal.
problem of disposing of used anti-freeze and
lbe accompanying co IS. This system has polential use tilfoughout the Army, other services, me National Guard and Reserves. Based
on data collected at Fort Hood, the estimated annual savings can easily be $5,000,000.
• The Gun Tube Exerciser is an example of a project whicb broughl IOgether sev·
eral AMC organizations (Benet Laboratories
and ARL's Human Re earch Engineering Directorate and Weapon Technology DireclOrate) to produce a product which is now
standard widlin me Army_ The gun tube exerciser reduce by a factor of 20 the labor
required lO mechanically exerdse me recoil
mechanism of tank guns. Based on a requirement for 2,000 operations per year and
the labor involved, a con ervative estimate

of annual savings is $420,000. In addition,
tile gun tube exerdser eliminated some procedures which had on occasion caused damage lO lhe gun and ilS recoil mechanism.
• Uthium batteries are expensive; their
Slate of charge cannot be accurately estimated; and lheir di posa! creates a hazardous
waste problem. In addressing these problems,
Dr. Don Snider, former FORSCOM sdence
advi cr-now ARL, proposed the Uthium
Battery Tester. The tester has decreased premature disposal of batteries thereby saving
initial cost of batteries and subsequent dispo aI costs. In taking over the lithium batlery project, CECOM estimated an annual
savings of $45,000,000.
• The SoIargizer is a device which ex·
tends the life of automotive batteries. This
is accomplished using electric pulses to break
the sulfate plating which builds up in batteries. R.]. HoUy, ill Corps science adviser,
proposed the device as a solution to some
of ti,e battery problems at Fort Hood. TIle
Solargizcr is now being evaluated by mCorps
wlits. The Air Force, Marine Corps, NatinnaI Guard and Reserves are aU interested in ilS
use. Based on dam coUected up to t1lis time,
Fort Hood estimates an armual savings of
$30,000,000.
• No Power Thermal Target Material
Paper (NPITM) will be used at 7lh Army
Training Command (7ATC) to produce Largets that realistically portray the lhermal im·
age of a variery of threat vehicles. This project evolved lhrough the cooperative work
of two Seventh Army Training Command science advisers, Robert Watts and James Urn
(both of TACOM) and tile support of Dr.
Austin Yingst of CECOM's ighl Vision and
Electronics Sensors Directorate. NPTfM
will eliminate the need to use electrically heated LargelS. An annuLU electrical savings of
$438,000 is estimated by 7ATC.
The estimated annual cost saVings/rom
only tbe six projects listed above is
$125,858,000.

lm;reased Operational Capability.
Many FAST projects have resulted in equipment which has operational capabilities.
Three examples are tile Foxhole Digger, Large
SCale Graphics Transmission System and a collection of effons designated ·Combatting the
Cold."
• As of today, the standard entrenching
tool is the major piece of equipment which
the soldier has to prepare a two-man tighting position. Under the direction of FAST, a
Foxhole Digger system was developed and
demnnst:nlted. It is now a Soldier Enhancement Project and fielding is expected in 1997.
TItis will provide the soldier better protection faster and with less work. TI,e Foxhole
Digger wiU increase the soldier's chances of
survival.
• Prior to the Large Scale GrapWcs
Transmission project, field commands
were restricted to lhe manual preparation of
January-February 1995

operational overlays using techniques which
had not changed since the introduction of
acetate and grease pencils. Once the overlays had been prepared, their distribution depended on the availability of messengers who
would hand carry these overlays to their repective ubordinate and adjacent commands. This FAST,sponsored CECOM system
permits the production and electronic transmission of 3~inch by 72-inch overlays. Time
saved, reduced labor, and increased accuracy proVided by this system represent a rna·
jor advance in the Oper:ltionaJ capability of
field commands.
• Combatting the Cold is a ternl used to
describe a collection of projects designed to
increase operational capabilities in cold climates. The FAST science adviser in Alaska,
Milad Mekari, now at TACOM, identified a
number ofproblems which feU into three cat·
egories: keeping the soldier waffi1 (individually and in his work place); warming equipment so that it will operate; and overcoming
obstacles to transportation. Figure 3 is a list
of FAST projects to improve cold weather
fighting capabilities.

Improved Safety. Two out tanding FAST
projects dealing directiy with safety follow:
• Within less tban six months from his discovery of a safety problem with the Jenison
tore Switch on the AH-64 helicopter, Dr.
Pat Easton, ti,e FAST science adviser at Fort
Hood-now at TECOM, had designed aJettIson Stores Switch Cover, supervised prototype development, gained support for its
fielding and monitored the fielding. This device virtually eliminated the accidental iettisoning of AH-64 loads.
• FAST contributed 10 the efforts of the
PM Combat ID through the development of
a Thermal Combat Marking System. The
system was evaluated and data provided to
the PM.
Improved Traillillg. FAST has support·
ed the Affi1y's training mission with projects
which helped monitor unit training and
equipment effectiveness and the development
of new training devices.
• 11,e FAST project which has had the
mo t far·reaching effect on training bas been
the Miles Training Devices. The commander of the Natinnal Training Center requested his FAST adviser, Don Gross, now
with CBDCOM, to investigate ti,e pOSSibility
of baving a device whicll would in1Ulme band
grenades within ti,e Miles System. A prototype was developed by Dr. Carl Campagnuolo,
ARL' ensors, Signatures, Signal and [ruor·
mation Directorate who is now the FAST
USARPAC science adviser. Extended to include claymore mines and other devices, the
project was taken over hy STRICOM who is
now overseeing production and fielding of
the devices.

Fast Returns on Training
The FAST science adviser is assigned 10 the
January-February 1995
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HMMWV Vehicle with Coolant Heater
M939A2 5-Ton Truck Coolant Heater
M939A2 5-Ton Truck Thennoelectric
Generator Heater
SUSV Coolant Heater
SUSV Trailer Skis
New Concept SUSV tracks
60,000 BTU Danthenn Heater (small
tent heating)
150,000 BTU Heater (Tactical
Operations Center and aircraft
starting)
Anti-Wheel Lock and Anti-Wheel
Spin Braking and Traction System
Shelter with Boot to fit SUSV
Vehicle Exhaust Brake Retarder
Arctic Troop Cover and Heater tor
Tactical Wheeled Vehicles
Vehicle Air Starter

Figure 3.
FAST projects to improve cold
weather fighting capabilities.
field command for a period of two years.
Some have been extended and, in a few cases, due to changes in organizational structure
and requirements, tbe tours have been less.
The lOur as a science adviser provides daily, first-hand experience ofhow ti,e field anny
operates, its operational envir0lU11ent and the
needs of the field. Without exception, our
science advisers have expressed how valu·
ahle tilis experience has been 10 tilem. On
completion of their tours, they take their field
experience back to their home organl7..ations.
These organizations then know nlore about
what the field needs and how 10 work Witil
the field organizations.
In addition to ti,e science adviser, FAST
provides junior AMC scientisls and engineers
aJ1 opportunity to work in the field. Scien e
advisers request assistance on specific projects and FAST juniors are assigned for short
periods of time 10 work under lhe supervision of an adviser. The FAST junior progranl
has brought excellent results nOl only in training, but in providing answer to problems.
ARL's Weapons Technology Direcrorace
conducts an excellent FAST jrn'lior training
course 10 prepare ARL personnel for dury as
FAST juniors.

Communications Network
FAST currentiy ha 20 dence advisers 10caled at all major U.S. Army commands
throughout the world, the EuropeaJl Com·
mand and the .5. Transportation Command.
There are 26 FAST quick reaction coordina·
tors located at AMC centers, ARL directorates,
TRADOC aJld lhe Corps of Engineers. [n ad·
dition, FAST and its Air Force and Navy coun·
terparts established TriNet wl'lich links all Services together. This net is new, but has
al.ready proven to be effective in transferring

technology from one Service to another.
ll1e FAST Activity permits the entire Affi1y
in the field to have access to the Research,
Development and Technological organizations of the Am1y Materiel Command, the
Navy and the Air Force. Using FAST, the R&D
community can have access to elements with·
in the community and 10 units in the field.
ll1i network has seen a remarkable growth
in ohtaining information, arranging for evaluations and demonstrations and identification
of requirements.

Goodwill
In the evaluation of the net worth of a hl1Siness enterprise, "goodwill" can be a major
factor. TJ'lis is true witi1 FAST. The commanders in the field bave accepted our scienCe advisers as members of their taffs. They
depend on om science advisers for advice,
solutions to their materiel problems, and access to AMC In many cases, commanders
have designated science advisers as their representatives at important meetings. Almost
all of the extensions of tbe assignment of science advisers have been instigated by ti1eir
commanders.

The Bottom Line
FAST has conducted over 500 projects,
trained over 50 science advisers, provided
field experience for over 100 junior scientists
aJld engineers, and provides a unique netWork
hetween the fi.eld and tile R&D community.
On only s.ix project , the annual savings is
realistically estimated to be $125,858,000.
Conservatively, AMC invests $6,000,000 annually in FAST. If AMGFAST were on the New
York Stock Exchange, it would be a hot
investment.

RICHARD E. FRANSEEN is director of the u.s. AI-my Materiel Command Field Assistance in Science
and Technology Activity. He has
seroed as a research and development engineer with the Army Maten:el Command for 29 years. He
holds a B.s. degree in mechanical
engineeringfrom Rice University and
pelformed post-graduate study in
elecn-o-physics at George Washington University. He is also a graduate ofthe Defense Systems Management College Pmgram Managers
Course and a licensed professional
engineer in Virginia and Texas.
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considers the rate at which technology
changes, particularly in high technology disciplines, such as software engineeting.
The initially perceived way out of this
dilemma is to either convert military specifications and standards to commercial standards or eliminate them outright. Converting them to commercial standards would
require that an industry sponsor assume responsibility for keeping the standards current,
while outright elimination might leave a void
in the engineeting discipline covered by the
military specification or standard.

SOFTWARE
SPECIFICATIONS
AND
STANDARDS
The Increasing Role
of Performance Specifications
By Dr. John P. Solomond
Introduction
The acquisition proc= ba5 endeavored to
acquire the la[est technology in the Defense
inventory, while at the same time, ba5 tried
to ensure the cwrency ofsome 31,000 unique
military specifications and standards. Tbis ba5
been a difficult task. This situation could be
relieved by the increased use of performance
specifications which describe what is to be
acquired with mucb 1= emphasis on the detailed deSCription of "how to." TItis article
deals largely with software related issues and
how sof<ware development, particularly foe
weapon systems, would be impacted with
an increased emphasis on performance related specifications and their relationship to
software development methodology.
In his article in the july-August 1994 issue
of Army RD&A Bulletin, Darold Griffin, former principal deputy for acquisition at the
U.S. Army Mate.riel Command, wrote, "The
fundamental problem is not that the De·
partment of Defense specifies its needs, but
rather that tandardizatioo documents are
written and applied inappropriately and are
improperly tailored. n
This shortcoming was addressed in an Aug.
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15, 1994, memorandum by Gilbert F.
Decker, the Army Acquisition Executive, in
which he required that the Army Acquisition
Officials"... must immediately begin using performance specifications and avoid using military specifications and standards.. "
The overall goal of this article is to deter·
mine just how the recent emphasis on performance specifications and, to a certain extent, commercial standards, will impact the
[echnology of software development.
In order to understand the acquisition reform taking place, one must understand that
the goal of the new acqui ition process is to
enhance and unify the commercial and Defense industrial base by applying the most
modern industrial products, processes and
practices to our acquisitions. This will also
include the most modem methods and principles of software engineering.
DOD will limit its responsibility for the
maintenance of its large set of military spec·
ifications and standards. The DOD is unable
to maintain its large inventory of some 31,000
military specifications and standards. The
costs of maintaining military specifications
and standards become prohibitive when one

Reform: An Example of the
Implications
As an example of the conversion to indu try standards, the joint logistics Commanders' (fLC) joint Policy Coordinating
Group for Computer Resources Management
(JPCG-CRM) undertook the development of
the draft standand MlLS'ID-498, "Software Design and Documentation. n MIL-S1'O-498 was
undertaken in order to consolidate the software life cyde processes for weapon systems
and information processing systems. While
the harmonization process was underway, the
ational ecuriry Agency Product Standards
Group determined that MJL.STD498 was a
suitable document that could eliminate
their unique standard (DOD-srD-1703: "Soft_
ware Product Standards") as weU. Thus, MIL·
S1'O-498 would have replaced DOD-2167A,
DOD-7935A ("DoD Automated Information
Systems Documentation Standards"), and
DOD-STD 1703. For each of these standards,
revisions were long overdue. While MIL·SID498 was never formally approved, the
proces of consolidation was useful for un·
derstanding the ultimate transition to industry
standard.
TItis consolidation was done in order to
accompli h long over due revisions in each
standard, as well as be ready for the transition to industry standards. As a result of this
consolidation, chain references to other standards were eliminated; process related activities are no longer based on documentation; and metrics indicators would be
included in the consolidated standard, which
previously was not the case.
Besides consolidating three standards,
MIL-STD-498 was targeted as a potential implementation of a future national or international standard. During the development
interval for MlLS1D-498, another international
standard for software was being developed
concurrently, ISO/lEC Draft International Standard (DIS) 12207, "Software ute Cycle
Processes." DIS 12207 covers more than just
software development, it also covers such
things as acquisition, supply, operation, maintenance, and quality assurance, among
others.
Carrying this one step further, the Institute
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of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
has commissioned a joint effort with the
American National Standards Instirute (ANSI)
and the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA). The jOint effort, IEEE/ANSI/EIA 1498,
would be a national implementation of 12207
and be tentatively titled"Acquirer-Supplier
Agreement Software Standard for Software";
this implementation is due out in approximately 18 months.
The following chart summarizes the both
MlL-STD-498 and (SOIlEC 12207 from a top
level perspective.
CRITERION MlL-STD-498 ISO/IEC 12207
(Draft)
LEVEL

TOP LEVa,

AUDIENCE

ACQUISmON
AGENCY

PROCESS

DEVELOPMENT

ALL PROCESSES

CLAU ES

WHAT's
REQUIRED
(NQ "How To's·)

WHAT's
REQUIRED
(No "How To'~")

DOCUMEN·
TATION

COMPlETE

NONE YET

The primary contributiou of ISOIlEC
12207 will be to contain the fundamental portions of the standard together with the ancillary areas such as resource utilization, metrics and indicators, specialty standards, etc.

Software Product
Specifications
For software, the general definition of a
specification is a description of an entity statlng its essential properties. Since a formal
specification may only be demonstrated by
logical proof, not by testing, formal software
specifications must be verified via formal
proofs in order to achieve any credible result. This concept is summarized in Lehman
et aI, in their 1983 report, "Another Look at
the Software Development Methodology", Imperial College, U.K., as follows:
"... stralght forward progmmnling
techniques and improved quality of
progmms are both irrevocably related
to !be recognition that program correctness must not be viewed as a em·
pirical but as a calculable notion .. ."

Software Development
Philosophy
Harlan Mills, in his 1976 article "Software
Development" which was published in the
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering,
describes software development as an incremental process, with continuous user involvement. He also advocates successive "design-tQ-<:ost" programming v.'ithin each srage.
He reminds the development community that
the great advances in hardware development
since 1950 helped to c1lallenge the software
development community, largely involved in
data processing activities, to reach higher lev·
els of productivity and reliability. Their operations were largely ad hoc, relying little on
formal standardized approaches to software
development. However, the data processing
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activities were slow to move to more formal
methods of ope....tions.
Mills also stipulates that the hasis for soft·
ware reliability is design, not testing. It is well
known tllat for both hardware and software,
one can not test reliability into a product; it
must be properly designed for reliability. Ef·
fective design, using a suitable standard, promotes reliable software. Besides making em·
bedded errors much easier to detect, an
effective design can reduce the size of a system, reduce the number of interconnections
and, most importantly, reduce the complexity
of its progranl specifications. Extensive testing, while important to assure that the software has met a minimum tilreshold of reliability, does nothing to enilance a software
progmm's reliability. One can test for the
"presence" of errors, not the "absence" of er·
rors. This concept is promulgated by the use
of "performance" specifications, which do not
dictate the specific actions required to develop a particular software design, but only
specify the end objectives of the progr.unmed software. These principles form the
basis for the current state of p....ctice in software engineering.

Current Developmental
Practices
11,ere are a number of methodologies available bOtil for DOD and civilian software development. A few are described below:
• Waterfall Methodology, TI,e "waterfall"
approach is probably the most traditional and
has been in use for the longest period of rime,
and is schematically described in Figure 1.
This approach is very dependent upon the
complete specification of both software and
system requirements at the beginning of tbe
software development process. The major
drawback is that any deficiencies in the original requirements definition will result in
changes later on in the software coding and
testing process.
Furthermore, this methodology is NOT suitable for development efforts where the requirements can not be defined at the be-

ginning of the project. The advantage of this
methodology is that one can predict rea·
sonably accurate cost and resource estimates
at the beginning of the project.
• Evolutionary Software Development
Methodology. This methodology, based on
a successive number of software versions or
"builds" is used when one does not have a
strong understanding of the system and software requirements at the beginning of the
development process. TIlls methodology USu,
ally begins with a general specification of system and/or software objectives. Tbese objectives may include performance objectives.
After the user's experience with the lirst
"build" is evaluated, then the information
from this is used to define in derail the requirements for the next "build." This process
is repeated for each successive ofrware
"build" .
• Prototyptng Methodology. In this
methodology, the critical software elements
are defined only to the extent tllat current
knowledge and experience permits. The prototype i used to obtain information about
the total requirements and confidence in the
correctness for the deSign approach. It i also
used to obtain cbaracteristics needed in the
final software product such as efficiency,
malntainability and ease of use. At dlat point
the prototype may be evaluated in order to
refine the initial requirements and the basic
design.
Witb prototyping, one may normally by·
pass normal software deVelopment documentation, since the prototype is normally
replaced after the basic concept is verified.
If the software is not discarded, one remalns
wim a package of undocumented and un·
maintainable software. TI,e software replacing the prototyped software will usual·
ly have been developed using the necessary
steps and documentation. The prorotyped
software is usually not delivered to the customer, but rather discarded Or kept by the
developer.
• Spiral Developme'lt Process. This
methodology i-due to Barry Boelun's work,

Figure 1.
Schematic
description
of waterfall
methodology.
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Oetennlne Objectives.
Alternatives, Constraints

CumulatJ\I'
Cos,
Evaluate alternatives,
ldenUfy, resolve risks

ordinating defect prevention activities.
In summary, this approacll does not define
the standards that a company has implemented, but only the degree to which they
adhere to a repeatable process for software
development. Keep in mind d,at the underlYing assumption that this methodology is suitable for software deVelopment and may not
be, and in fact, probably is not, applicable
for hardware development effort .

Conclusions

Source: Computer Magazine, May, 1988
Author. Bany W. Boehm
PermissIon Granted

Plan Next Phases

Figure 2.
Spiral methodology.
published ill Compute,' Magazine, May
1988 as "a spiral model of oftware development and enhancement." The spiral development process contalns a group of succes ive steps which precede the basic
waterfall objectives with a group of activities
which basically define the risks, and identify system software constraints. Based on this,
the prototype is evaluated and the next iteration cycle is planned. After this process
of refinement continues, final coding and test
of the final product resumes. Figure 2 contains a schematic description of this model.
These altemative to the waterfall model
are not without their shoncomings, however.
First of all, they can increase the risk of violating cost and schedule constraints. Further,
they lend to ignore the imponance of documentation and configuration management.
Finally, there may be cenain incompatibilities with the review and audit process.

Capability Maturity Model
The Capability Maturity Model is an example of the govemment supponing an effort which has resulted in improved commercial and defense practice for software
development. The Capability Maturity Model was developed by dle Software Engineering
Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, and
allows an organization to assess its own software performance based on cenain fundamental criteria. These criteria are basic maturity cI1aracteristics which seem to be
correlated to the organization's ability to develop code. These data are largely anecdotal, so the level of scientific proof is limited
at this time. These criteria are not to be confused with formal software development standards, but are guideline for self assessment.
Anecdotal evidence seems to indicate that
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higher levels indicate more marurity and improved capability for software development.
The five distinct levels of the capability maturity model are based on a methodology from
quality management. The five levels of
process maturity are defined as follows for
software:
• Level J -The software process allows
only very limited Visibility into the project's
processes. Software requirements flow into
tbe process in aD uncontrolled manner;
notwithstanding these detriments, a software
product usually does result. Because of these
phenomena, the process of software developmem is often viewed as chaotic, requiring something akin to black magic in order
10 understand.
• Level 2-There is more control over customer requirements and work produCts. Fundanlental project management practices are
in place. With these basic management controls in place, a considerable amount of increased visibility into the project can occur.
• Level 3 -The process becomes "defined"; the software proce for both management and engineering activities is documented, standardized, and integrated into an
organization-wide software proce s. All projects use :, documented and approved version
of tile organization's proce s for developing
and mailltairling software.
• Level 4-the defined software processes are instrumented and controlled quanti·
tatively. Managers are able to measure
progres because they have an objective and
quantitative basi for making decisions.
• Levet 5- ew and improved ways of
building software are con.tinuaily tried in a
controlled fashion to optimize both qualitj'
and productivity. Defect prevention dara are
documented and tracked a ro s teams co-

In order to move in the direction of performance specifications in software engineering, the focus must be directed more to
process oriented specification relying on performance objectives. Furthermore, this
would also define a shift in trend from defining a set of tasks to defining the measurable
attributes of a process. Finally, dlere will be
an objective set of methods by wh.idl specified quality attributes can be built into a product at a defined cost. Performance specifications for software development will allow
one to verify achievement by using objectively
prescribed methods. This methodology
should serve to reduce unnecessary oversight
and enhance tile process of acqUisition
streamlining.
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INDIVIDUAL
MOBILIZATION
AUGMENTEES
The Force Multipliers
In RD&A
By Robert L. Menist
Introduction

,

Individual Mobilizatioo Augmemees (!MAs)
assigned to the Oflice of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (OASA) for Research, Development and Acquisition (RDA) provide an
added dimension and expanded perspective
to tbe RD&A community. In 1992,72 U..
Army Reserve officers held IMA positions in
OASA(RDA). Sub quem force reductions in
personnel claimed eigbt IMA billets in 1992
and later reduction actions set the IMA force
ar its currenr level of 52.
As with other IMA programs throughout
tbe Army, IMA personnel assigned to
OASA(RDA) provide the active components
with reservists who are trained in peacetime
to perform specific wartime functions. IMA
personnel are unique in that their peacetime
training relies heavily on, and takes advantage of their considerable civilian training in
addition to their milirary training.
Many officers, currently assigned ro the
RD&A community within HQDA, possess extensive technical, scientific and procurement
expertise thar was developed as a result of
their dvilian work experience. TIlis in-<leptll
expe.rience and background renders them a
significanr addition to the OASA(RDA) staff.
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More rhan 90 percent of tl,e OASA(RDA)
IMA officers have advanccd degrees in science, engineeling or business. Our lMA force

boasts 11 Ph.D., 13 M.B.A., 13 M.S./MA/M.E.
degree and rwo officers Witl, law degrees.
Moreover, these officers are employed by
such -high-rech" firms as General Electric,
orthrop Grumman, Fairchild Space and Defense, McDOImeU Douglas, Huglles, Allied Signal, Boeing, Bell Atlantic Communications and
johnson &johnson.

Force Multipliers
OASA(RDA) lMA officers fulfill their roles
as "force multipliers" by applying rlleir individual expertise to support a myri:ld of
Army RD&A activities 'lOd programs. They
h:lve repeatedly proven their WOrrll to the
Army and the n:ltion:ll Defense by performing a variety of functions. A multipliciry of
success srories clearly show that !MAs h:lve:
• Designed unique assessment models for
evaluating the utility of major we'dpon systems, including mission effectiveness, cost
and politic:u factors;
• Served as experrs on missile guidance systems and developed :I model to analyze missile effectiveness againsr obscured target ;

Individual Mobilization
Augmentee personnel
are unique in that
their peacetime training
relies heavily on,
and takes advantage of
their considerable
civilian training
in addition
to their military training.
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• Developed appropriation reports for research, development, test and evaluation
obligations;
• Provided automation security assessments on conlputer "viruses" and their im-

In addition
to holding
down
full-time
positions
in
the civilian
sector,
Individual
Mobilization
Augmentees
are required
to meet
the same
standards
as their
active
Army
counterparts
by completing
all
professional
development
education
requirements
mandated
by their
organizational
assignments.

pact on U.S, government operations;
• Prepared and coordinated the Army's response to draft reports by the General Accounting Office; and
• Developed budget controls for an Army
abbreviated budget review.
A specific example of the experience of
our !MAs is LTC Austin Bay, currently assigned
to Systems Integration, who, in civilian life,
is a journalist and published autbor Specializing in warganling and simulation, He
served as an evaluator for lbe Army chief of
staff's louisiana Maneuvers Task Force-Exercise Prairie Warrior 94 where he applied
his civilian warganling and simulation expertise, Using insight gained during his tour
of duty. LTC Bay is writing an artide for Army
Magazine on the impact of battlefield digitization,
IMA pen;onnel assigned to OASA(RDA) p0ssess the innate capacity to rapidlyexpaod the
peacetime capabilities of the full-time RD&A
staff. Upon mobilization, 200K Presidential
Call-up, or other national emergency, these
!MAs significantly augment the regular sra1fs
ability to transition to a "round-the<.lock" operation. As a direcr result of their military and
civilian training and experience, !bey have
literally become "force multipliers.'
Although, most lMA pen;onnel only receive
pay for their annual training (AT) period (approximately 12 days), many perform technical
and adnlinistrative duties for the agency on
their own time. SUdl tasks as project research,
information papers, staff studies and formal
input to the Army's senior leadership and the
Congress are well wiThin lbeir capabilities.
In addition 10 bolding down full-time p0sitions in the civilian sector, !MAs are required
to meet the same standards as their active
Army counterparts by completing all professional development education (POE) requirements mandated by their organizational
assignmeots. Consequently, U,S. Army Reservists must attain success on three fronts,
Le., military assignments, profes ional development education, and civilian employment pursuits,
lMA personnel are a "speCial breed' who
must learn to effectively manage three distinct career endeavors simultaneously.

Reserve units will support wartime combat
forces. Some combat missions currently assigned to the Anny Reserve will be transferred
to the Guard, and some support functions in
the Guard will be transferred to the Reserve.
As a resul~ of these changes, Army Reserve
and Army National Guard elements will decline from 670,000 personnel in 1994 to
575,000 in 1999. These forces comprise the
bulwark ofthe Selected Reserve or more commonly referred to as priority reserve forces.
The IMA program is part of the Selected
Reserve, and may be exposed to some of
these force reductions. N; the entire Department of Defense force structure downsizes, lbere is a danger that some IMA positions could be at risk. Personnel are becoming
increasingly more important to each of lbe
Services-the Army is no exception. Obviously, the IMA program offers a cost-effective alternative to the Anny because it provides critical or key personnel assets in times
of national emergency. The Army Reserve's
elite IMA program provides the "personnel
surge" needed during a national criSis. !MAs
were called up during Operations Just
cause, Desert Shield and Provide Comfort,
and they were utilized with great success.

Conclusion
As the Army faces future force reductions,
the respective roles of U.S. Army Reserve
IMAs will become increasingly more important to the active force. They constitute
the vanguard of the Anny's "pre-trained" manpower pool, T)ley are prepared and ready to
serve the nation in any emergency-foreign
or domestic. They are truly one of the Army's
most important "force multipliers.'

MG ROBERT L. MENlST is the
assistant military deputy to the
assistant secretary of the Army for
research, development and acquisition. He holds a master's degree
in business administration and a
doctorate in business management
from the University of California's
School of Business Administration
at Berkeley.

Force Reductions
Con istem With the active component
force reductions, Army Reserve and Army National Guard forces are being downsized and
some restructured. Army ational Guard units
will focus on wartime combat and peacetime
domestic emergency missions, while Army
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USER
EXPERIENCE:
DOES IT
REALLY MATTER?
By CPT Damon 1. Walsh,
CPT Kelly Campbell
and Dr. David Lamm

We are now witnessing the death of management. By management, I
mean the peculiarly American idea (still taught at many business schools)
that a "good manager" should be able to manage any enterprise, anywhere, any time. Through incisive analysis and decisive action, our supermanagers supposedly could make any company productive and profitable.
With hindsight, we can see the absurdity. We don't imagine a winning
football coach switching to basketball, nor a concert pianist becoming a
symphony violinist. We don't think an orthopedic surgeon would automatically make a good psychiatrist. We recognize that differences in talent,
temperament, knowledge and experience make some people good at some
things and not at others.

-NEWSWEEK, May 10,1993

Introduction
The preceding quote was taken from an
article by Robert J. Samuelson in which hc
takes a critical view of the commonly held
belief that managers can manage without possessing in-depth knowledge of. or prior experience with, the business they are dlarged
with managing. The quote readily summarizes
the critical issue of tills article; Are U.S. AmlY
contracting officers the 'supemlanagers" to
which Samuel on refers, or should their previous operational experience playa role in
the billets to whi h these officers are assigned?
In an attempt to answer this question, a
thesis was recently completed at tile Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA. The
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specific objective of the thesis was to exanline
the rationale behind the current organization
of uniformed contracting officers in an attempt to detenmine wbetller there should be
more Functional Area (FA) 97 positions coded to require hranch, or bnmch-type, specific
officers, as well as to identify where tbe billets should be. For the purposes of the research, uscr experience was defined as the
specific knOWledge, kill, or judgment gained
through the pn,ctice or conduct of military
operations. Some of the findings of the research effort are presented here.

Background
The military portion of tile AmlY Acquisition Corps is composed of 2500 officers

in tile grade of captain through colonel serving in one of three functional areas: FA 51·
Research, Development and Acquisition; FA
53-Systems Automation; and FA 97 ontracting and Industrial Man:lgement. These
officers are as igned to billets as identified
on a MilHary Acquisition Position List
(MAPL), which shows 2,236 billets in a va·
riety of Army, Joint, and DOD acquisition organizations. Each billet is coded in one of
tIlree ways. The code will indicate eiUler: the
basic branch from which tile officer sbould
come (e.g., Infantry, Signal Corps, Ordnance,
etc.); it will indicate a branch type (e.g., Com·
bat AmlS immaterial, or Logistics inlmaterial), or it will be coded as a "branch immaterial" position meaning an officer from any
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branch can be assigned to fill the position.
According to a 1992 PERSCOM infonnation paper on the Acquisition Corps, the
corps was built to ....reflect the composition
of the Anny...• in tenns of basic branches,
and that one of the primary purposes for including a unifonned presence in the AAC at
all (as opposed to a completely dvilian corps),
was .... to capitalize on the operational experience of the military officers....• Additionally, DA Pamphlet 600-3 states that an of·
ficer's operational experience is gained
during assignments in hislher basic branch.
If the Acquisition Corps is built to reflect the
branch composition ofthe Army. the purpose
of having officers is to capitalize on their operational experience, and the operational ex·
perience of officers is developed through service in their basic branch, it would seem to
make intuitive sense that the MAPL should
be built to mirror the branch composition of
the corp . It appears that it does not.
The Acquisition Corps population vs.
billets. For illustrative and analytical purposes, the Acquisition Corps' officers were
categorized as either combat anns or non·
combat arms. A review of the Acquisition
Corps population of2,500 officers shows that
44 percent are combat arms officers and 56
percent are non-combat anns officers. TI,e
SaDle review of the MAPL indicates that of
the 2,236 billets, 24 percent are coded for
combat anns, 21 percent are coded for non·
combat arms, and 55 percent are coded as
branch inlmaterial.
The FA 97 population vs. FA 97 billets.
The FA 97 population constitutes 23.4 pe.rcent, or 585, of the total AAC inventory of
2,500 officers with 49 percent of these officers being combat anns and 51 percent being non-combat arms. There are 534 slots on
the MAPL designated for FA 97 officers. A review of just the FA 97 slots on the MAPL reo
veals that 84 percent are coded as branch immaterial, 7 percent are coded for combat anns
officers, and 9 percent are coded for non-combat anns. Adhering to the philosophy that a
picture is worth a thousand words, the graphic comparison of the FA 97 population with
the FA 97 billets by branch type reveals what
appears to be a significant disparity between
building the FA 97 population (i.e. the way
officers are brought in to the AAe), and employing that population within the AAC.
The impression one comes away with is
that an FA 97 officer's previous user, or operational experience, which is developed
through initial assignments in a basic branch,
played a relatively insignificant role in determining what son ofbillets the officer could
be assigned to in the acquisition community. The question that then posed itself was:
·So Wham" Does it matter whether or not
Functional Area 97 officer assignments are
made using previous operational experience
a a factor? bould there be an increase in
the amount of emphasis placed on user experience when it comes to assigning FA 97
officers?
January-February 1995

I
AI; part of the attempt to address these isues, a survey of 175 senior officens in the
Army Acquisition Corps was conducted in or·
der to gauge the le"el of command preference for contracting officer user experience.

Survey
Survey audience. The target audience for
the Sut'l'ey consisted of colonels or lieutenant
colonels set'l'ing as either FA 51s in program
offices/program executi"e officer (PEO) bil·
lets, or FA 97s ser'l'ing in any billel. Of the
175 surveys mailed out, 75 were sent to FA
97s and 100 were sent to FA 51s. Roughly
75 percent of recipients responded with 130
completed sut'l'ey questionnaires being reo
turned to the author. A total of 56 FA 97s and
74 FA 51s responded. A profile of the sut'l'ey
recipients and respondents is illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2.
Survey design. The Sut'l'ey consisted of
nine statements to which respondents were
asked to provide their level of agreement or
disagreement on a bar scale ranging from I
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The
nine statements along with the bar scale as
they appeared on the sut'l'ey are shown in
Figure 3.
In addition to the scaled response state·
ments, respondents were encouraged to provide free·form written comments as to
whether or not there should be a heavier reo
liance on branch coding for FA 97 billets.
Survey results. The Sut'l'ey results were tallied and then analyzed using a classical sta·
tistical approach. There were two primary
scores obtained on each of the statements:
a mean score, and a score within the 95 per·
cent confidence interval range. The confi·
dence interval range is based on the sample
size, the standard deviation, and an allowance
for a 5 percent possibility of error and can
be interpreted as the range of scores with·
in which we can be 95 percent confident that
the true mean for the whole population falls.
In other words, if every single colonel and
lieutenant colonel in the Acquisition Corps
had been surveyed, there would be 95
chances in 100 that there response scores
would have fallen somewhere within the
range reported here. The mean scores and
confidence interval ranges for each Statement
on the sut'l'ey are depicted graphically in
Figure 4.

Conclusions
In addition to the survey, interviews

were conducted with representatives from:
the Military Acquisition Management Branch
at PERSCOM; the Director ofAcquisition Ca·
reer Management's Office; the Functional
Area 97 Proponency Office of the Army Con·
tracting Support Agency; and the Personnel
Office at Headquarters, Army Materiel Com·
mand. Based on their comments, the statistical analysis of the scaled responses, as well
as an analysis of the free·form comments provided by respondents, the foUowing four key
conclusions were made.
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SENIOR OFFICER AAC SURVEY
1

2

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

4

5

Agree

Strongly
Agree

3

.....~------------~
Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

1. User experience Is required on the part of a cognizant
contracting ofllcer In order lor him/her to effectively
perform his/her duties.

2. User ex perlence would enhance the effectiveness of a
cognizant contracting officer although It Is not absolutely
required.
3. A contracting officer from another service (I.e. a Navy,
Air Force, or Marine Corps contracting officer) would be
just as effective serving in an Army buying command billet,
as would be an Army FA 97 officer.
4. When a contracting officer has usar experience with a
proposed lIem It facilitates the preparation of requirements
documents (I.e. Statements of Work/Bid packages).
5, It Is safe to say that In the acquisition communlly there
Is a desire lor contracting officer user experience, but not
necessarily a need for this type of operational experience.
6. By the time a procuremen t action reaches the PCO level,
the requirements definition Is specific enough 10 preclude
a requirements for the contracting officer's user
familiarity with the Item.
7. I t has always been helpful for newly assigned FA 97
officers to familiarize themselves wllh the Items being
procured by their new command.
8. The Items procured by each of the 'buying commands' In
AMC are generally 01 SUCh a nature that the operational
users of the equipment or Items will fall within specific
Career Management Fields (e.g. I tems purchased by TACOM
will usually ultimately be put to use In the field by armor
or mechanized Infantry soldiers).
9. One of the purposes of having a uniformed presence In the
Acquisition Corps Is to bring operational expertise to the
acqulsl tlon communi ty,
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• Increased reliance on branch coding.
Survey respondents believed that an increase
in the amount of emphasis placed on branch
coding FA 97 billets should be beneficial to
the Corps. This conclusion was derived from
the specific findings that showed: user experience enhances the effectiveness of a cognizant contracting officer; there is a desire
for contracting officer user experience within the Acquisition Corps community; and the
presence of branch-~'Pecificcontracting officers allows for the introduction of both general and specific militaty experience into the
acquisition community.
• Brancl:J-coding decisions. Respondents
felt that the best place to make branch-coding deciSinns, in terms of both the specific
branch as well as which billets to code or not
to code, is at the organizational level, e.g.,
MACOM Or buying command level, as opposed to the Headquarters, Department of
the Army level.
• CMF-AMC major subordinate command relationship. The research showed
that a relationship does exist between the
commodity groups around which the Army
Materiel Command's major subordinate commands are organized, and the Career Management Fields (CMFs) of the soldiers that
ultimately put the equipment to operational
use. This conclusion was caveated with the
notion of "primacy of knowledge." In other
words, in terms of identifying where CMF·
commodity relationships do, or do not, exist, the fundamental que tion that must be
asked is: Who, and where, are the "subject
matter experts" on the eqUipment?
• Branch specific assignments prohibitions. The research sbowed that, although
currently there is a relative lack of emphasis on branch coding FA 97 billets, there is
nothing in terms of either philosophy or policy that prevents the assignment of an FA 97
officer with user experience to a billet. In
many cases, in fact, PERSCOM makes FA 97
assignments where the assigned officer has
specific operational experience with the
commodity type of the command to which
he/she was assigned.

Recommendations
There were tllCCe major recommendations
provided in the thesis.
• USl!1' experience policy letter. The FA 97
Proponency Office should initiate a study to
identify and compare/contrast the potential
costs and benefits associated with an increased reliance on branch coding. nus study
should involve a MACOM-by-MACOM review
of all FA 97 contracting officer positions so
as to identify the specific functional duties
performed by each. A decision should then
be made with regards to the usefulness of coding each billet by branch, or branch type. This
process must focus on whether or not a
branch specific officer would be the most ef·
fective in Ii.lIing the position.
The end result of this study (or studies as
the case may be), should be the preparation
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and publication of an FA 97 "user experience"
policy that identifies considerations to be applied.in deciding whether billets should, or
should not, be branch coded. These considerations might include items such as: the
amount of interface an FA 97 has with user
(e.g., PM) organizations; the availability of
branch-specific officers in the Acquisition
Corps population that can be used to fill
branch coded billets; or the use of "branch
types" (e.g., combat arms immaterial, or logistics immaterial) in coding billets.
• PERSCOM assignment policy change.
The interviews indicated that the current
PERSCOM-wide assignment policy is one
whereby officers are assigned to billets based
solely on the Functional Area requirement.
The FA 97 personnel managers should develop an assignment policy wberein the first
priority is given to an officer that simultaneously fulfills the requirement of both the
Functional Area and the brdIlch. This is, ad·
mittedly, a subtle change but a nece ary one
all the same. The acquisition community is
one area of the Army where uniformed officers will rely on integrating their previous
experience into the performance of their ac·
quisition peculiar tasks.
While the assignments officers currently
state that they do attempt to keep branch
specificity in mind when making asSignments,
this is subject to variation based on the per.
sonal jUdgment of whoever the particular assignments officer happens to be at the time
an assignment is made_ 10 other words, as
soon as the asSignments officer changes-the
relative emphasis placed on branch specificity
could change. The policy should be ·codi·
fied" to the maximum extent possible in a
written policy so as to reduce the impact of
variation due to personnel turnover in the FA
97 Assignments Office.
• FA 97 billet review. Personnel managers
at the Anny Materiel Command should initiate a detailed review of each FA 97 con·
tracting officer position within AMC (either
unilaterally, or in conjunction with an FA 97
proponency office study), so as to identify
the specific functional duties performed by
each and then render a decision with regards
to the usefulness of branch specificity. nus
process, however, must stress that the focus
should be on whether a branch specific officer would be more effective than a nonbranch specific officer in performing the job.
Consideration should be given to the relationship between the manner in which AMC
major subordinate commands are organized
along specific commodity lines, and the CMFs
of the soldiers that ultimately put the commodity items to use in the field.
The bottom line in the thesis was that the
research clearly showed that an increased reliance on branch coding Functional Area 97
contracting officer billets should be beneficial to the Acquisition Corps, but that the topic requires additional research before any
changes to the current system should be
made. The thesis showed, however, that the

fundamental question that must be asked in
addressing the how (to increase the level of
user experience), is not One of 'Could a nonbranch specific officer do the job?" Rather
it should be one of 'Would a branch specific
officer do the job better?"
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EMBEDDED
DIAGNOSTICS
TECHNOLOGY
FOR REDUCED
LOGISTICS
AND MAINTENANCE
COSTS
By Charles D. Bosco
and Dr. Li Pi Su

Introduction
Modem weapon systems continue to become more and more complex as new technological advances OCcur. This necessitates
continuous and costly training of Army maintainers. The diagnostics process is time-consuming, thus delaying a system's reentry into
service. The diagnostics process also has various levels. The system operator determines
Lltat lite system is not working properly by
routine testing. The maintainer isolates the
f.lulty part and either repairs or replaces it.
The hop isolates lite problem down to the
lowest Lhrow-away part. The maintainer must
not only have a thorough knowledge of the
system but must know how to use complex
test equipment to diagnose lite problem and
isolate the f.lult. Test program sets developed
for use wiLit the test equipment aid lite maintainer, but these test program sets are very
expensive to develop and maintain. The Anny
currently has many millions of dollars invested
in test program sets.
Moreover, modern complicated and complex weapon systems also necessitate the incorporation of built-in-test (BIT) and built-in
test equipment (BITE) to help maintenance
personnel correctly isolate faults to lite lowest level and, hence, reduce the weapon sys-
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tern downtinJe. However, the required BIT
and BITE are very costly, especially since lite
newer line replaceable units (LRU) are
more densely packed with integrated circuits,
chips, and micro-processors. 10 addition, BIT
and BITE are often nor adequate and it is difficult to verify f.lult detection coverage.

Army's Vision-Embedded
Diagnostics
Much of the cost and time of diagnosing
a system's problem could be avoided if the
system were able to diagnose itself. If the system could automatically tell the maintainer
what is wrong and where the fault is, the
maintainer would then only have to repair
or replace lite part. This would be true
wheLiter the bad part is a shop replaceable
unit, LRU, or a small component. The savings
in soldier training and test programs development would be substantial.
This same concept could be applied to software functional diagnostics, Lltereby allowing for complete embedded diagnostics. Because the diagnostic analysis would be
automatic and self-contained, different trouble reports would be generated. The weapon
system operator would receive a "battle impact" report that would describe lite degraded

operation. At the same time, a diagnostics tepon could be automatically sent to a rear
maintenance area where the needed parts
could be made ready for replacement. Under litis scenario, the weapon system would
be out of service only as long as it look to
replace the defective part.
While the technology to create lite above
scenario bas nol yet been developed, present
technological advances indicate that it is
feasible.
What is required to implement embedded
diagnostics is BIT thai repons periodically,
or on command, to an embedded diagnostics reasoning capability. The embedded diagnostics can reside eiLiter on lite system's
computer or can be integrated as strategically
placed built-in diagnostics chips. The embedded diagnostics can be interrogated by
means of a standard personal computer (PC)
or be part of the operator's display.

An Army Tool to AcWeve

the Vision

To achieve total embedded diagnostics of
a system, diagnostics must be part of the system design. This is very difficult since: rno t
designers are not trained to design for diagnoseability. It is diffiCult enough to design for
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testability, It is even more difficult to design
testability for maintenance purposes.
To address this problem, the U.S. Army
Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic Equipment Activity bas just completed development of an Army-owned software tool, the
Diagnostic Analysis and Repair Tool Set
(DARTS), This is a concurrent engineering
tool that allows for diagnoseability during design. DARTS allows the designer to assume
the traditional role of the test engineer early in the system design phase. It does this by
advising the designer of the fault coverage
and capability to isolate faults in real time duro
ing the design process. The designer can also
use DARTS to determine placement of optimum test points to isolate faults at the lowest level, It also recommends where additional
tests are required to reduce ambiguity
groups.

Designing With DARTS
To effectively embed diagnostics, the de·
signer must be able to systematically meet
the diagnostics requirements wbile not being distracted from the performance requirements. DARTS makes no demands on
the designer unless the designer chooses to
accept recommendations, as where to put test
points, BITs, or BITE. That is, the designer
can use DARTS to perform trade-off analysis
(in tenIls of units' volume, size, or weight,
etc.) during the design phase to minimize test
points, BITs, or BITEs while achieving the
maximum system diagnoseability.
For existing weapon systems or systems
consisting of non-development items, DARTS
can be used to develop and embed a "diagnostic subsystem.' The diagnostic subsystem
can perform run-time diagnostics analysis for
a system in various environments: with test
programs, BIT/BITE, or portable maintenance
aid programs uSing the integrated family of
test equipment plarforms.

Embedded Diagnostics
Technologies
BIT and BITE are designed into a system
to reduce external testing and test equipment
while performing diagnostics for a system,
However, this approach is costly and not always very effective. The advent of several
neW technologies makes it possible to ef·
fectively implement embedded diagnostics
at a reasonable cost. Embedded diagnostics
require less testing, Also, traditional test program sets are eliminated. The new technologies-embedded systems technology,
real time data acquisition and processing, and
automated fault diagnostics using DARTSare available to perform embedded diagnostics, either as a system or embedded on
a chip (diagnostics on chip (DOC)).
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• Embedded Systems Technology - Because
DARTS diagnostics analysis is derived from
the design data, it is "pure" diagnostics and
independent of the manner of testing or test
equipment. Therefore, it does nOl matter how
a test is made or whether the te ting is done
as BIT/BITE or externally. It is this important
attribute of DARTS that makes embedded diagnostics possible,
The availability of very powerful microprocessors With large on-board memory, now
makes it possible to embed the DARTS diagnostics analysis on a chip for real-time evaluation of the system. By constantly or periodically non-intrusively monitoring system
performance, the DOC will detect faults and
send OUl a signal that identifies and/or isolates the fault.
• Data Acquisiti01' and Processing - The
DOC will monitor analog and digital signals
coming from strategic locations in a system,
This can be done in real time or during test
conditions, If these signals are interfaced With
a data acquisition system which processes,
packages, and analyzes them, system performance can be closely monitored and evaluated. This is critical to embedded health
maintenance systems since the failure information may be needed immediately in a
combat siruation.
• Automated Fault Diagnostics using
DARTS· Embedded diagnostics will consist
of a DOC microprocessor which not only has
the capability to diagnose but has knOWledge
of the system to be analyzed. If necessary,
the knowledge of the system can be hosted
on an additional memory chip. The DOC will
continuously Or periodically examine test data
from the system's built-in test, This is best
done by means of a bus. Since the tests and
analysis are determined during the design of
the system, tbere is no dependence on test
program sets or external test equipment.
Moreover, the maintainer need not be fully
versed in the operation of the system being
analyzed.
.
When the analyzed system falls, the DOC
immediately sends out an alarm, If the system is interrogated using simple software on
a PC, the DOC will isolate the fault to design
specifi.cations and the output will be displayed
on the PC.

formed automatically to a much greater depth
of resolution and eliminate much of the costly intermediate level maintenance currently
required to support fielded weapon systems.
The NAVSTAR rrs-O design is presently un·
dergoing a diagnostics analysis and the system will be used to demonstrate the insertion of embedded diagnostics.

Conclusion
Embedded diagnostics technologies are
available and mature enough to be inserted
into weapon systems, equipment, or any industrial systems, The DOC can be applied to
a system to increase the operational performance and readiness while reducing the operational support and maintenance costs.

CHARLES D. BOSCO is an electronic engineer at the US. Army Test,
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in mathematics (The University of
British Columbia). She has researched diagnostics and prognostics technologiesfor thepast two years
and has managed the DARTS and
Embedded Diagnostics Programs,

Diagnostics on Chip
Development of DOC technology was completed in September 1994. The DOC is a
generic diagnostics chip which can be directly
embedded into a unit or a system to achieve
real time fault detection and isolation Without the need for costly and time consuming
external test equipment, DOC can be implemented at each level of the system hierarchy. This allows the diagnostics to be per-
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TARDEC
EYES
ACTIVE
SUSPENSION
FOR
MILITARY
VEHICLES
By George Taylor
and Bill Mackie

I

The u.s. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering
Center (fARDEC), in Warren, MI, is evaluating a hydraulically-operated, fully active suspension system. This system will
react to and nullify the effects of rough
terrain conditions, thereby improving offroad mobility by providing a more stable ride.
Developed by British-based Lotus Engineering, the system reacts to the vertical forces and velocities of the individual
wheels that are encountered while traveling over rough surfaces, to reduce the
pitch and roll motions that normally
occur.
The system is well-suited for incor·
poration into wheeled vehicles with fully independent suspensions, such as
the Army's HMMWV (High-Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle), which
uses an independent double A-arm
suspension.
The system consists of a network of
transducers that supply input to a cenJanuary-February 1995

tral control computer. Thjs input includes wheel hub accelerations, forces
and displacements, chassis lateral and longitudinal accelerations, veillcle yaw
rate, engine speed, steering angle, and
numerous calculated parameters.
The computer analyzes these parameters using an established control algorithm (or road map), which, in tum,
determines the optimum wheel forces,
velodties, accelerations and direction of
travel. Electric servo valves at individual
hydraulic actuators located at each
wheel station are then positioned a~
propriately to control the hydrauJjc GOI1dition of the actuators to offset the road
inputs for maximized chassis stability and
attitude. These internal calculations and
control commands are updated numerous times per second.
The system substantially reduces
pitch and roll compared to the standard
HMMWV, but it doesn't result in a perfectly smooth ride. The reason for tills
is that it is a reactive type system that

reHes strictly on input forces and ac·
celerations to initiate any control sequence. In the future, however, we hope
to investigate the use of forward-seeking
sensors that will enable the system to determine upcoming terrain conditions and
simultaneously adapt the suspension to
these conditions in real time.
TARDEC recently began testing a
HMMWV outfitted with the modified uspension following training and familiarization with the system to ensure safety and to protect the prototype. Jnjtial
testing consisted of obstacle runs at
TARDEC that were run. side by side with
a standard HMMWV and provided both
quantitative and subjective test results. More extensive formal mobihty
te ting was recently conducted at the
Waterways Experiment Station in
Vicksburg, MS.
Besides investjgating the merits of the
active suspension, TARDEC has a primary
objective of evaluating alternative off·road
algorithms that govern the control
Army RD&A
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Lotus' HMMWV Active Suspension System
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RD&A Contributing Author
Retires
George Taylor ill, a regular contributor
of technical articles to Army RD&A, retired
from federnJ service on)an. 3, tbus ending
a writing career that spanned nearly three
decades.
Taylor had been a technical publications
writer and editor at what is now called the
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(TARDEC) , Warren, MI, since March 1966.
He attended Michigan State University,
where he received a B.A. degree in journalism in 1964 and an M.A. degree in communications in 1966, graduating both
times with •high honors.' While in coUege,
Taylor was elected to Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society and Kappa Tau A1phajoumalism
Honor Society.
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While employed at TARDEC, Taylor had
written numerous technical articles dealing
with combat and tactical veb.icle and related eqluprnent. Hi articles appeared in
a wide variety of government military and
commercial media.
Taylor's achievements brought him numerous accolades. [n 1978, he was named
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command
HandiC'dpped Employee of the Yell'. (He has
no vision.) Taylor also received four outstanding performance awards, as weU as Jetters of commendation from past TACOM
commanding generals.

- Hydraulic Actuators
- Attenuator & Filter
- Hydraulic Pump
- Distribution Manifolds
- Control Computer &
C.G. Accelerometers

computer in addition to the algorithm
presently in use.
It is hoped that the active suspension
will provide substantial cross-<:ountry enhancement by improving stability and
ride quality. If tbis turns out to be the
case, it could be used to improve the stability of weapons and electronics platforms, as well as ambulances.

The preceding article was written
by George Taylor and Bill Mackie.
Taylor is a technical writer in the
Marketing Office of the U.s. Army
Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Centel;
Warren, MI. Mackie, also a TARDEC
employee, is the engineer in charge
of the active suspension effort.
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SPEAKING OUT

What Professional Development
Opportun ities
Are Available
Under Your Career Program?
Neil Glnetti
Functional CWef Representative
ComptroUer Career Program
The Pentagon
In the Comptroller Civilian Career Program, we are pursuing seve raj career-enhancing programs believed to be the first
of their kind anywhere in the Army and
possihly throughout the Department of
Defense.
I
• Our Comptroller Career Program's long-teml training programs,
feaUlred in the annual PERSCOM civilian training catalog, are open
to candidates for self-built university gradUate and undergraduate programs. We fund 12 employees per year in these programs. 11,e Army
Comptrollership Program at Syracuse Urliversiry, offering an M.B.A.
degree to ahour 10 competitively-selected, centrally-funded civilians
per year, is our best-known and most highly- ought opportunity. A
si.mi.lar prognlm we sponsor, of particular interest to the acquisition
workforce. is the Air Porce Institute of Technology l6-month Graduate Cost Analysis Program al Wright-Patterson APH, OR In both of
these programs_ we centrally fund all costs and place the tudents
in new jobs ("opemtional assignments") in which they will work fo~
lowing graduation.
• The Resource Management Mentorship PmA'am incorpomres
and builds On three distinct but related mentoring approaches that
help !min, develop, manage and rerain om workforce, supervisory/managerial mentoring, informal mehtoring and formal mentoring.
Last September. 455 military (CPT-eOl) and civilian (Co Il-SES) personnel finished our one-year Army-wide prototype formal mentoring program, Their end-of-program evaluations have convinced us
to remain dedicared to mentoring, at roughly 40 p... rcent of Ihe prototype level.
• The Comptroller Developmental "Job Swap" Pilot Program is a
fonnal developmental position exchange mechanism to give careerists
a way of hroadening experience during Ihis "downsizing." The program include remporary and pennanent ame-gr;,de placement. We
were able 10 arrange matches for aboUl 90 percent of the 150 who
applied last Ocrober. Most of the swaps have begun and arC now
underway.

• The Comptroller Student Intern Program at fORSCOM headquarters includes work and slUdy in the resource managemelll field.
It draws its recruits from Atlanta Cluster high scbools and is teamed
with ex-President Jimmy Carter's Atlanta Project. Tn June 1993, the
first five students were competitively selected on the basis of scholastic achievement. communiry and school activities, and education and
career goals, The program gives participants Army resource management work experience ducing coUege vacations and breaks, annual tuition expense up to $10.000 each, and Army Comptroller Career Intern starus upon coUege graduation.
These are just some of our progmms that may interesr acquisition
workforce readers. They are in addition to other professional de-
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velopment programs we participate in. such as tuition a ;stance,
Army Management Staff College, and Senior Service College
competitions.

}. Bruce King
Functional CWefRepresentative
Civilian Contracting and
Acquisition Career Program
FaUs Church, VA
In accordance with Ihe Defense AcqUisition Workforce Tmprovement Act_ we
offer the contmcling workforce a comprehensive progmm of training. experience and educational opportunities.
Training is primarily focused on the mandatory contracting curriculum offered by the Defense Acquisition Universiry. It is broken
out as Levell (grades 5-8), l.evel n (grades 9-12), and Level m (grades
13-SES). Funding and course quotas are adequate to meet mandatory
tr'dinillg needs; however, individuals who are flexible enough for tl,e
standby program (to attend course, on short notice when unfor seen emergencies cause scheduled srudents to cancel), and activities who are willing to host on-site courses, can increase their trnjning levels more qUickly. Many of the mandatory courses are also
available through other delivery modes, such a.s correspondence, equivalent university courses, and credit via eqUivalency exams,
Experience opportunities include developm<:ntal assignments tbat
are funded under the Army Civilian Traininl/:. Education and Development System (ACfEDS) Progmm. These currently include a oneyear assignment On my staff, a developmental assignment requested by one of the Principal Assist3nts Responsible for ontrdcting
(PARe), or other tailored developmental assignment which an individual amUlges, proposes, and has approv<:d by my office. In addition, PARes are encouraged to arrange rotational developmental
assignments for their own personnel. CP-14 careerists are also eligible for other developmental assignments announced separately by
the depury director for acquisirion cateer management.
Educational opportunities encourage careeri. ts to ohtain, at a minimum, 24 accredited semester hours of husiness--relared sUldy. Again,
the ACTEDS Program is an avenue for employees in grades 11 and
above 10 obtain up to one year of undergr;,duale or graduate nJition
assistance on either a full-tinle or part-time basis, 11,e Army Tuition
Assi tance Program provide college undergraduate course funding,
with particular emphasis on obtaining the 24 accredited husinessrelated semester hours, The Army Acquisition Corps offers other waduate school and tuition assistance programs. However, none of the
programs fund doctoral degrees at this time.
1 am placing particular emphasis on leadership development and
long-term traJning opportunities at such institutions as the Army MRnagement Slaff College, Industrial College of the Armed Porces, Army
War College, Naval Post-Gradu:lte SChool, and Harvard Senior Executive
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Fellow Program. I am pleased to note a recent increase in the num·
ber of successful CP-14 selectees, particularly in view of the hJghly
competitive nature of these opportunities.
In conclusion, I would like to remind careerists that they determine how far and how fast they progress in their career field. I try
to ensure that the contracting workforce is made aware of the opportunities and funding available for these programs. However, it
is up to the inctividual to be their own career manager by taking the
initiative to pursue these opportunities and investing their time and
effon to enhance the skills that will enable them to be all they
can be.

Miriam F. Browning
Functional Chief Representative
for Communications-Computer
Systems Career Field
Office of the DlSC4
Communications-Computer Systems
Career Field personnel are an integral part
of the overall acquisition workforce.
They provide direct support in the acquisition of major automated information
systems (AlS) and related components. Individuals in a variety of job
pOsitions, including computer speCialists, communication special·
ists, computer scientists, electronics cngiJleers, and others, comprise
the workforce.
Civilian education is the cornerstone for career development in
the Communications-Computer Systenls Career Field. All grades in
the acquisition workforce may competitively apply for tuition assistance. Tuition assistance is readily available for those inctividuals
who elect to earn a degree part-time while continuing to work in
their job . Entry·level communications<omputer systems workforce
members should focus on Acquisition Corps quali.fi ations as the primary goal. Those inctividuals without a degree should pursue a major in information systems, communications, or a related field. The
exact orientation of the degree depends upon inctividual interests
and aspirations. A master's degree is recommended in either the communications or computer disciplines or in bu iness management.
The Information Resources Management College offers the Communications-Cnmputer Systems Career Field mandatory courses: AI
Procurement Strategies and AIS Advanced Management Program. During FY 95, three new courses will be developed to replace these COtlt&
es. Also in FY 95, workforce members may attend software acquisition management courses on an as-needed basis. Attendance at the
mandatory courses of other career fields, such as program management, and systems planning, research, development, and engineering, is encouraged for cross-training and enrichment.
Am1y Acquisition Corps members may competitively apply for fulltime long-term degree programs and short-term seminars. [n addition to civilian institutions, graduate programs at the Air Force Institute of Technology and the Naval Postgraduate School are
alternatives. Professional seminars at institutions such as Harvard,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Camegie Mellon, and others
are viable options for staying abreast in the field.
Those Corps member.; at the top of their field may apply to attend the I().month Senior Acquisition Education Program at the Indu trial CoUege of the Armed Forces (leAF). This prognun presents
a unique blend of resource management and acquisition edncation
to prepare military and civilian personnel for senior leadership
positions.
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James H. Redmon
Functional Chief Representative
Quality and Reliability
Assurance
Redstone Arsenal, AL
As the functional chJef representative
for the Quality and Reliability Assurance
(Q&RA) Career Program, I would be remiss if I did not provide the reader with
a shon description of the Q&RA Career
Program. The primary purpose of the Q&RA function is to support
the accomplishment of the Department of Defense worldwide acquisition, logistics and maintenance mission by assuring high quality and reliable materiel, facilities, and servi es are provided to the
armed services.
Professional development opportunities in the career program take
on many forms. A person may enter the career program as an intern/trainee. 11,ere are fom entry points into intern and trainee positions; fornlal ArnlY civilian tmining, Edu ation and Development
Sy tern intern positions which are centrally-funded; Army Mobility
Opportunity and Development (AMOD) personnel; functional
trainees recruited internally through local upward mobility programs;
and fimctional trainees recnlited externally as new hires.
11,e Q&RA career ladder consists of live progression levels G5-05
through GS/GM-15. It should be noted tl,at although d,e typical progression pattern is vertical within a specific Q&RA function, lateral
movement and progression opportunities are feasible among all Q&RA
functions. Progression from the intern/trainee level to the specialists/joumeym.1D level is usually direct.
Other professional development opponunities include the Logistics
and Acquisition Management Program (L GAMP). The LOGAMP is
a two-crack system that provides broad-based experiential development for career employees who aspire to placement in multifunctional positions. The career program offers employees opportunities to compete for full-time academic training (colleges and
universities), Army Management Staff CoUege, Long·Term Training,
Organizational LeadershJp for Executives, Personnel Management for
Executives, Women's Executive Potential, and developmental
assignments.
Development oppOrtunities in the Am1y acquisition process have
increased due to recent changes. Members of d,e Am1y Acquisition
Workforce and Corp have many new academic opportunities.
The professional development opportunities for the Q&RA Career
Program are many. The career program ensure continued systematic technical, managerial, and professional u-dining and development
for all its careerists.
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AAC General Officer
Promotions
Congratulations to the following AmlY Acquisition Corp (AAC) of·
ficers selected for promotion to general officers in FY 94.

ame

Promotion To

Promotion Date

LTG
LTG
MG
MG
BG
BG
BG

Dec 2, L994
No Date Announced
Oct 25, \994
No Date Announced
Jul I, 1994
No Date Announced
Oct 12, 1994

GUENTHER, Ouo].
HITE, Rorulld V.
LONGHOU ER, Jnhn E.
VAN PROOYAN, Jan A.
BLACK, Richard A.
CALDWELL, John S.
SNIDER, James R.

MAJ Diego-Allard Joins
AAC Proponent Office
We ate pleased to announce the arrival of MAJ Vicki Diego-Allard to
the Army Acquisition Corp Proponent Office. he will serve as the proponent officer for the contracting and industrial management community (FA 97 ) and as the Training With Industry (TWI) program man·
ager for the AAe. MAJ Diego-Allard is a recent graduate of the Command
and General taft College, and has served as the chief and assistant chief
for contracts m'magement at the Defense Contract Management Area
Office (DCMAO) Twin Cities, MN. MAJ Diego-Allard also served at Hon·
eywell (Alliant Tech y terns) during her tenure as a TWl participant.
he holds a B.A. degree io economics from Boston University, a).D. in
contract law from HanJ1ine University, and is a graduate of the Materiel
Acquisition Management Coorse. MAJ Diego-Allard is a welcome addi·
tion to the AAC Proponent Office.

Senior Service College
Selectees
Congratulations to the following Army Acquisition Corps members
selected to auend Serlior Service College:

Name

Grade

Functional
Area

ANDREWS, Aaron R.
BURKE, DOnald S.
COMO, ]OLUl A.
DOBECK, Kenneth R.
Em ,Bernard E.
FAST, William R.
FLOM, Ronald C.
GUNNING, Robert T.
HARR1 0 ,Thomas M.
HORTO ,Walter S.
IN KEEP, Jame H. W.
1ZZ0, Paul S.
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LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC

LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC

53

51
51
51
51
51
97

51
97

51
53

51

LANCE, Darell G.
LANGBEIN, George 1.
LANGHORST, Richard
LOVE, Anthony N.
MAUSER, George E.
MONKS, Stephen A.
MOORE, tephen e.
MORRIS, Richard D.
MOYER, Anita 1.
MURRAY,Joseph P.
ADEAU, Roger A.
RAIFORD, Robert C.
ROGERS, Michael W.
ROMANClK, DavidJ.
SCHWOEBEL, Charles
SWAN ON, Gregory H.
TONER, Sheila C.
URIAS, John M.
VASQUEZ, Adolfo E.
YATES, Donald R.

LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC

LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC
LTC

51
53

51
9

51
51
51
51
97

51
51
51
5t
97

53
53
97

5\
9
97

On the Horizon
• AAC Proponency Office--New Locatioru TIle ASA(RDA) Army
Acquisition Corps Proponency Office is now collocated witil the U.S.
Army Acquisition Executive Support Agency at Fon Belvoir, VA. The
e-mail addresses are:
FA 51:]ONESM@BELVOm-ARMY.ARMY.MlL
FA 53: RASMUSSE@BELVom·AIM.ARMY.MlL
FA 97: DIEGOALV@BELVOm·AlMI.ARMY.Mll.
The phone nunlbers are: DSN 655-4509 or Commercial (703)8054509
or FAX OS 6554\63 Or CommerciaJ (703)8054163. Contact us with
your address and we'll put your organization on distribution for uptlHlate infonnation on certification, Military Acquisition Po ition Li t
(MAPL), Training with Industry, and other related topics.

• Software Acquisition Management Training: The deput)' under secretary of Defense for acquisition refonn recently approved
implementing several reforms identified in •. March 7, 1994, report
titled, "Report of the Software Acquisition Management Educ:ttion
Review Team." The team was comprised of subject matter experts
from the Army, Navy, Air Force and industry. One near·term re ult
is tlle Defense Systems Management College's development of assignment-specific course for software acquisition management personneL. Assignment specific courses are by definition not" mandatory" for anyone career field, but defined by DOD >000.52-M as ".
course th:tt must be completed successfully in order for an employee
to...perfonn. spedfic assignment." The software assignment·specific
courses oriented on :tddressing the minimum software competen·
cies for the PM, communication and computers; contracting; quality assurance; :tcquisition logistics; systems planning, res=h, development, md engineering; and test and evaluation career fields
will be piloted in late FY 95.
• DOD 5000.52-M and ADS-93-01-GD: These documents have
been tevised and as of tlleir effective date, implement new requirements for certification and fulfillment of mandatory courses.
Organizations should ensure that acqttisition personnel understand
the revised requirements as they directiy affect mandatory courses,
experience, and education requirements for certification in every
career field. ADS-9}{) l-GD addresses how to obtain credit for mand:ttory courses required for certification through tile fulfillment
program.

Questions about these subjects should be direcled via e·mail to
the appropriale proponency offic<!1' al the above e-mail addresses.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

I

From the Military Acquisition
Management Branch (MAMB)...

Nam

Communicating with Military
Acquisition Management Branch (MAMB)
All mail for MAMB must be sent to Ulis address:
U.. Towl Army PERSCOM
ATTN: TAPC-OPB-E
(Assignment officer' rank and name)
200 Stovall Street
Alexandria, VA 22332-0411
It is extremely important that yOll use complete nine-digit zip code
and oflice symbol. Send e-mail to:uerid@hoffman-emh1.army.mil

Desk

Incumbent

E-Mail

Telephone
Number'

User ID
Branch Chief
FA;I LTC Assignmenrs
FA;I MAJ Assignmenrs
FA;1 CPT Assignmenrs
FA53 LTC/MAJ
Assignmenrs
FA53 CPT Assignmenrs
FA97 LTClMAJ

LTC Richard O. Bailer
MAJ Gluck Gautt
MAJ Ed Dowling
CPT Bill Rhodes
LTC Rob Reyenga

BAlI.ERR
GAULTC
DOWUNGE
RHODESW
REYENGAR

221-3131
221-3129
221-3128
221-2800
221-3114

MAJ Jeff Lipscomb
MAJ Jesse tone

UPSCOJO

221-27;9
221-3124

Assignn1cl1rs

FA97 CPT A. signment
ACS Officer
AAC Future R<::ldiness

MAJ Jo1m Womack
WOMAKj
CPT(p) Regina Hamilton HAMll.TOR
CPT Dan Munoz
MUNOZD
j\1.AM Manager
Richard Yager
YAGERR
Military Personnel Tech Tom Tabor
TABORT
Military Pe<SOMel Tech Latesba Smith
LYNCHL
Fa><

Promotion line (List Release and Sequence Number WoonaMn)

221-2801
221-2760
221-3130
221-3127
221-27;8
221-27;7
221-8111
221-9340

"All Phone Numbers listed are DSN.
To Call COlnmel"Cial, Dial (703)325-XXXX.

Voice Mail
Voice mail was implemented in the Officer Personnel Management
Divbioll [0 enhance our ability to respond to our customers.]t is a force

.multiplier that allows every caller to get through instead of hearing a
busy signal or constant ring. Now, If you do not get through to a person, you ClIO leave a message and we will caU yOll back. While tbis increases the number of "lines" into the br-anch, the number of as ignrnelll officers and technicians has decreased.
Assignment officers are returning an average of 30 to 60 calls a day
in addition to the ones that get through directly. It is our intent to respond within 48 hours of your leaVing a mes age. If we get busy signals or no answer when we return the cait, it may take longer for US to
hook up with you. You can also conUllunicate witl, US via e-mail or fax.
E-mail is U,e preferred method (instead of phone).

AAC Selectees for Promotion to Major
Congratulations to the foUowing Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) ofIi er., who were recently selected for promotion to major:
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Name

BABR

CRFLD2

ALVAREZ, joseph H.
AMOS, Vincent A.

AR

97
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ARTERBURN, David R.
ASHWORTH, james S.
BAllEY, Chri topher A.
BARR, Matthew JBATEMAN, Dennis L.
BELLlZAN, john L.
BELVA, David G.
BI.ECKI.EY, Dennis R.
BOLICK, Steve C.
BURKE, Kyle T.
CAMPBELL, jon \V.
CAMPBELL, KeUy N.
CAMPBELL, Larry \V.
CAMPS, David C.
CANTRELL, Roy R.
CARPENTER, Robert C.
CARSON, Craig HCARTER, Donald K.
CHASE, Vance A.
CJ-lUBB, Deborah M.
COLLlNS, Ethan
CONCEPCION, jorge R.
CONEY, jacklyn
CROUCH, 'nlOmas W.
DAMPIER, David A.
DEJONG, Ronald J.
DICKENS, Chailendreia M.
DIETZ, james E.
DINGLE, Gwendolyn O.
DOLGOFF, SCOttj,
EAllL, Anh ur JEDWARDS, Keith R.
EillS, Carl M.
ERNYEI, Mark A.
FIElDS, Gregory M.
FINLEY, Alfonso j.
FLEISCHER, john A.
FI.ORESCA, Michael B.
FORnER, Norbert H.
GAGER, Calvin D.
GAllOP, David L.
GIUNTA, joseph A.
HAA E, Thomas K.
HAFFEY, Paul JI-WGHT, Timothy A.
HALL, Randy R.
I-LAMlLTON, ReginaJJ-IAlIDEN, Monroe B. Jr.
HAlUUNGTO ,jeffrey j.
HAY, Ralph G.
HESS, john P.
HIWARD,jay
HINKSON, Mary E.
HODGE, Tony F.
HOYr, Edward E.
HUTCHISON, teveA
!DDINS, jeffrey B.
IKlRT, Steven C.
JACKSON, Karenj.
JENNINGS, Kevin N.
JIMENEZ, Anthony R.
jOJ-lNSON, Diane E.
JOHNSON, Gregory M.
JUPITER, joseph H.

BABR

CRFLD2

A

')1

FA
AD
00
C
TC
EN
AV
EN

')3

51
51

51

97
53

51

97

TC

51

IN
FA
SC
IN
FA
IN
AR

97
97
53
53
53

51
51

AD

97

FA
OD
TC
AR
C
AV
00
FA
SC
CM
CM
SC
Ml
AV

51
51
51

QM
SC
EN
IN
Ml

AD
AV
SC
AR
AR

53
53

51

53
53
97
51
51

53
51

97
97

51
51

53
51
51
51
51

51

97

AD

51

00
SC

53
53

AD

51

QM

97

AR
SC
00

97

QM

97

FA
Ml
IN
FA
C
AR
SC
SC

51

51
51
51

51

53
51

51

97
51

AD

51

MP

97
53
53
97

SC
SC
AR
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Name

BABR

KIHARA, Steven W.
KING, Dion J.
KLUMPP, Joseph J.
KRElPE, Stephen G,
KRZISNIK, Gary M.
LANE, Broderick B.
LEGRANDE, John P.
LEWlS, Stanley M.
LINDLEY, James M.
MALATESTA, Mark L
MANNING, Barry G.
MARSHALL, Edward F. III
MASON, Danny T.
MASTERSON,JohnH.
MATfHEWS, Keith E.
MATI1IlAS, Gregory J,
MAY, Marshall K.
MCCORMICK, DanielJ.
MCCRACKEN, Richard R. Jr.
MCDONALD, Bradley N.
MCGINNESS, Dennis L
MCRAE, Uiwrence W. Jr,
MCVEIGH, Bryan J.
MEAD, Timothy G.
MERCER, Thomas E.
MEUSCHKE, Karl R.
MILLER, Donald H.
MINEAR, Steven J,
MOORE, David M.
MORlN, Roger J.
MUNN, Randy W.
NAGEL, James R,
NICHOLS, Ri,chard E. Jt.
NICOLELlA, Anthony J.
NIEVES, Robert R.
NOTHSTEIN, Thomas A. Jt.
OCONNELL, Judith L
ODAY, Sean P.
OELBERG, Gregory P,
ORDONIO, Robert R.
OXFORD, John R.
PELGZYNSKI, Anthony S.
PEWCCI, Jack A.
PITrS, Billy E.
PRESGRAVES, Donald C.
RlCE, David].
ROBERTS, Richard A.
ROBINSON, Keith W.
ROITZ, Frederick P.
SACKS, John R.
SAFFORD, Michael R.
SAMEK, Rocky G.
SCHALLER, Michael E.
SHALOSKY, Christopher A,
SHIFRJN, Scott E.
SIZEMORE, David R.
SMITH, Bobby L
SMITH, Floyd B. Jr.
SMTIlI, Gary S. Jr.
SMITH, Melton R.
STEARNS, Kenneth M.
STEPHENS,]ay D.
STEPHENS, Mark E,
STEWART, Gregory E.
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AV
IN
AV
AV
EN
SC
EN
QM
SC
CM
AD
CM
AD
FA
MI
AG
QM
FA
OD

CRFLD2
51
51
51

51

97
53
97
51

51
51

97
97
53
51
51

53
97
51
51

AR

51

AG
AD

53

AR
OD
FA
EN
IN
EN
IN
EN
FA
IN
FA

AR
AR

51
51
97
97
51

51

97
51

51

97
51
51

97
51

FA

51

QM
OD
AV
AG
AD
AV
QM
Ml
AV
FA
SC
AV
AD

97
97

AR
OD
FA
fA
IN
AD
MI
AD
OD

AV
AG
AD
FA
EN
AV

51

53
51
51

97
51
51

Name
STIEFEL, Jeffrey I.
TIGALL, Beatrice
THOMPSON, Herbert D.
THOMP ON, Leonhard E.
TOBIN, Vincent M.
ruDELL, Wallace J. Jr.
VAGUA, James A. AD
VANDEVEIRE, Stephanie G.
VANRASSEN, Michael}.
VERPOORTEN, Dennis M.
VOLLMECKE, Kirk F.
WALSH, Damon T.
WARREN, Matthew
WASHINGTON, Hodges 1.
WHEATIEY, Kevin 1.
WILK, Carl A. Jt.
WlLUFORD, William S,
WlLLS, Micbael D,
WINTERS, Brian C.
WOODS, Timothy C.
WRIGHTEN, Lyndon F.
WUERZ, Randy F.
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School Notes
Senior Service College (SSC) Eligibility
You become eligible for consideration by the SSC Selection Board as
soon as you are a promotable major. You remain eligible until you have
reacbed 276 months of active commissioned service. Past board results
show that most selectees have two lieutenant colonel-level command
or program manager reports in their file.

Command and Staff College (esC)
We get lots of questions about why acquisition officers are "wasting'
their tin,e and the taxpayers' money by attending
This attitude is
being perpertuated by mentors and other senior officers who advise captains and majors tbat their time would be better spent getting acquisition experience in a job, You will not be a program manager if you do
not get promoted, We still hold that if you are selected for re idem
you should attend, Here is some statistical reinforcement: Among Acquisltloll COIPS officeI'S, 95 pel'cent of resident
graduates were

esc.

esc,

esc

selected jar promotion 10 lieulenant colonel by lhe lost boa"d while
only 50 percent oj,wI/-resident esc graduates were picked lip by the
sa11ze board.
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Army Acquisition Certification
At the direction of the Army acquisition executive and the director
for acquisition career management, the Army has begun certifying all
acquisition civilians, as required by Department of Defense Manual
5000.5Z-M and DOD In truction 5000.58. Certification began with a Train
the Trainers Workshop from Oct. 17-20 1994 in Herndon, VA. Representatives from all acquisition functional areas and numerous Department of the Army civilian personnel specialists participated in the worksbop,
Certification will be accomplished by validating and correcting the
educ-Ation, experience and training history of each individual in the Army
Civilian Personnel System. The Army goal was to have all qualified civilians certified by Dec. 3D, 1994 and to identify additional required training for those who are not certified. New certification standards are expected to go uno effect in early 1995, More information on the new
tandards will be published in a future issue of Army RD&A.
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LETTERS

A Culture of AcquisitionAnother Perspective
In her article, "A Culture of Acquisition" (September-October 1994 Army RD&A Bulletin), MAl Lillian Pfluke carefully sets up a number of straw men, and then proceeds to
knock each of them down. Her premise that the Acquisition Corps needs a vibrant, proud culture makes good sense.
Sadly, her arguments advocate a triumph of style over substance.
Whether LTG Forster (the current Military Deputy to Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development
and Acquisition) needs a me-too, more fatherly tide, such
as "Chief of Acquisition; or whether the Army RD&A Bulletin needs a less pedestrian name for its cover are subjects
for otherwise unoccupied minds to debate.
The assertion that wearing a uniform provides "instant
credibility" is so naive as to be breathtaking. It reminds me
of the story attributed to a general officer who insisted that
Army Aviators would never be accepted as full members
of the combined arms team until they wore BDU-pattern
flight suits. In the acquisition business, just as in the operational Army, our counterparts rightly judge us primarily by our performance, not by our outward appearances.
MAl Pfluke's curious obsession with uniform wear is reminiscent of the perennial debate about whether Acquisition
Corps officers should periodically be sent back to the operational Army for "re-greening," ostensibly because they
have lost touch with their basic branches. A PM who has
lost touch with his basic branch doesn't need re-greening;
he needs to be fired. And an Acquisition Corps officer who
depends upon cosmetics to convey" ...who you are, who
[sic] you represent, what your background is, and what you
stand for" is a pale imitation of an officer, indeed.
In my view, we already have a culture of acquisition in
place, and it's growing each year. Simply, it's one of officers and Army civilians who are willing to roll up their sleeves
and tackle the toughest challenges the business has to offer: the staffer in SARDA running the latest budget drill at
2100; the test officer crafting a test plan that protects the
government's interests without imposing irrelevant or excessive requirements on the product; the logistics specialist whose effort expend.ed in the early phase of a program
makes it affordable enough to execute late on; the contract
specialist trying to work through the Byzantine maze of the
FAR, DFARS and numerou other seeming obstacles to efficient procurement; and finally, it's the program manager,
pulling together all of the above talents, and more, in a team
effort to get equipment that's needed into the hands of our
soldiers.
U
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Our Corps has conducted a series of workshops designed
to enhance our skills, and to obtain feedback about how
we're doing as arguably the most advanced service in the
implementation of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA). Could our functional area publication be better? Sure. Could our assignment officers at
PERSCOM be somewhat more helpful and informative? Probably, but the bulletin board, voice mail and e-mall combine
for a big improvement over the days when you couldn't
get through to Infmtry Branch until everyone had gone home
for the evening. We're not yet as good as we can be in these
and other areas, but it's certainly not for a lack of effort or
focusing on the wrong things.
On the contrary, our focus should continue to be on high
product value for taxpayer dollars, soldier/customer satisfaction, absolute integrity, and competent execution of our
programs. The Army Acquisition culture I'm proud to be
a part of is the one that looks for smarter ways to do business, that doesn't tolerate non-value-added processes and
people, and which celebrates the contributions of the many
dedicated individuals who make our system work despite
itself. It is not one of pompoms, perky titles, and members
plagued with Real Soldier Insecurity Syndrome.
There are plenty of significant cllallenges that face the
members of the Acquisition Corps in the lean years ahead.
Let's not get side-tracked by indulgent, self-absorbed niggling. Let's just get on with the mission, and be content to
be judged according to our deeds. I would think iliat would
provide a culture of which we can all be proud.
James B. Leahy Jr.
LTC, Infantry
Joint Simulation System
OSIMS) Program Office
Transition Teanl
Orlando, Florida
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1994 I DEX OF ARTICLES
This index is a headline listing of major articles published
" in Army RD&A Bulletin during 1994.

, JANUARY·FEBRUARY

r,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquisition Reform-An Army Perspective
Defense Science Board Task Force on Acquisition Reform
Applying Concurrent Engineering to Facility Design
Streamlining Defense AcqUisition Law: The section 800 Report
Prudent Defense Base Blueprint Critical to U.S. security in the 90s
National Automotive Center Focuses on Agile Manufacturing
Integrated Product and Process Development
Lean Production
Army Holds Acquisition Career Management Workshop
Army Names 1993 R&D Achievement Award Winners
Expanded Analytical Support to the Acquisition Process
From Single Source to Competition: Paladin and PET
The Military Technical Revolution
Omnibus Contracting
Combat Vehicle Crew Head-Mounted Displays
The Importance of Software Support to Army Readiness
Conferees Discuss AAC Personnel Policies

MARCH-APRIL

'"

I-<

• Department of Defense Environmental Security Program
• Managing EnVironmental Quality R&D
• Installation Restoration Research:
Maturing Technologies for Installation Cleanup
• Environmental R&D Program: The Compliance Pillar
• Environmental R&D Program: The Conservation Pillar
• Environmental Quality R&D: Pollution Prevention
• U.S. Army Civil Works Environmental R&D Program
• jefferson Proving Ground Unexploded Ordnance Demonstration Program
• The X-Ray FiXer Recycling System
• Composites For Bridging and Infrastructure Renewal
• Second Generation FUR Horizontal Technology Insertion
• Winning the Information War
• Smart Mines and Remote Control Technology
• Protecting the Soldier With High Technology Fibers
• TARDEC joins Vehicle Simulator Network
• Distributed Interactive Simulations For Theater Missile Defense
System Development

MAY-JUNE
• Army Acquisition Conferees Discuss Key Issues
• Interview With Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, Deputy Director For
Acquisition Career Management
• Center of Excellence For Automotive Research: Research Module of the National Automotive Center
• Nondestructive Evaluation-A Critical Step in the Production
of Quality Composite Parts
• Training for Concurrent Engineering Success
• Army Holds Science and Technology Leadership Roundtable
• Technology Upgrades and an Enabling Two-Step Development
Process
• Best Value Contracting
• Live Fire Testing at the Combat Systems Test Activity
• Advanced Power System Development Program For Theater
Missile Defense Ground-Based Radar
• Precision Automated Tracking System Used at YPG
• New Track-Tensioning System May Cut Tank Maintenance Costs

JULY-AUGUST
• Where Economic Security and National Security Intersect
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• Acquisition Reform-Blueprint For Change: Military Specifications and Standards
• The Industrial Operations Command
• Army industrial Base Sector Surveys
• Use of Non-Military Electronic Specifications and Standards in
the Acquisition of Army Materiel
• Economic Security and the Army
• Reengineering: Reconfiguring to Thrive in a Changing Climate
• Common Sense Conversion
• Career Management Workshop Stresses Teamwork, Communication
• National Automotive Center: Focus on ProfeSSional Development
• Repellents For The Soldier
• Precision Range Integrated Maneuver Exercises
• Technology For the Digital Battlefield
• Natick Hosts MIT Practice School
• Climbing The Career Ladder in the Acquisition Workforce

SEPfEMBER-OcrOBER
• From Industry: America's High Noon Complex
• Interview With BG Russ zajtchuk, Commander, U.S. Army Medical Research Development Acquisiti{)n and Logistics Command
(Provisional)
• Army Aircraft Acquisition By Commercial Standards
• Army Holds 19th Army Science Conference
• DOD Nutrition Research Program
• A Culture of Acquisition
• Letter From the Deputy Director For Acquisition Career Management
• Engineering Information For Force XXI
• Marketing Concepts For Army Laboratories
• New AAC Members Attend Workshop
• Professional Development Initiatives
• Agriculture May Hold Key to Better Tires and Diesel Fuel
• TARDEC Achieves Success by Nurturing Its Roots
• The senior Service College Fellowship Program at the University
of Texas at Ausrin
• DOD and the Evolution of TQM
• Robotic Filament Winding Composites Manufacturing
• The Future Soldier System: An Energy Perspective
• Intelligent Fault Locator
• Camoullaging the Individual Soldier

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER
• Force XXI: Digitizing the Battlefield
• Interview With GEN Leon E. Salomon, Commanding General,
U.S. Army Materiel Command
• The 1994 Army Science Board Technical Architecture For the
Digital Battlefield
• Advanced Warfighting Experiment
• Command and Control Warfare and Intelligence On the Future
Digital Battlefield
• Acquiring the Digitized Force
• Army Aviation Technology and Concepts
• Enabling Technologies and Advanced Concepts For the Digitized Force XXI
• Army Acquisition Leadership
• Armored Systems
• MANPRlN'T and the Digitized Battlefield
• A New Federated Laboratory Paradigm
• Training For Force XXI Technologies
• Tools in the Acquisition Kitbag
• On-The-F1y Positioning Revolutionizes Surveying
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